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INTRODUCTIO\
WhoPaysforRadio?

"When the first radio station began
in 1920, no one knew how to make
money from broadcasting." For about ten years I've begun all discussions
of my work with that sentence. Ilearned early that most people want the
one-sentence version of my project, although Ialso have available aparagraph, afifteen-minute, and now a223-page version. As asound bite,
though, that first sentence serves quite well. This book examines how radio
in the United States became commercialized, or financed by selling time.
It tells the story of an important technological and economic system that
most Americans accept today without question as foreordained, despite the
misgivings that were overcome and the struggles that were needed to
achieve this illusion of naturalness. Nothing about the process was inevitable, and every step involved conflict.
Broadcasting's programs and structure, developed in radio, help define our perception of life in the United States. Television situation comedies show families fulfilling the American dream, their success measured
by the products consumed. During the half-hour sitcom, frequent commercials reinforce broadcasting's position as the most visible archetype of
1
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American consumer capitalism. With the help of advertising, television
pays its own way, makes enormous profits through the sale of time to sponsors, and brings programs into viewers' homes without government
subsidy or interference. A few distributors (the networks) hold exclusive
contracts with local stations and provide most of the advertising and programming Americans watch.
To understand how this situation came about, we must look back to a
time when business leaders, government officials, and the radio audience
wondered about the answer to acommon question: Who pays for broadcasting? The familiar shape of American broadcasting first developed during the 1920s in broadcast radio and was later adopted by television. Three
factors shaped American broadcasting's form and content: the desire for
national radio; the choice of aparticular technology—wired networks—
to provide radio service to the entire nation; and dislike and distrust of
radio advertising on the part of both listeners and businesses.
During the first fourteen years of broadcasting, listeners, broadcasters, advertisers, and educators fought for control of radio. Listeners
wanted national radio service. The telegraph, railroads, electric lights, and
telephones had prepared Americans for technologies that might change
concepts of time and space, unite the nation, bring the outside world into
the home, and be operated privately.' Wired networks became the provider of national radio through acombination of technological, economic,
cultural, and political factors, which brought with them aspecific broadcasting structure and particular kinds of radio programs.
At the same time, however, the use of radio advertising to pay the
expensive wire rentals provoked early and continuing protests from educators and others who hoped radio would do more than sell products. An
anonymous poem published in Radio Revue magazine in 1930 illustrates
these concerns:

"Sponsoritis"
Dame nature has a"funny" way
Of spoiling our enjoyment
For everyone who lives today
Has his or her annoyment;
And each disease beneath the sun
Has diff'rent germs to bite us
2
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Now RADIO'S developed one—
They call it "SPONSORITIS.”
It's thriving like ahealthy weed
Or fungus newly grafted,
And mercenaries sow the seed
Wherever sound is wafted
The artists rave then grow morose
Because of laryngitis,
And "fans" then get astronger dose
Of this same SPONSORITIS.
No use to try to save the wreck
Or prophecy [sic] disaster,
For he who signs the mighty check
Is boss and lord and master;
When there's aprogram spoiled or botched,
It's money bags who fight us,
With heavy hearts we've stood and watched
The spread of SPONSORITIS.... 2

More surprisingly, broadcasters and advertisers also distrusted the notion
of radio advertising and had to be convinced it could work. The protests
against radio sponsorship influenced what was heard over the airwaves despite the ultimate success of the networks' promotion of broadcast advertising. The continuing protests, as well as the programming forms and organizational structure that responded to them, influenced television. Any
understanding of American commercial television must grow out of an examination of its beginnings in commercial radio.
Iphrased my introductory sentence to challenge the widespread assumption that the commercialized system is anecessary evil—if you want
television, you have to put up with commercials. But my research quickly
raised questions about why and how, with all the evidence of conflict I
found, contemporary American broadcasting could present itself as the inevitable application of capitalism to communication. Italian Marxist Antonio Gramsci was one of the first to examine how capitalist economies
evolved ashared ideology. Gramsci's theory of hegemony argues that
power and social control in advanced bourgeois societies derive from more
than economic factors. As Carl Boggs has written, "Gramsci observed that
ruling elites always sought to justify their power, wealth, and status ideologically, with the aim of securing general popular acceptance of their domi3
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nant position as something 'natural' ... and thus unchallengeable." Boggs
explains that "ruling ideas must become deeply-embedded in the fabric
of social relations and national traditions" until they appear as "common
sense," able to mystify "power relations, public issues, and historical
events."'
Iseek to examine how the commercialized broadcasting system in the
United States became "naturalized." Other scholars, notably Stuart Hall,
have extended Gramsci's idea that hegemony is not imposed, but rather
continually struggled for, and looked at popular culture as asite of such
conflict. 4Not only the content of broadcasting, but its economic and technological structure as well as people's conception of it, are part of the capitalist hegemony Gramsci described and asite of the conflict Hall posits.
Although developed in European and English contexts, these paradigms
have proven extremely useful for understanding American broadcasting.
Unraveling the truth about broadcasting's history is adifficult and politically charged task. In Media and the American Mind, Daniel Czitrom has
concluded that "the everywhere-ness, all-at-once-ness, and never-endingness of the media are powerful barriers to understanding, or even acknowledging, their history."' The media's attempts to distort its own enterprise
range from the early radio industry's labeling of its organizational structure
as "the American System of Broadcasting" up to current network slogans.
Early historians of radio, writing from aprogressive point of view, saw
advertising as the most sensible way to finance broadcasting and as afateful
and fated development. 6Contemporary scholars who believe in the inevitability of commercialization are often those who accept with equanimity
its results.' This approach minimizes or trivializes the strong opposition
that broadcast advertising aroused. On the other hand, the concept of inevitability can also stereotype the nonprofit alternatives as perfect and the
commercial possibilities as evil. The broadcasting system did not simply
have to be one or the other, privatized or government-sponsored. Many
different mixtures were conceivable within the given cultural and technological parameters.
In addition to deconstructing the notion of commercial inevitability,
broadcast historians must also consider the question of technological determinism. It might seem that radio, as anew communications technology,
demanded aparticular organization, yet historians of technology challenge
the concept that each new machine carries its own destiny within itself.
When Steven Lubar and Brooke Hindle call for historians to examine the
4
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contexts of technology, they ask that we recognize the influence of social
and cultural forces on technology. 8This book take aparticular approach
to the history of technology, one that explores how social and cultural
choices affect technology at the same time that technology affects society
and culture. Iseek to understand how technological change happens and
how it can be controlled, because Ireject the idea that each machine had
to be designed or used in aparticular way. Ialso believe that by understanding the design and use of machines in the past, we can better understand the machines we meet everyday. Finally, just as other technologies
have often been used by those in power to extend their power, afew large
radio companies consolidated their control even as they faced technological limitations and interacted with listeners, advertisers, and the federal government.
Several scholars have examined American broadcasting and advertising as aproduct of resistance, as well as of powerful industries imposing a
profitable system. Czitrom outlines the cultural and intellectual influences
on the American media, and Susan Douglas, in Inventing American Broadcasting, considers the social construction of early radio: the impact of technology, popular culture, entrepreneurship, and the radio operators themselves on radio in its earliest days. 9 My work picks up at the moment
Douglas's leaves off in the early 1920s, and reviews the technological, economic, organizational, and cultural factors that shaped American broadcasting's next stage of development.
Commercialized broadcasting should be considered as advertising as
well as technology and entertainment. When Ibegan studying radio, there
was no history of print advertising with which Icould compare my research on radio advertisements. Since then, however, Roland Marchand's
Advertising the American Dream: Making Way for Modernity, 1920-1940 has
made my work easier and richer by providing the details of the interwar
period's advertising industry and products. Radio advertising proves the
point, made convincingly by Michael Schudson in Advertising, the Uneasy
Persuasion, that advertising is not intuitive but needs to be sold and resold
to manufacturers by the advertising industry. 10
While my introductory sentence raises important considerations of
theory and fact, it omits questions of historical methodology. Ihave found
few casual listeners interested in such issues because most believe—along
with many historians—that good history simply exists without the need
for an explanation of how it was conceived or written. For those readers
5
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with concern for such issues, Ishould note that Iam acultural historian of
popular entertainment forms who insists on examining producers, texts,
and audiences, as well as the economic and technological links among
them. As acultural historian Imaintain aprimary interest in the radio
programs themselves and how they were produced. Yet Ientered the profession at atime when social historians seemingly had alock on political
correctness, and literary critics on methodological chic, and my work reflects the changes that the new social history and literary theories have
brought to all American historians.
Ibegan my research thinking Iwould focus my study on the radio
programs themselves. But Icame to believe that historians can learn little
from apopular culture form divorced from its context. Some studies of
popular culture focus on the "text"—in this case, the radio programs—
without any regard for the economic, organizational, or cultural forces that
shaped it. As aresult, they miss deeper forms of reflectivity and influence.
Treating radio programs as literature, even when applying the most
sophisticated literary theories, often misses the point of broadcasting. In
one approach, literary and film critics, writing in afield broadly termed
"reader-response criticism" and using awide range of analytic theories,
examine texts and readers to understand how the act of reading may create,
or re-create, meaning. Text-centered examinations of how meaning is constituted by readers may provide historians with amethod for investigating
audiences not available for interview. Ihave learned from this approach,
but Ibelieve its narrow focus is insufficient for the complex historical story
Ihope to tell." My work considers the production of radio programming
and how meaning was invested in it by broadcasters and advertisers. Advertisers may "construct" an audience in amore deliberate fashion than do
film directors or authors; in commercialized broadcasting, the material
sent over the airwaves exists primarily to gather and retain an audience for
the advertising.0 In exploring the commercial mass media, one needs to
understand both the technology and the institutions that control and profit
from it, in order to understand the form itself and the audiences for that
form.
When studying audience interaction with popular culture, we cultural
historians have felt at some disadvantage compared with our colleagues in
social history. Social historians working in the tradition of British cultural
studies see audiences as active participants in the making of popular culture, and have used sociological and anthropological tools to gauge audi6
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ence attitudes. Many influential British studies have involved ethnographic
interpretations of contemporary audience reactions and have differed
somewhat in their political and qualitative focus from those conducted by
American communications scholars who address similar issues." Using social history methods proves difficult, however, in studying early broadcasting. For example, social scientists might be interested in the available statistical surveys and letters from early radio listeners, but both sources of
evidence have serious flaws. Listeners often wrote to radio stations, but the
letters that survive were culled to support the broadcasters' contention that
radio constituted aperfect advertising medium. Audience surveys commissioned by advertising professionals contained similar biases.
By considering the audience in relationship to those who produced
the radio programs, Ican provide amore nuanced picture than is possible
with social science methods. Ican ask and answer such questions as: How
did the radio and advertising industry "construct" listeners? On what assumptions did they base their production of radio programs and advertisements? Were those assumptions valid? Additionally, it is important to recognize that advertisers and broadcasters did not see their audience as
monolithic, but paid attention to its racial and gendered makeup. For example, broadcasters kept black entertainers off the airwaves for fear of
offending white audience members, and advertisers, knowing that men
controlled radio listening, worked to bring women into the broadcast audience. The audience may have been mass, but it was always differentiated.
And Iam just as interested in what producers thought about radio programming and audiences as Iam in what the audiences thought. In this
study Iexamine some of the sources and apply some of the evidentiary
standards of social history, but Iuse them as acultural historian.
In the end, any isolation of asingle element—whether by historians
of technology focusing on modes of distribution, literary critics examining
texts, or social historians looking only at audience members—misses asynergy: the culture produced by the interaction of all the elements. Iexamine
the entire popular culture equation of producer + text + audience,
and the links among the three components, and move back and forth
among the components and the links. Ibelieve it is this holistic approach
that marks what Ido as cultural history.
The chapters in this book move chronologically from the beginning
of broadcasting in 1920 until the passage of the Communications Act of
1934, under which broadcasting is still regulated. Chapter 1examines the
7
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forces that caused both listeners and radio manufacturers to think of radio
as national. Listeners realized that national programming offered professional performers, coverage of important events, and exciting material not
presented by local stations. National radio solved difficult economic problems for broadcasters and radio receiver manufacturers, who worked to
refine the technology needed to send aradio signal across the country.
Technological, economic, and cultural factors influenced the choice
of aparticular technology to provide national radio service. Chapter 2describes the technologies available and the ultimate decision to provide national radio over wired networks. Wired networks had adeciding influence
on the development of broadcast radio because network radio brought expensive charges to rent wires and thus the need for broadcasting, as well
as receiver sales, to make money. Broadcast advertising could generate the
large profits needed to support awired system, but ambivalence about radio advertising emerged early and remained. Chapter 3outlines the arguments over broadcast advertising. The omnipresence of the question,
"who is to pay for broadcasting?" showed that many did not immediately
accept commercialized broadcasting as the best answer. Potential advertisers and the advertising industry itself doubted that advertisements over
radio would work. The networks' attempt to sell radio advertising to advertisers, and broadcasting's resulting acceptance of basic advertising
assumptions, had important consequences for the form and content of
radio broadcasting.
Wired networks, the need to promote broadcast advertising, and the
eventual public acceptance of radio advertising shaped the programs themselves, as discussed in chapter 4. Other forms of national radio service
might have presented different performers, formats, and material. Networks dumped local musicians in favor of vaudeville artists who had long
performed for audiences scattered across the country and replaced regional
sponsors with large companies seeking anational market—companies who
had the money to cover the vaudeville stars' fees.
The increasing commercialization and monopolization of the airwaves by the networks was met in the early 1930s with renewed resistance.
Chapter 5relates how the commercialized broadcasters moved quickly,
with aparanoia that became characteristic, to smash the backlash, succeeding in destroying most of the nonprofit alternatives. The 1934 Communications Act, which failed to mention advertising or networks, marked
asweeping victory for commercialized radio. The book's conclusion re8
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views the changes and continuities in broadcasting between 1934 and the
present.
The negative results of the acceptance of networks and broadcast advertising were evident as early as the 1930s. Commercialized radio, funded
by the sale of time to advertisers, proved rigid in form and less responsive
to its audience. Advertisers soon dominated radio and, because of the longheld uncertainty about listener response (a continuing worry today for
television networks, which distrust current ratings systems and experiment
with "people meters"), advertisers' impressions of what listeners liked actually controlled programming. Advertising forced radio to appeal to mass,
rather than specialized (even if quite large), audiences. Advertisers believed
they knew the pattern that over-the-air commercials should take. To accommodate the advertisements properly, the format of radio programs became inflexible. A few artists used the rigidity as aspur to creativity, like
poets working within astrict sonnet form. But for most it severely restricted programming possibilities. Radio became away to sell products,
and most programs merely filled the time between commercials, just as
they do in current television offerings. 14 Programs joined commercials in
trying to manipulate the audience—not to entertain or educate or uplift,
unless those actions would help sell.
The acceptance that networks and broadcast advertising found in the
1934 Communications Act, combined with developments in radio programming, ultimately determined the form of television. The strange relationship between Americans and commercialized mass media began with
radio. Although most realized broadcasting was not as good as it could be,
they came to know that they had very little control over specific programs
(despite broadcasters' claims to the contrary) and came to use radio and
television for various purposes unforeseen by broadcasters and advertisers.
For example, programs can serve as abasis for community when listeners
or viewers call radio talk shows, join fan clubs, or simply discuss aminiseries's plot and characters at work the next day. Such behavior is not part
of the rationale for commercialized broadcast programming, which is supposed above all to entice people to buy products. Americans today simply
accept commercialized broadcasting—sometimes using it and sometimes
being used by it.
In addition to exploring why and how broadcasting became profitable,
we should also consider how this society could have used radio's potential
to the fullest. Many Americans in the 1920s disagreed with the idea of
9
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making money from radio at all. The struggle against broadcast advertising started before 1920 and continues today in organized pressure groups
such as Action for Children's Television, in classrooms where students
learn to critically evaluate their connection to television viewing, and in
individuals' perceptions of the mass media and their own interaction with
it. From radio's beginnings many listeners, educators, and critics disliked
broadcast advertising and displayed their opposition both actively and passively. In the end the resisters had less influence than did the powerful
radio and advertising industries. Yet examining these resisters is important—not only for what they did, but for their missed opportunities.
An examination of the initially foot-dragging advertisers can provide similar insights; realizing that advertisers were reluctant participants in the
commercialization of radio obliges us to think about their part in broadcasting as more tenuous and open to change than one might expect. For a
significant period, the broadcasting system was unformed and relatively
flexible. We must learn to recognize such moments during the introduction of other new technologies and push harder to shape new institutions
for the benefit of many people rather than for the profit of the few.
The development of radio broadcasting offers lessons about how a
new technology fits into American society and culture and who controls
that fit. Some people in the 1920s wanted radio to help reinforce ethnic
and regional ties, but instead broadcasters and advertisers tried to reduce
listeners to the lowest common denominator, that of consumer. If succeeding technologies will be similarly up for sale to the highest bidder (to
be resold as "consumer goods"), then the promise of technology will remain unfulfilled. A study of the commercialization of radio provides at
once ahistorical perspective on the beginnings of our most ubiquitous
mass medium, television, and one of our least understood institutions, advertising; acase study of aculture adopting, and adapting to, anew technology; and astriking example of conflict among different groups who seek
to influence popular culture and the dissemination of entertainment and
information.

10
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The Distance Fiend
A. H. Folwell
He was adistance fiend,
A loather of anything near.
Though WOOF had asinger of opera fame,
And WOW asoprano of national name,
He passed them both up for aKansas quartet
A thousand miles off and hence "harder to get."
New York was too easy to hear.
He was adistance fiend ...
He was adistance fiend,
Alas, but he died one day.
Saint Peter obligingly asked, would he tell
His choice of residence—Heaven or Hell?
He replied, with ashow of consistency fine:
"Good sir, you have hit on ahobby of mine,
Which place is the farthest away?"
He was adistance fiend.'
11
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These two stanzas of apoem first published in The New Yorker (and then
reprinted in the largest radio magazine) satirized the obsessions of longdistance fanatics in the first days of broadcasting. Such "distance fiends,"
with their interest in broadcasts from faraway places, served as abridge
between the earliest radio hams and members of the later broadcast audience. The special thrill of early radio for all three groups lay in the listener's ability to hear distant stations. In 1923 Radio Broadcast magazine identified one of the attractions of broadcast radio as the "ability to astound our
friends by tuning in aprogram athousand miles away" and concluded that
there "is something fascinating about hearing aconcert from along way
off, and the pleasure does not seem to wane with familiarity."'
The excitement aroused by long-distance broadcasts seems difficult
to recapture today, in an era when we can instantly communicate internationally by phone and fax, turn on the seven o'clock news and casually
watch videotaped footage from outer space, and fantasize about intergalactic communication ("E. T. phone home"). Yet in the early 1920s many
Americans found broadcasting amiracle and the prospect of becoming part
of anational radio audience enthralling. When radio broadcasting began,
people all over the country wanted to eavesdrop on distant places, hear
reports from faraway locations, or listen to sporting events and country
music from their original venues. Both intellectuals and ordinary people
were in the process of changing how they thought about time and space, a
change that led to abelief that radio could, and should, connect the nation.
In addition, the managerial systems, economic structures, and technical
expertise already in place to run railroads, electrical lighting, and telegraph
systems made it possible to imagine anationwide radio system even before
the technology existed to make such service possible.
The development of national broadcasting clearly brought the most
benefit to the corporations that controlled radio. Yet the institution of national radio service reflected amore complex process than the imposition
of such asystem on an unaware public. Aprimarily local radio system could
have functioned well, and at first that was how radio developed, but other
forces encouraged the concept of radio as national in scope. Listeners demanded the chance to hear radio from distant locations and for everyone
in the country to hear the same program at the same time, while the radio
industry maintained abelief that it was destined to serve more than local
audiences. The consensus on national radio service became an important
building block in the construction of the American commercialized broadcasting system.
12
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THE URGE FOR DISTANCE

Before large corporations or individual Americans imagined radio broadcasting, agroup of skilled hobbyists already talked to each other across
the nation using radio. Amateurs counted on the new technology to link
individuals feeling isolated in an increasingly industrial society.' They
proved that there was an interest in national radio service, and they showed
how receiving and transmitting signals provided ameans of long-distance
communication.
Radio thus began as an active rather than passive enterprise. Susan
Douglas has vividly described the middle-class, urban white men and boys,
the first "hams," who experimented with radio transmission and reception
in the decade before World War I, and she has explained why radio started
as aprincipally male activity. Using inexpensive crystals as detectors, oatmeal boxes wound with wire stolen from construction sites as tuning coils,
and telephones as headsets, the young hobbyists learned from each other,
from magazines, from Boy Scout manuals, and from trial and error to build
their own equipment. They designed receivers and transmitters to pick up
distant signals and to communicate with each other using their varying
skills at Morse code.
These amateurs set up anational network to send messages across
the nation. Founded in 1914, the American Radio Relay League (ARRL)
connected the 200 various radio clubs and stations from coast to coast. As
Douglas writes, "it was the amateurs who demonstrated that, in an increasingly atomized and impersonal society, the nascent broadcast audience was
waiting to be brought together." 4 The ARRL network, outlawed during
World War Ibut revived in 1919, enabled amateurs to engage in their
favorite activity, communicating with other operators who lived far away.'
Outside the radio relay, hams held contests to see who could transmit the
fastest and the farthest. Douglas has demonstrated that the amateurs
forged aconcept of masculinity measured by mastery of the new technology rather than by physical prowess. In the process, they "revealed that
many middle-class Americans were hungering for asense of what people
in different cities or states were like, what they thought and how they
lived" and showed that "these Americans had afeeling that there was more
information available to them than they routinely received." 6
Immediately after broadcasting began, many others joined the hams
in their hobby of listening to information sent over the airwaves. The development of the audion and its availability to amateurs after World War
13
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Imade the transmission of words and music possible. Listeners no longer
needed aknowledge of Morse code—knowledge the young hams had enjoyed developing but which limited the number of radio hobbyists. In addition, amateurs found transmitters more difficult to build than receivers.
When each radio fan did not need to be both asender and areceiver, more
people became interested in radio.
As soon as one of the hams, Frank Conrad, aWestinghouse engineer,
began to air aregular program of recorded music from awell-made transmitter in his Pittsburgh garage, lots of Americans wanted to listen. They
sent sons, or the kid next door, or the war veteran down the block who had
learned about radio in the service to buy the materials needed to build a
radio receiving set. Conrad's employer, Westinghouse, noticed that it sold
more equipment when Conrad broadcast. To further encourage sales,
Westinghouse moved Conrad's transmitter to the top of its factory, applied
for afederal license, and established regular transmitting hours as station
ICDKA. Transmissions such as Conrad's to many listeners, rather than the
prewar use of radio to communicate between two people, changed radio
into apotential mass medium.
Many of the habits and interests of the earlier hams carried over into
radio listening as stations built by newspapers, feed stores, municipalities,
colleges, and radio equipment manufacturers sprang up across the nation.
Because ready-made receivers were not yet available, new listeners needed
help to assemble areceiving set from those friends or neighbors who understood radio. Much like the early hackers who helped spread an interest
in computers, the prewar hams eagerly helped others build receiving sets
and, in the process, indoctrinated them into the culture of radio listening.
Hearing alocal program was fun, but receiving atransmission from far
away was more fun. Long-distance reception proved both your radio skills
and the strength and quality of your equipment.
Avid long-distance listeners found programs distracting, since they
listened to each broadcast just long enough to verify station call letters and
locations. Because of the technical problems involved in early radio, many
stations came in clearly for only afew precious minutes; it was alistener's
nightmare that such amoment might be given over to music. In January
1924 Radio Broadcast reprinted an irate letter:
Dear Sir,
Iam making an appeal for many of my B. C. L. (broadcast listener) friends
who like to "fish" for distant stations. We are greatly disappointed in the
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stations which fail to announce their call signal after each part of the program. It is most annoying to wait through several long pieces, and then
hear—"The next selection will be
"WHY can't and
WHY don't all stations give their call signal, and also their location, after
every item?
The magazine added that "an effort to correct the annoying omission of
call letters by station announcers would undoubtedly be widely appreciated."'
Advertisements for receiving sets reflected the obsession with distant
radio stations. The January 1923 issue of Radio Broadcast featured ads headlined "Concerts from 14 Cities in One Evening," "How Far Can IHear
with MR-6?" and "How Far Did You Hear Last Night?" One advertiser
wrote that the "lure of distant stations grips the radio fan" and that "even
the seasoned old timer gets athrill when he brings in astation way across
the continent, or sits, in awe, as aclear Spanish message comes thru from
Cuba or Mexico." To illustrate how easy radios were to use, the advertisement noted that "a ten-year-old girl in Michigan brings in New York,
Denver, Atlanta, Dallas, and other distant stations."' Another ad featured
amap of the United States with arrows, representing radio waves, converging on Wisconsin from every part of the nation; the copy bragged that
during one month in Wisconsin alone "come reports of De Forest MR6Receiving Sets getting California, Colorado, Kansas, Texas, Tennessee,
Georgia, Kentucky, Pennsylvania, and New York—distances up to 1,500
miles." The copy concluded that "if you want the best radio has to offer—
the songs, the stories, the news of the world—more clearly than you have
believed possible and from farther away—you can't go wrong on De Forest!" 9Another ad boasted that "one Radio Expert called the new J. R. H.
Model the 'ears to anation.' It is wonderful to think that all the family can
enjoy concerts from near or afar," and added that "all stations come in as
'clear as abell.'"")
With atypical American penchant for quantification, radio fans compared distances heard. The most organized approach to long-distance listening came in the three "How Far Have You Heard?" contests sponsored
by Radio Broadcast magazine and aimed at the distance fiends, by this time
called DX'ers. The first contest announcement, in the November 1922
issue, described the "loose talk" about the great distances heard on simple
equipment and noted that "whenever you receive over distances in excess
of 500 miles at night or 150 miles by day ... let Radio Broadcast tell its
15
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readers how you have done it. For letters published avery liberal rate will
be paid."" In each of the next four months the magazine published accounts of listening achievements and equipment design submitted by readers. Headlines included "Theodore Bedell, Jr., Has Made an Enviable Record with aReceiver He Built for Ten Dollars" and "64,660 Is the Best
Aggregate Mileage So Far." One featured radio fan listed all the stations
he heard, but added that he gave little attention to local stations." Radio
Broadcast announced the results of the first contest and explained the rules
for anew contest in the April 1923 issue; Russell Sheehy of New Hampshire won the first contest with an aggregate mileage of 111,540. 14
During the three following months, May, June, and July 1923, Radio
Broadcast reminded readers of the second contest and its rules. The August,
September, and October issues printed entries and reports on many of the
contestants and their equipment. The winner, a"porto rico [sic] fan," regularly heard stations on the West Coast, 3,525 miles away, and his article,
"A Neighbor at Three Thousand Miles," explained how he had amassed
an aggregate of 172,071 miles." Third-prize winner Abbye M. White of
Hanover, Pennsylvania, showed that early radio listening had been constructed as amale hobby when she wistfully began her entry:
Rather fearfully Iventure into your contest, for Ido not know if we of
the fair sex are allowed in or not. But your rules say nothing against it so
here Iam.
White finished her description:
Ican travel over the United States and yet remain at home. Nightly Ivisit
most of the larger cities in the United States and get much interesting
entertainment and instruction.' 6
The third contest began in March 1924 and solicited entries in two
divisions: "Ready Made Sets" and "Home Made Sets." Earlier, the editors
had worried about the lack of entrants using ready-made sets and had decided "that the purchaser of aready-made set is generally interested primarily in the entertainment," while the listener who built his or her own
set was often "out after distance" and "learns more about fine tuning.""
The trend toward already assembled sets took the edge off long-distance
listening and, indeed, Radio Broadcast magazine gave diminished attention
16
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to the third contest. The winner of the ready-made division compiled an
aggregate mileage of only 85,510, with abest single jump of 2,480 miles,
as compared to the winner from the homemade set division, who managed
to rack up 121,535 miles, with abest single jump of 3,000 miles.' 8 The
smaller play given by Radio Broadcast to the third contest also reflected
changes in the magazine's focus. Coverage of the earlier contests featured
lengthy technical descriptions and diagrams of interesting receiving sets.
By the summer of 1924 Radio Broadcast, like many radio listeners, exhibited
as much interest in what was heard on the radio as in how, and from where,
the radio signals were received.
The proliferation of radio stations had begun to limit long-distance
listening early in the 1920s. But the average fan's devotion to receiving
signals from across the nation, in spite of the growing interference of competing local stations, led to anew institution, the "silent night." An early
Kentucky broadcaster explained the tradition:
Christmas came—our first.... Iheard Silent Night so often that Ibecame
silent-night-conscious, and felt myself wanting to move about on tiptoe
after sundown. Such asaturation of the ether may have suggested an entirely new thought to the Department of Commerce, because shortly after
New Year's came this query: "What do you think of having silent nights
over the country? Upon one night aweek certain stations in specified areas
will stay off the air, thus giving better reception of outside stations for
people living close to local antennas." It was aworthy thought which we
speedily endorsed, choosing for our own use—rather for our own disuse—
Mondays, and on January fifteenth, 1923, we observed the first. By and
large, this was one of the queerest innovations radio has ever experienced.' 9
Arguments over silent nights raised issues that reoccurred throughout the
early 1920s. While many radio stations instituted silent nights, New York
City stations never took up the idea. Radio Broadcast agreed that the concept was foolish in the nation's entertainment capital, since the "best radio
programs obtainable are sent out from New York" and it would be useless
to deprive listeners of this entertainment "so that afew enthusiasts may
tell their fellow workers on the morrow that they heard Cuba, or San Francisco." The magazine concluded that "silent night may be observed on
Main Street, but it never will on Broadway." 2°This assumption of New
York's cultural superiority and the differing radio needs of rural and urban
areas remained controversial.
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Those listeners who lived in areas where stations interfered with each
other or who did not like the programs available locally most appreciated
silent nights." The busy airwaves of Chicago proved abattleground as migrants to the city and long-time residents fought fiercely over silent nights.
One Chicago station refused to shut down, arguing that if it did the owners
of small receiving sets unable to pick up distant stations would go without
entertainment. One observer granted that while radio's chief use was entertainment "its greatest potential is in the conquering of distance" and
noted the value of "sitting in, by radio, on anational political convention
...
halfway across the continent?" 22 Silent nights helped many radio entertainment personalities develop national audiences, and left performers and
listeners alike eager for national radio."
The custom of silent nights lasted until about 1927. Thereafter local
stations joined networks, started selling time, and found the older institution unprofitable and unnecessary. The silent nights were, however, an important precursor of anational radio system. Radio's ability to unite listeners politically and culturally, as demonstrated by the silent nights,
remained an important argument for national radio.
Throughout the 1920s listeners continued to seek the thrill of receiving faraway places, but what they hoped to hear transmitted from those
places changed. Many observers noted the development of different listening habits in 1924 and 1925. As early as 1923 aRadio Broadcast editor
wrote that "to many listeners-in, there is no particular fascination in
spending half the night bringing in the call letters of some distant stations,
whose programme may be mediocre, when at the same time, agood local
station is providing excellent entertainment." 24 Six years later an engineer
noted that "the first era in popular broadcast reception was that of novelty
and of listening to distant stations. This reached apeak in the winter of
1924-25 and has decreased.""
Both technological limits and technological advances influenced the
change in listening habits. In seeking long-distance receiving records, and
even in simple listening for pleasure, listeners came up against the most
intractable technological problem in early radio: interference. A 1924 article noted that "the weakest radio impulse sent out by abroadcasting station theoretically continues forever," but explained that "the fact is, there
is alimit," even though its existence was often misunderstood by listeners,
who thought the only "limiting factor" was the receiving set. The article
asked "why can't you always increase the distance by increasing the sensi18
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tivity of your set?" and answered in one word, "static." 26 Engineers in the
mid-1920s spent much of their time improving receivers and mapping radio broadcast coverage. Yet the long-distance listener, according to one
engineer, "found that ...the enormous fluctuations in night transmission
usually termed fading, together with ... natural and man-made interference, lend to his pursuit the sporting aspects of agame of chance."" Listeners reached atechnological limit in their ability to pick up distant stations and found that stations had an annoying tendency to fade away,
despite the best efforts of the listeners/technicians. The single longest distance and the aggregate mileage heard by the Radio Broadcast entrants actually decreased between the second and third contests.
Because engineers could not discover away to improve long-distance
reception, new radio receivers focused on improved reception quality and
helped create anew type of radio fan. One historian has noted that early
receivers were "designed primarily to amplify the signal as loud as was possible in order to get distant stations. Little thought had been given to tone
quality or to appearance of the set." But by 1925 radio manufacturers were
sending elaborate displays of radio receivers to major cities for "radio
shows" in rented downtown auditoriums. These shows featured sets that
looked like furniture and appealed to the whole family, not just to the radio
buff. 28 Print advertisements reflected the same change. Unlike previous
ads, which had claimed distance records, 1925 Radio Broadcast ads pictured
the radio in aluxurious living room; described the set as a"radio reproducer" that "transforms mere radio reproduction into artistic recreation";
and declared that aBristol Loud Speaker yielded "all the rich tonal quality
of the singer's voice, its natural sweetness, its pathos." Those who bought
the new receivers were most interested in what radio could consistently
bring into their home and only secondarily in receiving distant stations.
Turning away from distant broadcasts, listeners returned to their local
stations but quickly realized that local programs remained at an amateurish
level and failed to provide the thrill of hearing faraway events. New listeners were eager for the wonders of the radio waves—important political
speeches and major musical happenings, for example—and often felt that
local programs fell short of their expectations. The new audience sought
easily available and reliable service featuring both broadcasts from distant
places and programming of sophisticated content.
The proportion of "distance fiends" in the radio audience had thus
dwindled by the mid-1920s, but they had left an important legacy The
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collective memory of listeners retained the possibility, the variety, and the
excitement of hearing distant people and events. The early radio fans had
whetted the public's appetite for national radio. As one fan wrote, protesting the new interest in programs rather than distance:
We are impelled by the same urge which brought about the development
of the boat, the automobile, the telephone, telegraph, the airplane and
every other invention which has as its object the elimination or reduction
of the disadvantages which distance has had upon the inhabitants of the
earth.. .
.
Ithink that it is just as reasonable to expect radio fans to try for
distance in receiving broadcasts as it is for men to try to travel faster or by
more direct routes. The earth is our home and no matter if at times it does
seem large, we will eventually master it. These poor itch-crazed fans are no
different from the pioneers of old, except that they may do their exploring
from the comforts of an easy chair in awell lighted and warm room."
Listeners wanted radio technology, like earlier technologies, to conquer
space, at least partially for the sheer pleasure of being able to do so. Once
the technical feat was accomplished, many listeners found the programming from distant places novel and sometimes even better than that broadcast closer to home.

FORMATION OF A NATIONAL AUDIENCE
In the early 1920s, who listened to the radio and why changed twice: amateurs who also transmitted became listeners who sought faraway stations
without much interest in what they heard; these distance fiends then gave
way to awider broadcast audience interested in particular programs. Unchanging, however, was the listeners' pursuit of information and entertainment from distant locations. Farmers, sports fans, and homesick rural
folks, for example, sought different kinds of radio programming with varying degrees of urgency, but all believed radio could improve their lives by
connecting them with places they could not otherwise reach. Their continuing search for information contributed to the urge for anational radio
system that would bring them news and entertainment from far away.
Listeners in rural areas wanted to hear broadcasts originating outside
their regions for practical reasons. Farmers sought agricultural product
prices, weather reports, educational programs designed to break down the
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isolation of farm life, and the music with which they were familiar. When
early broadcasters discovered rural audiences, they began to think of themselves as regional rather than local outlets. Rural migrants, too—especially
those from the South who had left their farms for the city—searched the
airwaves for stations near their old homes, hoping to hear familiar music
and performers.
Farmers needed aknowledge of prices in city markets because commodity brokers in their local communities frequently lied about market
conditions. A "country cousin" quoted in aradio magazine told how his
mother got better egg prices after the family installed aradio. When the
egg buyer stopped off as usual and "told Mom that the egg market was bad
and getting worse," she informed him that the New York market quotation
for the day was twenty-five cents over his offer. The "old huckster's ...
mouth dropped open like atrap door at ahanging" when Mom told him
"cool as acucumber" that "we get the early morning quotations every day
at eight o'clock from New York over the radio. Hereafter, you'll have to
get around before that.""
Accurate price quotations came only from the market itself, usually
located in adistant city. "If you live in Nebraska and have aload of hogs
to ship to market," abroadcaster wrote, "you can know the quotations up
to the last minute on the Chicago market—by radio."" One U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) official commented that because of radio,
"Distance from market means nothing. The hog raiser in the Corn Belt,
or the fruit grower in California, can be... closely informed on markets
hundreds of miles away."" Telegraphed market reports helped, but only
for those who lived near atown. Wireless Age noted that radio "radiates in
all directions, and the most isolated places of the continent do not escape
it. The farmer far removed from the centers of population is reached as
easily as the big city.""
Weather reports remained crucial as well. Newspapers and telephones
provided weather information, but it was vague and updated only once a
day." Ted Roush of Highland County, Ohio, wrote Radio Age magazine
that "during harvest season we depended quite abit on the weather forecast. We did not get any hay wet and were very successful with our harvest,
never cutting down with the promise of rain."" Both price information
and weather reports remained unavailable to farmers on alocal basis and
proved most reliable when provided by the federal government. The
USDA supplied reports on weather and market prices to radio stations as
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quickly as the stations went on the air. By 1922 thirty-five of the thirtysix radio stations licensed by the U.S. Department of Commerce broadcast USDA market reports, and twenty broadcast weather forecasts." A
Keytesville, Missouri, farmer noted, "Radio reported hogs due to drop in
two days. Shipped at once. Saved $150. In same week put off haying because of storm warning. This prevented heavy loss of hay."" Local stations
could have rebroadcast reports received over telegraph wires, but farmers
preferred the accuracy, independence, and immediacy of radio reports
from regional and national centers that were guaranteed by the federal
government.
In addition, the federal government sponsored several series of radio
programs aimed at rural listeners, finding broadcasting helpful in carrying
the USDNs instructional messages to isolated farm families. County extension agents of the USDA were instructed to encourage farmers to buy or
build sets to receive the programs." The USDA provided material to all
types of radio stations throughout the 1920s and 1930s. Its programs
ranged from those presented by local extension agents to those prepared
by the department's Radio Service, which sent scripts (including "Noontime Flashes," "Housekeepers' Chats," and "Radio Farm School") to interested stations.e Such programs provided important options for smaller
stations with limited funds; it proved expensive for local radio stations to
reach widely scattered rural listeners who needed, at the least, aregional
broadcast system not unlike the regional school systems being established
at the same time. In the interim, the federal government had the resources
(funding and widely scattered staff) to program for rural stations that
lacked money and access to performers. In return, the USDA quickly
found acaptive audience for its messages about how farm families should
behave. 41
Despite the scattered local informational programming and, perhaps,
because of the USDA directives included on local stations, rural people
persisted in listening to distant stations for the feelings of connectedness
and independence they provided. Yet when the market reports, weather
summaries, and county extension agent talks were over, country listeners
enjoyed little of what they heard on the big city radio stations. 42 Early
broadcasters sought awhite, urban, middle-class audience and provided
the entertainment to keep such people tuning in. Schools, churches, and
businesses, who also began radio stations to add luster to their enterprises,
often broadcast light classical music deemed genteel by the amateur per22
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formers on whom the stations depended for programming. While some
fanners may have enjoyed such music, they proved especially responsive
when the music most of them played and sang themselves made it onto
the airwaves. The most popular programs on early radio featured "hillbilly
music"—what we now call country music—rooted in rural white and African American folk traditions. These programs proved to be ahit with both
urban and rural dwellers.
The first radio stations programmed randomly, providing airtime for
virtually anyone who showed up at the studio and wanted to play. The
same story happened time after time: an old-time fiddler would take his
turn in front of the microphone, and listeners would flood the station with
letters and phone calls begging for more such music. The popularity of
these fiddlers and string bands surprised early stations in cities. Station
managers thought of themselves as serving aprimarily local community,
with radio waves stopping at the city limits, and were shocked to find that
far-flung rural Americans listened as wel1. 43
Reconceptualizing their audience as aregional one, stations in the
South and Midwest moved quickly to introduce programs featuring country music performers. Often called "barn dances," these musical variety
shows were among the first programs to be broadcast at regularly scheduled times. While the Fort Worth, Texas, station, WDAP, may have been
the earliest on the air with such aprogram in January 1923, WLS in Chicago (the National Barn Dance), WSB in Atlanta, and WSM in Nashville
(whose program became the Grand Ole Opry) all featured country music
programs within two years. The huge popularity of these shows, as evidenced by letters, listener purchases of songbooks, and attendance at special events presented by the stars, pushed station managers to think of programming for aregional audience. WSB in Atlanta, for example, adopted
the slogan of the newspaper that owned the station and advertised that it
"covered Dixie like the Dew." 44
The popularity of southern rural music meant that the regional approach worked particularly well in the southern states, which were just
beginning to have the urban centers necessary to support radio stations.
By the 1920s white southern music had already been influenced by more
than acentury of varying cultural traditions and factors: British folk songs,
African American music, religious revivalism, industrialization, and commercial genres such as minstrelsy, vaudeville, and Tim Pan Alley. The
continuing interaction among racial, ethnic, and regional cultures cross23
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fertilized southern music traditions so that the music of different groups
shared important traits. In addition, the white and black music of the rural
South grew out of working lives and circumstances that, despite slavery
and segregation, were parallel in many ways. Scholarly arguments about
commercial versus folk music and white country versus African American
blues tend to obscure fundamental similarities in the musics of southern
rural populations. Although radio station managers in the 1920s, afraid of
alienating racist whites, banned music they considered "black" from the
airwaves and favored the music of certain regions over others, both African
American and white listeners were familiar with the southern white music
that became popular radio fare. Regional stations in southern cities could
program the music of only certain white groups and yet, because of the
intertwined development of country music and blues, be assured that some
African Americans would also listen»
The mystery is that not only rural people, but city residents, not only
southerners and westerners, but northerners and midwesterners, sought
out this music. Listeners used the techniques pioneered by the distance
fiends to find faraway stations playing country music. The size and composition of early radio audiences are almost impossible to gauge, and the
motivation of listeners remains difficult to understand (as is the case even
with present-day broadcast audiences). Yet the nation's general ambivalence about rural life in the 1920s, as well as the mass migrations out of
the country, may provide partial explanations for the popularity of the barn
dance programs. Country music fused the conflicting responses to industrialization with the contradictory, somewhat romanticized feelings many
urbanites had about rural life in the 1920s." George Lipsitz has argued
convincingly that the class consciousness of country music lyrics made
them appealing to urban industrial workers after World War II, and the
same phenomenon might well have operated in the 1920s. 47
Many Americans had left the countryside for small towns and cities
in the decades just before the introduction of radio broadcasting." Best
documented are the white and African American migrations from the rural
South through southern towns to the urban North. Based on the 1910
census, 34 percent of the region's population left during the next fifty
years. Such figures do not take into account the continuing movement of
rural people who did not own land, sharecroppers who moved for better
deals, or migrant farm workers who followed the crops within the South."
On the road, or in the cities and towns, displaced country people sought
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to listen to the music they had enjoyed in their rural communities; hearing
it broadcast from their hometown radio stations lent it further authenticity.
By airing country music, radio entertained farm families while simultaneously reuniting rural migrants with their former homes. On the first
broadcast of the "National Barn Dance" over the Sears-Roebuck station
in Chicago, WLS, the performers requested asquare dance caller. The
station soon announced that "Tom Owen, ahospital worker, telephoned
that he used to call dances down home in Missouri and he'll be right
over."" The show's biggest star was Bradley Kincaid, aKentucky transplant who began singing on the radio while taking classes at the Chicago
YMCA. Kincaid, agraduate of Berea College, became known for his
"pure" renditions of Appalachian mountain songs and remained popular
in the East and the Midwest for two decades." WLS listeners in Chicago
and in the countryside must have nodded in recognition as these migrants
to the big city performed their familiar music and routines. As Pete Daniel
has observed about one of the stars of country music in the 1920s:
Jimmie Rodgers's music about drifting and the blues became part of their
heritage. As he sang in "Mean Momma Blues": "I've been from several
places, and I'm going to be from here." The line reflected his life and that
of thousands of fellow Southerners who drifted upriver, uptown, and the
farther they removed themselves from the country the more alluring country music became."
As Daniel further notes, Rodgers's music also illustrated the intersections between the music of the black and white cultures in the south. African Americans may well have been among those listening to the country
music played on the early barn dances. Programmers worked hard to keep
any trace of African American music off the airwaves during the early
1920s, allowing only alittle whitened-up jazz, because they thought white
Americans would reject such music coming into their living rooms. The
few statistics available suggest that black Americans bought fewer radios
proportionally than did whites. Most observers have concluded that the
large rural and poor black population could not afford the cost of receiving
sets. In fact, however, black people regularly bought phonographs and race
records, probably avoiding radio simply because they heard few broadcasts
of equal interest. The large urban audiences for country music might have
resulted, in part, from the addition of those African Americans who did
have radios. African American listeners would have found much of the mu25
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sic labeled "hillbilly" familiar, since it drew heavily on black music traditions and on the religious and work customs shared by black and white
rural southerners. Like their white counterparts, migrant African Americans sought to maintain some connections with the homes they had left
behind and may well have enjoyed listening to radio stations in their southern birthplaces."
The folk roots of much country music were directly related to the
locations from which it was broadcast. Midwestern barn dance programs
differed in content and performers from their southern cousins, with the
midwestern shows featuring fewer pure folk songs and singers and more
commercial, popular treatments." Migrants twisted the dials to bring in
the Grand Ole Opry or the WDAP Fort Worth Barn Dance in order to
hear the particular kinds of music and performers they remembered. Barn
dances reported fan mail from widely scattered locations."
Other kinds of music also flourished on very early radio, including
classical music (notably opera) and some jazz. The dynamic interaction
between country music and radio, however, was unique, as early listeners
used the barn dance broadcasts to help sustain arural culture in the middle
of the city.
Soon sports fans joined distance fiends, farmers, and country music
fans in using radio to obtain information and entertainment from afar. Popular Radio began a 1923 story "Football by Radio" with the following
vignette:
Time was when the "old college grad" in adistant city hied himself to a
telegraph ticker and waited for the returns of the big football games as they
came over the wire, in short, colorless messages. There was an eagerness in
his gaze, perhaps an attempt to catch from the face of the announcer an inkling of what had happened before he read the message aloud. But if the
old grad had atouch of the philosophical in his make-up, sometimes there
came the deadening thought "All this took place minutes ago. If Ionly
knew what is happening now."
Today the old grad is—aurally at least—transported to the ball field
by radio. 56

The old grad wanted the results instantly, and he wanted to feel that he
was present at the ballpark. Getting results over the telegraph wire was not
enough; he sought out aradio broadcast to hear the progress of the game,
to be part of the rooting section for his team. He hoped that adding his
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supportive cheers to those of his fellow alums might even improve his
team's chances.
Distance fiends wanted to hear across long distances for the sheer
thrill of conquering space, while farmers and rural migrants wanted specific information and entertainment and sought distant stations that could
provide it. But sports fans were interested not only in changing their relationship to space, but also to time, and thus made an additional contribution to the urge for anational radio system. Radio brought sports fans
three interrelated forms of information: prompt reports of the outcomes
of sport events, detailed descriptions of the events themselves, and the ability to hear then as they happened. Broadcasts of sporting events thus
changed the listeners' relationship to both time and space, allowing fans to
follow their favorites in away that rivaled attendance at the ballpark.
Organized sports had grown with industrialization. The explosion of
interest in sports in the 1920s no doubt resulted from "commercial promotion and corporate ideologies," but as Elliot Gorn writes, "hoopla and
ballyhoo not withstanding, athletic events could stir men deeply" across
ethnic, social class, and regional divisions." Professional and college teams
were already well organized and funded when broadcasting began, and
took place within astructure that emphasized "the people-place relationship." Alocal team's success brought glory to the town or city where it was
based." Attendance at professional baseball games was 9.1 million in 1920
and exceeded 10 million each year during the 1920s. Attendance and interest in baseball flourished, despite the fact that high ticket prices and the
afternoon starting times put them out of reach of most working-class
people." Boxing, newly welcomed into the realm of acceptable commercial sports, fascinated working- and middle-class men, and championship
fights were among the earliest and most successful radio broadcasts. 6°
Sports programming proved anatural for radio, which needed inexpensive programs to fill empty hours. Sporting events happening near
the stations could be broadcast with minimal trouble to an audience already interested in the outcome. College sports appealed to the white
middle-class males whom radio broadcasters sought to attract. Workingclass fans came to love radio coverage because it increased the number of
baseball games they could catch—including World Series contests, whose
high ticket prices (in 1920, tickets cost between $1.10 and $6.60) and system of selling tickets first to season subscribers had made attendance difficult» From the beginning the broadcasting of sporting events drew longdistance as well as local listeners.
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Sports fans, like country music devotees, were affected by the great
migrations. Listeners retained strong loyalties to their hometown or college teams and followed their season no matter where the fans had moved.
Radio Broadcast noted that "there is small thrill in reading the account of a
football game the Sunday after. However, you can't always get to afootball
game that is being played halfway across the continent." The solution lay
in "an ably reported football game" that proved "an awfully close second
to the real thing." 62 Not only the fans moved; sports teams themselves
traveled great distances, and fans back home waited anxiously to hear
about wins and losses. One advertisement for aradio receiver boasted,
"They All Tried It—but it took a Ferguson to bring the ChicagoDartmouth game to Concord, N.H." The letter featured in the advertisement noted that listeners had missed the first and third quarters of the
game due to static and, while this had disappointed the audience, "when
they found that no one else even found KY4V they were very enthusiastic
about the set." 63 One baseball fan noted that radio "made the world
wider." 64
Only afew boxing fans chose their favorite fighters on the basis of
geography, but championship boxing matches excited interest regionally
and across the country. In 1921 young businessman and radio hobbyist
Major.I. Andrew White felt "an important event was needed" to introduce
"radio telephony to the nation at large." White noted that "this whole
country has become interested in the Dempsey-Carpentier fight... now
why can't my radio be tied up with it? Why can't Isend this fight broadcast?" 65 White built atransmitting station at atrain station near ringside,
stringing his antenna from railroad radio towers and appropriating the
dressing shack of the black Pullman porters as his headquarters. He telegraphed adescription of the fight from ringside to this makeshift radio
station. A "second-hand describer" read White's words over the air. The
National Amateur Wireless Association, of which White was the president, set up receivers and loudspeakers at "various halls, theaters, sporting
clubs, Elks, Masonic and K. of C. clubhouses," with the price of admission
to hear the fight broadcast going to charity. Reports estimated the number
of listeners at 300,000, some as far away as Florida, although White himself said that official receiving sets were only "scattered ...from Maine to
Washington [D.C.] and as far West as Pittsburgh." 66 Broadcasts of other
fights quickly followed, with several being subsidized by companies hoping
to curry favor with boxing fans. 67 As the government and radio industry
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shut amateurs out of broadcasting, stations made other arrangements to
broadcast fights to alarge geographic area, including early attempts at networking by sending matches over telephone lines to far-flung transmitting
stations for retransmission. 68
White himself became one of the best-known and most skillful radio
sports announcers. The first radio sportscasters supplied listeners with
"minute details," making sure no silences ever occurred. One magazine
article outlined the attributes of agood football announcer: he must be a
fan, familiar with the technique of the game, a"nimble-eyed reporter," an
"experienced handler of the microphone," and "a craftsman of words.""
Listeners wanted to hear the details of the games or matches in order to
closely follow the competition and to compare their reactions with those
of other fans and with that of the announcer.
The World Series brought all the elements of radio listening together.
Like boxing championships, the World Series was an event with national
appeal. Both fans following alocal team and those interested in anational
championship wanted to hear adescription of the action and be part of
the event. Baseball's appeal crossed racial, ethnic, gender, and class lines,
especially at World Series time, and fans whose interest was stirred by a
national contest joined those who had followed hometown teams throughout the season. Even if their team wasn't playing, one of the teams that
beat them was.
In the 1920s New York City baseball teams dominated the World
Series, appearing eleven out of apossible twenty times. New York radio
stations, among the most technologically advanced in the nation, thus had
local reasons to broadcast the games." Yet despite their best efforts, the
1922 series was heard only as far away as Bridgeport, Connecticut, to the
east and Syracuse, New York, to the west." Like boxing championships,
World Series broadcasts quickly became experiments in networking, sending programs over telephone and telegraph wires to enable the broadcasts
to be heard across greater distances."
In addition to helping create agroup of listeners familiar with events
and culture nationwide who thought of themselves as part of alarge gathering, radio tapped into and enlarged an already existing national audience.
Performers and producers of American commercial entertainment had
conceived of anational audience long before broadcast radio began. They
had been honing their acts and their ideas to appeal to the general public
for several decades, as they followed the circuits established by circuses,
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minstrel shows, chautauquas, vaudeville, and professional and college
sports teams. After the establishment of railroad lines, the number of and
distance covered by traveling shows greatly increased. In 1887 and 1888
Edwin Booth, the celebrated actor, traveled 15,000 miles in eight months,
giving 258 performances in seventy-two communities." While there were
differences between the shows available in the cities and those available in
smaller towns, the differences were of degree and not of kind. Producers
knew that what played in Peoria might seem dull in New York, but with
small changes performers and plays appeared from coast to coast. After the
turn of the century, vaudeville performers developed agood sense of what
would be popular in aparticular community and changed their routines to
suit their location. Once national radio service was established, the vaudevillians' keen sense of what would possess nearly universal appeal made
them the ultimate radio performers. The coming of silent film after World
War Imeant that even small changes in the entertainment product were
no longer possible; the entire nation's moviegoers watched the same films.
Sports maintained some regional variation: athletes at smaller colleges and
high schools had different skills levels than did those at larger schools, and
boxers competing for anational championship provided adifferent kind of
entertainment than did local lads punching it out. But agenuinely national
audience existed for certain kinds of sporting events even before radio.
Radio thus gave listeners achance to repeat and intensify an experience they had already enjoyed: being part of anational audience. Listeners
might still have found local radio stations satisfactory had migration been
unusual, but the large movements of Americans from farms and small
towns to cities in the early part of the twentieth century meant that radio
had adifferent role to play. National radio service was not imposed on
ordinary people by the radio industry; both listeners and transmitters had
long tried to "connect" the nation through broadcasts. In the early years
the desire for national radio bubbled up from the bottom, as well as flowed
down from the top. Yet because the industry developed national service to
satisfy its own needs, the listeners' preferences came to be less important in
programming decisions. National radio as instituted by the radio industry
featured afew broadcasters reaching many widely scattered listeners and
thus often disappointed listeners who had initially sought more diverse
broadcast voices. The popularity of the barn dance programs suggests that
many Americans in the 1920s wanted to hear radio broadcasts from distant
places in order to maintain regional, racial, or ethnic distinctiveness in
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their fives. 74 Country music added aworking-class, rural element to early
radio that it lost as broadcasting nationalized. The form and content of
national radio service, once established, served the needs and desires of the
large receiver and transmitter manufacturers better than it did those of
ordinary listeners. The form in which national radio developed encouraged homogenous, rather than differentiated, programming. While local
radio stations continued to aim specialized programming at some local listeners, national networks ignored differences, pushed aside music in favor
of variety and drama, and presented and depended on awhite, urban,
middle-class, East Coast sensibility. Early listeners who had seen radio as
away to annihilate space, gain control over information, and maintain ties
to arural way of life, and who had demonstrated radio's ability to attract a
national audience, had hoped for something different.

ROOTS OF NATIONAL RADIO SERVICE

When broadcasting began, economic and organizational precedents
guided its development into anational service. Not only the needs and
interests of ordinary listeners, but the economic, technological, and intellectual climate of the early 1920s pushed radio broadcasting to become
national. Large companies controlled the production of radio receivers
and transmitters and were therefore the first to be interested in broadcasting. These corporations had anational outlook and an interest in broadcasting to the entire country In addition, the new search for information
and entertainment from distant locations reflected changes in public attitudes toward technology and its relation to space and time.
In the decades before broadcast radio appeared, intellectuals and ordinary Americans shared abelief that new communications technologies
should draw the United States together. Worries about the nation becoming fragmented into opposing camps—immigrants versus native-born and
rural versus urban, for example—in addition to concerns regarding the
physical and psychological dislocation caused by industrialization were
commonplaces of American thought in the 1920s. The radio, telephone,
and telegraph, it was commonly believed, could connect people to places
and to each other.
The first scholars who studied communications seconded this belief
that new technologies could reunite and improve the nation. Daniel Czi31
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trom writes that Charles Horton Cooley, John Dewey, and Robert Park
"construed modern communication essentially as an agent for restoring a
broad moral and political consensus to America, aconsensus they believed
to have been threatened by the wrenching disruptions of the nineteenth
century: industrialization, urbanization and immigration." These men,
writing in the late nineteenth century, saw new technologies as ameans for
transcending individual isolation.
By the early 1920s, when radio broadcasting became possible, ordinary Americans had joined intellectuals in accepting this role for communications technologies. As Stephen Kern outlines in The Culture of Time
and Space:
The present was no longer limited to one event in one place, sandwiched
tightly between past and future and limited to local surroundings. In an age
of intrusive electronic communication "now" became an extended interval
of time that could, indeed must, include events around the world. Telephone switchboards, telephonic broadcasts, daily newspapers, World Standard Time, and the cinema mediated simultaneity through technology. 76

The public became used to the idea that new technologies conquered
time and space. Writers in the popular press viewed the future of radio
broadcasting in the 1920s in much the same way as did the intellectuals:
the introduction of radio broadcasting was seen as achance to improve
society. Radio could overcome the problems and anxieties brought about
by the disruptions of industrial capitalism." Journalists outlined utopian
visions that had little impact on the form radio broadcasting ultimately
took because such visions clashed with the pursuit of profits by the powerful companies that controlled radio. Yet journalists believed that their
goals—overcoming isolation, reuniting an increasingly heterogeneous society, and improving morality—could be achieved if radio reached large
numbers of widely scattered listeners at the same time with the same message. An article in Collier's claimed that radio would become "a tremendous
civilizer" that would bring "mutual understanding to all sections of the
country, unifying our thoughts, ideals, and purposes, making us astrong
and well-knit people." Popular writers clearly thought radio could fulfill
its potential by providing national service.
The forms and structures taken by previous technologies influenced
the way in which radio broadcasting came to be thought of and developed.
The creation of anational railroad system was the first and therefore most
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important step in creating anational market and the economic and organizational structures needed to service it. The railroads pioneered in the innovations needed to deliver goods and services to large numbers of people.
Most Americans simply assumed that complex technological and administrative arrangements could be easily put into operation—if enough managers were hired, anything could be done. The growth of railroads brought
with them anew way of thinking about the nation as connected, including
standard time zones, methods to precisely time and coordinate the scheduling of trains, and the possibility of moving aproduct efficiently across
vast distances." Railroads provided amodel and abase on which to build
the particular form of national radio system that was instituted in the
United States.
Most in American government and the radio industry assumed that
national radio would be regulated on the railroad model. People thought
and wrote of radio in terms of transportation metaphors; writers described
"highways through the sky" and "traffic cops" who kept order in the air.
Because only acertain number of stations could broadcast without interfering with each other, regulation would be needed to deal with the
scarcity of broadcast channels or frequencies. One legal observer noted
that "it is as though we have too few tracks to accommodate our trains, or
not enough streets for our automobiles, or too little ocean for our sliips." 8°
The radio industry believed federal regulation could benefit them by rationalizing frequency allocation, much as it had benefited national railroad
companies at the expense of local companies. Radio companies favored
national radio in part because they shared an understanding with government about how national radio service might be regulated in the best interest of the largest companies.
The telegraph, which grew alongside the railroads, also contributed
ways of thinking, technological innovations, and managerial and regulatory precedents. Asingle company operated anationwide system of wires,
strung from coast to coast by the 1860s. The establishment of the news
wire services meant that, along with business and personal news, the telegraph brought word of political events as they happened. In 1852 the New
York Herald pointed out that it was no longer necessary to consider relocating the federal government to the geographic center of the country because the "telegraph has entirely superseded the necessity for any such
movement."" In addition, the long-distance capabilities of the telegraph
"forced the rapid growth of the multiunit managerial enterprise," upon
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which anational radio service could be modeled." Czitrom believes that
the form of American broadcast radio evolved from ablend of experience
with the telegraph (technologically and organizationally) and the motion
picture (in terms of content and form). Both earlier technologies contributed to the push for national radio coverage, yet neither provided many
hints about the economic basis for such asystem."
Long-distance telephone service remained difficult until the invention that also made broadcasting possible. The repeater or audion, an improved vacuum tube, amplified sound waves and picked up and reproduced
the voice. With the use of the audion, telephone signals would not fade at
crucial moments, and radio transmission of voices, as well as of signals,
became possible. Radio had still other problems to face in long-distance
transmission, but 1915 brought the first long-distance telephone line from
New York to San Francisco." By the time long-distance telephone service
was technically possible, atechnological infrastructure already existed in
the extensive local telephone lines. This national system of telephone
wires, and secondarily of telegraph wires, played an important role in the
technological evolution of anational radio system.
In addition to providing anational network of wires and the idea that
communications could reach across the nation instantly, telephone service
also provided another precedent for national radio service. American Telephone and Telegraph (AT&T), as the result of pressure on its monopoly
position in long-distance service, in 1913 allowed individual systems not
owned by AT&T to use its long-distance telephone lines. This so-called
Kingsbury Commitment opened long distance to individual telephone users and showed AT&T, as well as the radio industry, that acompany could
maintain aprofitable national monopoly without controlling every part of
the enterprise."
These new technologies brought both cultural dislocations and continuities. More so than the more public telegraph or railroad, telephones—
adomestic, personal technology—paved the way for the use of radio
broadcasting as home-based and family-oriented. At first people often felt
uncomfortable with acommunications technology that entered the privacy
of their homes, perhaps exposing family secrets and definitely expanding
family interactions with outsiders. Carolyn Marvin, in When Old Technologies Were New, argiles that the telephone had to be "domesticated," made to
seem part of ordinary family life, before it was widely adopted. At the same
time, people also used the new technologies to preserve entrenched values.
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Marvin shows how new technologies could fit into ordinary life without
changing the ways Americans related to each other. The telephone reinforced already existing gender, race, and class relations, for example."
Broadcasting thus appeared in asociety already experienced with integrating new technologies into everyday life and into its economic and
political structures. Changes in beliefs and management had been developed to cope with the railroad, the telegraph, and the telephone. Yet old
ways of thinking and older forms of economic organization shaped the
evolution of each new technology. The radio industry, for example, relied
on the precedents of the railroad, the telegraph, and the telephone in
working out the relationship between radio and the federal government.
When broadcasting began, several national companies controlled radio
through apatent pool, the Radio Corporation of America (RCA). After
World War I, the federal government had urged the establishment of RCA
to ensure that American firms controlled wireless technology, acontrol
considered important to the nation's security. Once the patent issues were
sorted out, private control of the production of radio receivers and transmitters seemed normal, given the American economic structure. Radio
manufacturers and the government at first viewed broadcasting as an adjunct to the production of radio receivers and transmitters, and therefore
did not question its privatization. 87
As it became clear that broadcasting would be abigger and more complex business than mere receiver production, the radio industry used the
precedents of railroads, telegraphs, telephones, electric lighting, and other
utilities to keep its activities regulated, but not directly owned, by the federal government. The so-called "natural monopoly" of the telegraph system had been put in place in the 1860s; one company controlled national
telegraph service with the approval and aid of the federal government.
Telephone service also followed this model, with AT&T allowed amonopoly if it submitted to government regulation, apractice that helped rationalize the industry. The concept of natural monopoly was based on the
assumption that some technologies were destined to be national resources
and thus best managed by helping them reach the most people. Radio industry leaders believed that treating radio as anatural monopoly would
help it reach the most people and therefore generate the most profits on
both the manufacturing and broadcasting sides, and so RCA sought federal
regulation to rationalize the broadcasting business. Thus patterned on the
"natural monopoly" thought to be inherent in the railroads, telegraph, and
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telephone, RCA would control access to both production technology and
to the airwaves at the same time that it expanded service in both areas."
Aside from government regulation, broadcasters came to consider national radio the answer to their organizational problems. Early broadcast
radio was composed of small, struggling, unconnected units. Through centralization and the creation of asystem, other technologies such as electric
lighting had improved both their economic standing and their service
to the consumer. Surely, by coordinating their efforts, agroup of radio
stations could similarly cut costs and improve programming. Just as the
largest companies in the lighting, railroad, and telegraph industries had
begun the movement toward systemization, so the large radio manufacturers led the way to national radio."
Prodded by listeners, precedents, and their own financial forecasts,
the companies controlling radio thus moved to furnish national radio service. Several crucial questions remained. Who would pay for national
service, and how would it be provided? The radio industry conceived of
national radio service before it knew how to make money directly from
broadcasting, and before it had the technology to send radio waves across
the nation. The technological, structural, and financial questions facing
national radio remained intertwined. No one—not engineers, not amateurs, not distance fiends, not financial wizards, not government regulators—knew how to reliably send broadcasts across the nation or how to
finance such aservice.
Listeners wanted abroadcasting system that would allow them to hear
distant events as they occurred. Receiver and transmitter manufacturers
sought to profit from national broadcasting. But early radio still lacked the
technological and economic structures to broadcast to alarge geographic
area. The "radio trust," as the press now called the receiver set and transmitter manufacturers, quickly began experimenting with technological options for providing national radio service. The choice of atechnology to
provide national service became the main factor shaping the next stage of
American broadcast radio.
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The concept of national radio service
existed before the economic and
technological arrangements were available to make such service areality.
Even moving toward anational radio service exaggerated broadcasting's
unsolved problems. But the manufacturers of radio receiving and transmitting equipment, joined together by apatent agreement, needed to tackle
these problems to keep profiting from the technology. The severe financial
difficulties faced by local stations meant that both the quantity and quality
of programs might decline, listeners might abandon radio for anew fad,
and the need for receivers and transmitters would disappear. To keep
demand for their products high, the large radio manufacturers needed
to ensure that broadcasts went over the air. David Sarnoff, vice-president
of the Radio Corporation of America (RCA), explained that "we broadcast primarily so that those who purchase" RCA radios "may have something to feed those receiving instruments with." He added that "without
abroadcast sending station, the broadcast receiver is just arefrigerator
without any ice in it."' A national system could lower the cost of providing the ice.
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In the early 1920s the radio industry believed that radio had to present
high-quality entertainment since, as Radio Broadcast wrote, "audiences can't
be held with second-rate stuff."' Quality programming entailed high costs.
It was too important to be left to small, independent transmitting stations,
and yet the costs of maintaining alarge number of well-programmed stations might strain even ahuge corporation. Sarnoff described the "hopelessness of attempting to pay for the services of five hundred groups of
high-grade artists broadcasting nightly from ...widely scattered stations."' If small stations could not afford to present programs that would
hold an audience, manufacturers of radio sets would have to ensure
high-quality programming or risk slumping sales. It obviously made
economic sense to provide one or two strong programs from asingle
source rather than attempt to tailor individual programming to 500
local stations.
Yet Sarnoff shocked participants at the Third National Radio Conference in 1924 with his plan to build several "super-power" stations to provide nationwide broadcasts. The radio industry representatives at the conference, invited to Washington by Secretary of Commerce Herbert
Hoover, heard Sarnoff boast that one transmitter near New York City, plus
additional super-power stations as needed, would enable RCA to provide
national radio service. Howls of indignation greeted Sarnoff's plan. Local
stations, fearful of interference and of outright blocking of their signals,
protested that super-power transmitters would give RCA amonopoly of
the airwaves. Sarnoff dismissed their objections lightly, no doubt equally
pleased by the controversy his plan generated and by the prominence given
RCA in news reports. 4
The U.S. Department of Commerce had carefully planned aseries of
four such radio conferences to provide backing for the Secretary's views on
radio regulation. The first two conferences, held in 1922 and 1923, had
resulted in unsuccessful legislative proposals, while by the third, issues of
"interconnection" had become paramount.' Participants at the Third National Radio Conference thus debated questions about national radio service that had important implications for local broadcasting as well, and to
which no one had answers: Who pays for broadcasting? What technology
should provide radio programs? Who controls radio?
As the radio industry gradually answered these questions, national radio changed from aservice that could connect different regions to away
of saving money by providing the same program to every listener. The
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radio companies hid the cost-cutting function of national radio behind the
promise of improved programming, while the objective of national radio
subtly shifted toward the provision of urban, "quality" programs to rural
hicks. One of the subcommittees of the Third National Radio Conference
reported that "improvement in programs is essential" and that such improved programs resulted from interconnecting "broadcasting stations,
bringing the programs of the larger centers of art, music, and events of
public interest to the more remote broadcasting stations." 6
The large manufacturers of receivers and transmitters quickly experimented with technologies to provide national radio service because they
had an incentive to find such atechnology, as well as the financial means
and the expertise to conduct the experiments. Three possibilities existed—
super-power, shortwave rebroadcasting, and wired networks—and the
largest radio manufacturers each invested in adifferent technology. Building on their already established strengths, these companies sought national
radio service to maintain and improve their positions in the industry. The
final choice of atechnology to provide national service resulted from cultural pressures as well as from technological factors and arenegotiation of
the radio trust's patent agreement.

FUNDING BROADCASTS

The question "who pays for broadcasting?" occurred repeatedly in article
and chapter titles of the early 1920s, and in the recollections of observers.'
Early broadcast radio had huge financial problems. A variety of different
businesses from feed stores to newspapers founded and financed radio stations but provided them with only small budgets. Faced with the need for
day-in and day-out programming, broadcasters relied first on amateur musicians and then on those professional performers they could convince to
appear for free. As listeners began to turn away from long-distance listening and to seek improved programming, broadcasters faced increasing
pressure and anxiety.
Manufacturers of radio sets and parts supported several early transmitting stations. David Sarnoff believed that "the expense of broadcasting
is one of the 'production costs' of the radio industry .. .it figures in the
prices paid by purchasers of radio equipment." 8Other companies saw no
clear return on their investments in radio and so had no incentive to sup39
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port the stations they had founded. For example, several newspapers initially sponsored radio stations but quickly found broadcasting expensive
and basically unrewarding. "What is the good of anewspaper running a
radio?" asked T. J. Dillon, managing editor of the Minneapolis Tribune. "We
decided that the return in good will was not worth the expense involved." 9
Most early stations began broadcasting with little idea of how to finance
either their program needs or operating costs.
Maintaining abroadcasting station became more problematic as expenses mounted. One economist thought that the high mortality of broadcasting stations was due to their large capital investment, their high operating expenses, and the absence or intangibility of their income.'° In July
1924 the manager of amidwestern 500-watt station wrote that over the
last winter "our talent cost us $700 per month, besides $200 for an operator and many other expenses too numerous to mention." He complained,
"We have put about $50,000 of our money into radio during the past 12
months and we have never received back one dollar in cash returns. We no
doubt have lots of good-will and are nationally advertised, but we cannot
cash in on our advertising." The station could not "see our way clear to
withdraw; we have too big an investment to throw it away; yet every day
we stay with it, we put in more money without hope of cash return."
Other small stations would have found these problems familiar, although
most early radio stations did not pay performers.
Early broadcasters had not expected adirect profit from programming and were surprised that anyone else thought to make money from
appearing on the radio. Station managers considered singers and instrumentalists well rewarded by the publicity value of their broadcast appearances and the novelty of the experience. But first-rank performers began to
demand fees for their services from the seemingly prosperous radio station
owners and receiver manufacturers. When in 1922 the American Society
of Composers, Authors, and Publishers (ASCAP) first raised the issue of
royalties for music performed on the radio, the idea caught broadcasters by
surprise» Suddenly performers were demanding compensation, listeners
were calling for better programs featuring currently popular songs, and
ASCAP was proposing music royalties. The economic headaches of station
owners and operators multiplied.
As early as 1922, David Sarnoff sought asolution to the problems of
WJZ, aNew York station in which RCA had afinancial interest. In typical
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fashion, Sarnoff sought to kill two birds with one stone by increasing RCies
influence and power at the same time he bailed out VVJZ. He noted that
the "question of 'who is to pay for broadcasting' is alarge one or asmall
one in proportion to the number of broadcasting stations which need be
erected and operated in order to give anational broadcasting service."
Pointing out that "if it were possible to cover the country with one, two or
three broadcasting stations, the question of expense of operation and the
matter of procuring and paying suitable artists becomes very much simplified," Sarnoff believed that the "Radio Corporation alone might be in a
position to do the whole job and pay for it out of returns from sales.""
The large radio manufacturing companies thus began to see national radio
service as acost-saving measure.
From the beginning, the issues of national radio and who paid for
radio service raised questions about broadcast advertising. In another
shocking and much-quoted speech at the Third National Radio Conference, Herbert Hoover declaimed that "the quickest way to kill broadcasting would be to use it for direct advertising. ...
if aspeech by the President
is to be used as the meat in asandwich of two patent medicine advertisements there will be no radio left." 14 Sarnoff initially presented "superpower" broadcasting as an alternative to using advertising to finance radio.
He told the delegates that it should be "the self-imposed duty of the radio
industry" to distribute radio programs on anational scale and implied that
these programs would be free of advertising."
Some local and independent radio stations distrusted Sarnoff's offer
and worried about the monopolistic implications of placing control of national service in the hands of the "radio trust." Powel Crosley, an independent radio manufacturer and broadcaster, wrote that the large radio companies obviously would gain from atakeover of national broadcasting. He
worried that "as soon as broadcasting is completely controlled, ameans
will be devised to collect money from radio listeners." 6
Such concerns proved justified. The radio manufacturers soon found
away to provide national service without paying for it themselves and, in
fact, came to profit from broadcasting as well as from manufacturing. The
opposition of the smaller broadcasters and the continuing concern over
monopoly, however, did affect the eventual technological and economic
shape of national service: radio networks would be structured so as to
appear to support local, independently owned stations.
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TECHNOLOGICAL OPTIONS FOR NATIONAL
RADIO SERVICE

The "radio trust" already knew in the early 1920s what it wanted to do,
but it faced one remaining obstacle: nobody knew how to send the same
signal to every receiver. Before they could guarantee and then increase
their profits, the large radio manufacturers needed to find atechnology
that could deliver programming to the entire nation.
From the earliest battles over radio turf, the receiver and transmitter
manufacturing companies had learned the importance of being quick to
step into unexplored technological territory, and they were determined not
to be left behind on national radio. Each component of the radio industry
therefore experimented with adifferent technology for transmitting signals nationwide (super-power, shortwave rebroadcasting, and wired networks), in hopes of protecting and expanding its own position within the
industry.
As early as the Third National Radio Conference the technological
options were clear. Sarnoff had thrown down the gauntlet when he announced that RCA would use super-power to provide its nationwide programming. He based his concept of super-power on the idea that asimple
increase in atransmitter's power output would send the radio signal farther. He denied that such aplan would interfere with local stations, which
he believed would continue to provide community service, as local newspapers did in the presence of wire services.
Before Sarnoff spoke, delegates had heard Secretary Hoover describe
two other possibilities for connecting existing radio stations. Hoover noted
that "we owe adebt of gratitude to those who have blazed the way. The
pioneers have been the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, in
wire interconnection, and the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, in radio interconnection through the use of short wave
lengths."" A central source could send programs through wires to local
stations for broadcast over the airwaves. Alternatively, acentral station
could broadcast aprogram over shortwaves, thought to travel farther than
the medium waves radio stations commonly used. Specially equipped local
stations could pick up the shortwave broadcast and rebroadcast it over
medium waves.
Hoover supported interconnection because he wanted to maintain the
existing local stations that were strong allies for the Department of Corn42
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merce's views of radio. In addition, Hoover sought asystem that would
calm fears about monopoly in the radio industry.' 8 In choosing interconnection over super-power, he bet on awinning horse, but no doubt his
backing influenced the outcome of the race.
Sarnoff, like Hoover, had aclear understanding of the three options
for national radio service. Further, he showed his awareness of why particular companies backed different forms of national radio by pointing out
AT&T's prior control of awired network and Westinghouse's ownership
of several widely scattered radio stations. 19 Sarnoff fudged on the reasons
for his own espousal of super-power, failing to mention either the cost
effectiveness of maintaining only afew super-power stations or his continuing drive to promote both RCA and himself as preeminent in all phases
of the radio industry. His promotion of super-power notified both the delegates to the Third National Radio Conference and RCA's patent partners
that RCA would fight to play apart in national radio service.
The peculiar provisions of the 1919 patent pooling agreement, in
which General Electric (GE), Westinghouse, and AT&T formed the Radio Corporation of America, meant that each company had its own perspective on how to nationalize the radio audience. RCA took shape as a
result of government intervention after World War Ito keep anew radio
transmitter design, the Alexanderson alternator, out of the control of the
British-owned Marconi Company. GE, Westinghouse, and AT&T created
RCA (which took over the American Marconi Company) to serve as the
independent marketing arm of apatent pool. GE and Westinghouse thus
manufactured RCA receivers and parts, with 60 percent of the production
assigned to GE and 40 percent to Westinghouse. AT&T made and sold
transmitters and controlled both wired and wireless telephony. GE, Westinghouse, and AT&T owned RCA stock and had representatives on the
RCA board of directors."
Under the patent agreement, AT&T controlled radio transmitters
and had sole right to sell airtime to advertisers. Its interest in broadcasting
also related to its control of awired communication system, the telephone.
After the opening of its own radio station, WEAF, AT&T planned anational system of telephone company radio stations connected by telephone
wires, and therefore refused other broadcasters the use of telephone lines
to connect radio stations. This denial of the most technologically feasible
plan for national radio service obliged other companies to experiment
with alternatives.
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GE and Westinghouse also owned several radio stations. In seeking a
technology other than the forbidden AT&T wires to link these stations,
they experimented with shortwave rebroadcasting. As the marketing arm
of the patent pool, however, RCA remained more concerned with protecting radio set sales than with profiting from program transmission or
station ownership. To RCA executives, super-power broadcasting seemed
the easiest and cheapest way to provide programming that would keep the
sale of receivers high.

SUPER-POWER

The RCA super-power plan, put forward by Sarnoff as early as 1922 within
RCA, proposed the establishment of several radio stations equipped with
high-powered transmitters. Owned and programmed by RCA, these stations would broadcast signals nationwide and would cheaply ensure that
purchasers of RCA receiving sets heard something when they turned on
their radios.
One of the most influential individuals in early radio, Sarnoff had arrived in the United States from Russia at the age of nine and launched his
radio career seven years later, in 1906, as an office boy with the Marconi
Wireless Telegraph Company. The young Jewish immigrant learned about
both the technical and business aspects of the new company in order to
bridge the gap between engineers and managers. He quickly graduated
from office boy to wireless telegraph operator on ships, at remote shore
installations, and in the display station in Wanamaker's department store.
While at Wanamaker's he took asmall part in relaying the names of victims
of the sinking of the Titanic to waiting relatives. By World War ISarnoff
was ajunior executive with the American branch of the British Marconi
Company. After the war he represented the company in the negotiations
that led to the founding of RCA, and he secured aposition in RCA when
it took over American Marconi. Always more interested in prestige than
money, Sarnoff worked tirelessly during the 1920s to create arole for RCA
within the radio industry. The former office boy eventually became president of RCA and for decades continued to help shape the broadcasting
industry."
In later years RCA and NBC publicity hailed Sarnoff as a"prophet"
for his predictions about radio's future, starting with a1915 "radio music
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box" memo in which he predicted broadcasting." This reputation depended on people remembering only Sarnoff's good guesses and forgetting
his mistakes. Further, he had the power to make his predictions come true
and apublicity machine to acclaim his correct guesses after he had helped
realize them. Besides illustrating the limits of his predictive talents, the
campaign for super-power in the early 1920s shows Sarnoff to have been a
knowledgeable and wily radio insider. His advocacy of super-power was
acarefully timed and planned crusade to improve RCM position within
the radio industry and to influence negotiations then taking place among
patent pool members.
Sarnoff first spoke of super-power, although not by that name, in two
speeches in January 1923. In these two talks he made predictions rather
than taking up acause as he was to do later." Beginning in November 1923
he made aseries of speeches promoting super-power broadcasting. What
one observer called "the opening volley in Sarnoff's campaign for highpower broadcast services" came on November 15, 1923, in aspeech to the
Electrical Supply Jobbers Association meeting in Buffalo." Sarnoff told
these salespeople that the current number of stations was "a transient phenomenon in the march of events" since most of the stations would soon go
out of business and could be replaced by afew super-power broadcasters.
Sarnoff captured the appeal of national radio when he said that "no other
agency can speak with asingle voice to 10,000,000 people." With three to
six stations, "each ...
simultaneously radiating the same program," the system would have "a power sufficient to reach every city, every town, every
village, every hamlet, every home in the United States" and "an organization capable of measuring up to the responsibilities of the character of a
national service."" Sarnoff also discussed the implications of super-power
broadcasting for international communications, asubject in which RCA,
because of the provisions of the patent agreement, maintained an interest.
Sarnoff gave six speeches after November 1923 and testified before
the House Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries, which had jurisdiction over radio. In these appearances he further outlined superpower, emphasizing different aspects of the plan. He spoke of the technology as helping radio to fulfill its destiny by providing national service, and
even compared super-power broadcasting with the systematization of electrical lighting." In general, he presented super-power as atechnological
solution to an economic problem. He raised the subject of super-power
stations in his discussion of "who is to pay for broadcasting?" saying that
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the question posed asimple "technical problem." Sarnoff argued that "as
long as the present 559 broadcasting stations in this country are maintained, the situation is hopeless," and found the solution in "a few superpowered stations which will reach every home in the country.""
Sarnoff's speeches received some publicity. Radio Broadcast, referring
to a1924 Chicago speech, wrote that "to the businessman" super-power
seems "probably the simplest solution of the problem and possibly it will
be the final one." The surprise of the Third National Radio Conference
delegates stemmed from the difference between Sarnoff's previous theoretical speeches and the concrete nature of his conference proposal. He
told the delegates flatly that RCA stood "ready to begin the immediate
erection of agreat super-power broadcasting station," followed by "the
construction of another super-power station at some point where the limit
of reliable effectiveness had been reached by the first station."
Anticipating protests from local stations, Sarnoff said the idea that
super-power would destroy local stations was "as groundless as would be
the belief that anational highway would obviate the need of local roads."°
The metaphor failed to quiet critics. Walter Strong, arepresentative of the
American Newspaper Publishers Association, doubted whether such
super-power stations could reach the distances claimed for them. C. D.
Erbstein, the operator of asmall radio station in Elgin, Illinois, worried
that powerful national stations might interfere with the reception of local
stations. Others complained about the potential for monopoly of the airwaves by the super-power stations."
Pressed on the monopoly issue, Sarnoff revealed the underlying reason for his super-power crusade. "Far be it from me to hurl charges of
monopoly against anybody," Sarnoff told aThird National Radio Conference committee, but currently the only method for presenting nationwide
broadcasts was connecting small stations by wire. "I make no charges
against the American Telephone and Telegraph Company," Sarnoff continued, "but Isay it is ridiculous to assume that the development of another
and independent means of communication is in the direction of monopoly." Super-power and the AT&T wires would be "independent competitive methods" for providing national radio." After ayear and ahalf of talking about super-power broadcasting, Sarnoff had finally admitted the
purpose of his crusade: to put RCA in direct competition with AT&T in
providing national radio service.
Sarnoff's first two speeches on super-power, in January 1923, had
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come at the beginning of afight within the radio patent pool provoked by
AT&T's refusal to rent wire lines to RCA. RCA had hoped to broadcast
the 1922 World Series using wire line pickups, arequest that AT&T refused. In January 1923 Sarnoff again tried to lease telephone wires and
AT&T again turned RCA down. 33 During the spring and summer, RCA
negotiated quietly with AT&T In September RCA initiated arbitration
proceedings, an action provided for by the original patent agreement. The
parties signed the final arbitration agreement—an outline of issues to be
discussed—on November 1, signaling the end of behind-the-scenes negotiations. Sarnoff's campaign for super-power stations began two weeks
later and may have been an attempt to influence the arbiters and public
opinion. On November 13, 1924, the arbiters presented adraft report of a
dec:sion that represented avictory for RCA, giving GE, Westinghouse,
and RCA the right to use pickup wires and sell broadcasting time. The
final resolution of the patent fight did not come until 1926, but the 1924
RCA victory brought aquick end to Sarnoff's speeches on super-power."
The campaign for super-power was thus askirmish in the continuing radio
patent battle."
Luckily for RCA, the battle moved to other fronts, because the technology available in the mid-1920s proved inadequate for super-power
broadcasting. Asuper-power transmitter had to throw its signal along distance, which proved to be more difficult than Sarnoff had expected. Already established stations worried that RCA's super-power stations would
interfere with other radio signals, but everyone assumed that super-power
stations themselves would be unaffected by interference. A 1926 article by
Alfred Goldsmith, RCies chief broadcasting engineer, detailed the precautions taken so that the new 50-kilowatt transmitter at Bound Brook, New
Jersey (the experimental transmitter Sarnoff had described at the Third
National Radio Conference), would not interfere with neighboring local
stations." Ironically, the interference caused by other stations, plus atmospheric disturbances, impeded the transmitter. Goldsmith's article casually
mentions that the signal from a50-kilowatt station was reliable for aradius
of only 100 miles." Sarnoff's original dream of one or two stations blanketing the entire United States obviously assumed that super-power transmitting stations would have amuch larger service range.
At the Fourth National Radio Conference in 1925, Hoover again addressed the issue of super-power, commenting that "our experience during
the year has somewhat more clearly defined the geographical area within
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which asingle broadcasting station can give complete service. ...
it will be
found that the real effectiveness of astation falls within acomparatively
small zone." Hoover reported that the Bureau of Standards had determined that a50-kilowatt station would not cover more than 100 miles—
thus corroborating Alfred Goldsmith's measurements." As late as 1929 a
review of the development of broadcasting technology noted that because
of fading and interference, "it has proved impossible up to the present time
to build asufficiently powerful broadcasting station to give consistently
good quality over any large portion of the United States." The tendency
of asuper-power station's signal to fade at night and to be sharply curtailed
during the day made it impossible to use super-power to provide national
radio service during the 1920s.
Super-power failed to become the choice to provide national radio
service for another reason beside technological impediments: super-power
transmitters presented aclear threat of monopoly control over broadcasting content. In theory, amixed system of super-power and local radio stations might have worked well for aservice that provided national broadcasts and still maintained local stations with diverse programming. Yet
those outside the radio patent pool worried that smaller stations would be
unable to survive economically, technically, or programmatically in competition with super-power stations owned and operated by RCA. The
widespread American distrust of monopoly in any form played an important role in the rejection of super-power and the shaping of the national
radio system.

SHORTWAVE REBROADCASTING

Shortwave rebroadcasting occupied the middle ground among the three
technological options for providing national radio service. Naturally allied
with super-power broadcasting in the effort to provide national service by
the use of radio waves, both options capitalized on radio's greatest appeal:
its freedom from wires. Shortwave rebroadcasting also resembled interconnection by wires because both technologies would have linked many
radio stations together rather than depending on afew stations to provide
nationwide programming. Several companies, particularly RCA, experimented with shortwaves for international communication, but only two
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companies, GE and Westinghouse, attempted domestic shortwave
rebroadcasting. 4°
Both GE and Westinghouse wanted to use shortwave rebroadcasting
to link the broadcasting stations they had founded, hoping that interconnection would cut programming costs and provide regional and national
service. In the 1920s all home radio receivers picked up only mediumwave transmissions because engineers considered shortwaves unreliable.
Experimentation showed, however, that shortwaves could be used to transmit over long distances. Shortwave rebroadcasting involved sending the
original program over the air on two different frequencies simultaneously—once on medium waves for listeners near the original transmitter
and once on shortwaves to adistant station. The second station would pick
up the shortwave signal on aspecial receiver and retransmit it on longer
waves for its local listeners. In a1923 Radio Broadcast article, "Is ShortWave Relaying aStep Toward National Broadcasting Stations?" the magazine noted that "the possibilities of re-broadcasting are indeed staggering.
A central station, located in Washington ... could carry the voice of the
President to listeners in every section of our country if re-broadcasting ...
were properly fostered." 4'The idea of interconnection fascinated the entire radio industry, even those stations that lacked access to the wire lines
seemingly necessary for such experiments.
The technology of interconnection, both wired and using shortwaves,
had been spurred by the desire to broadcast events that happened away
from the studio. One GE experiment with shortwaves used them to send
programs from an outside location to the regular transmitter at its Schenectady station, WGY. A 1924 photograph in Radio Broadcast with the
headline "WGY on Wheels" showed asmall truck equipped with ashortwave transmitter that "picks up programs from churches and public halls."
The truck transmitter sent the events via shortwave to the regular transmitter, where they "are radiated in the regular manner. The small transmitter takes the place of the usual telephone line connection between the
outside hall and the broadcasting station." 42
Despite "WGY on Wheels," most of the GE experiments with shortwaves focused on the use of rebroadcasting to send American programs
abroad» GE participated in only one wholly domestic attempt at rebroadcasting, an effort aimed at obtaining publicity for shortwave interconnection, much as Sarnoff had publicized super-power. The experiment, carried out in conjunction with RCA and Westinghouse, whose shortwave
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rebroadcasting program was much more extensive, aimed to broadcast a
1926 Massachusetts Institute of Technology alumni dinner to various parts
of the nation. A Radio Broadcast article reported that "WGY, connected to
New York by aspecial circuit, broadcast the music and speeches on 380
meters wavelength and on 107 meters." Luckily, "the signals on 107 meters
were so strong and clear that Pittsburgh picked them up and sent them to
Hastings, Nebraska, which again rebroadcast." Finally "KGO, the General
Electric Company station at Oakland, caught the three-times-relayed signals on delicate receiving apparatus and again put the dinner program into
the air." The article boasted that "the only wire used was that between
WGY and WJZ in New York."'" MIT alumni gathered in seventy-five
cities to listen to the ceremonies over the radio. 45 Many observers considered the transmission of the MIT Alumni Dinner as agreat step forward
in the evolution of broadcast technology. David Sarnoff hailed it as "the
first achievement of transcontinental broadcasting without the use of wires
as the transmission links between stations," pointing out that it represented the combined efforts of all members of the radio group, brought
together briefly against their common enemy, AT&T
The radio companies chose MIT's alumni dinner for maximum potential publicity, drawing on MIT's prestige and the fact that its alumni
were prominent in technical fields. Charles Popenoe, manager of the RCA
department of broadcasting, wrote to H. P. Davis, vice-president of
Westinghouse, describing the event as "a tremendous publicity feature"
and reminding him that "there are no better men, as you know, anywhere
than the average graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology."
Popenoe declared that "they do not make very much money, but they all
have brains ... and it always seems apleasure to work out astunt of this
kind with engineers, as they realize the many shortcomings and difficulties
that we have to overcome." 47 Letters among GE, Westinghouse, and RCA
officials regarding arrangements for the dinner reveal the three companies
eager for publicity, yet having some difficulty getting along. A letter from
Popenoe to his GE counterpart suggested "a conference on the publicity
so that no one company, such as was the case last time, gets all of it." 48
The memoranda and telegrams also show that many engineers doubted
shortwave rebroadcasting would work and that attempts to lease telephone
wire lines (even by MIT) were rebuffed by AT&T, forcing the radio companies to send the dinner over telegraph lines and shortwaves."
The Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, an early
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pioneer in broadcasting with its Pittsburgh station, KDKA, carried out the
most extensive testing of shortwave rebroadcasting as it tried to find away
to connect its stations without using AT&T's wires. Frank Conrad, the
Westinghouse engineer whose broadcasts from his garage had grown into
KDKA, was one of the first Americans interested in using the low frequencies for broadcasting. Early on he had sent out KDKA programs on 100
meters and had good luck with other experimenters receiving his signals."
But ordinary radio receivers could not pick up shortwave signals directly.
Westinghouse needed asystem that would enable listeners to hear distant
stations without forcing them to construct different receiving sets or converters."
A systematic trial of shortwave rebroadcasting began in 1923, just
after the Third National Radio Conference had debated the options for
national radio service. Westinghouse erected arepeater station, ICFIOC, in
Hastings, Nebraska. Joe Beaudino, along-time engineer with Westinghouse, recalled that the company chose Hastings since it was "not far from
the geographical center of the country and by repeating KDKN.s transmissions from astation at Hastings it was felt the coverage of KDKA would
be greatly increased." The Nebraska station would be the first step in a
new system in which "radio networks could be set up across the country
...[with] radio broadcast stations ...tied together by short waves." Westinghouse even offered Beaudino ajob installing repeating stations with a
soon-to-be formed subsidiary in charge of relaying radio programs by
shortwave."
ICFKX went on the air November 22, 1923. The set-up in Hastings
consisted of arough frame house that housed the station and long-wave
transmitter; astudio in the building of the Gaston Music and Furniture
Company connected to the station (about one mile away) by telephone
line; and ashortwave station on afarm about amile outside Hastings, again
connected to the station by wire. The shortwave receiver and the transmitter had to be physically separated; this was, at the time, the only way
to prevent interference. Presumably KFIOC also attempted to retransmit
KDKA's shortwave signals to KGO, aGE station in Oakland, which could
then once more rebroadcast the shortwave signal on medium waves and
thus further increase KDKies range. KFKX also originated local programs
and transmitted them on Mondays and Thursdays from 9:30 to 11 p.m.
central standard time. The Hastings Chamber of Commerce called KFKX
the "greatest publicity asset which has ever been given to acommunity of
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its size."" A booklet published by the station, hailing itself as the "First
Radio Relaying Station in the World," noted, however, that there was "no
fixed schedule for rebroadcasting KDKA" because, as Beaudino remembered, "reception was not reliable."" These technical difficulties forced
ICFKX to close and transfer its call letters to Chicago in the fall of 1927.
Despite such valiant efforts, no shortwave rebroadcasting experiment
ever operated without the use of telephone lines. Both GE and Westinghouse cared more about connecting their stations and providing out-ofstudio programs to their listeners than they did about shortwave rebroadcasting. Many radio professionals remained convinced that shortwaves
would eventually become useful, but in the early 1920s the radio companies continued to need AT&T's cooperation to provide national radio service. AT&T refused to cooperate, intent on providing such service itself,
and eager for aprime position in the patent pool renegotiations.

WIRED NETWORKS

William Peck Banning, later AT&T's vice-president, recalled that in 1921
"nobody knew ...
where radio was really headed. Everything about broadcasting was uncertain. For my own part Iexpected that since it was aform
of telephony... we were sure to be involved in broadcasting somehow."
Yet "it was impossible for awhile even to guess what our service duty
would be."" By 1924 it appeared to AT&T "logical that we should undertake this business of national broadcasting. We have the necessary wire
plant and are probably the only agency equipped to do acreditable job."
An AT&T memo projected a"net revenue at the rate of one million dollars
per year within aperiod of five years" with small risk."
Easily understood and quickly successful, the technology of wired interconnection appealed to Secretary Hoover and to the public. During this
early experimental period, however, the radio patent pool partners thought
atechnological breakthrough might challenge AT&T's national system of
telephone wires. AT&T therefore scrambled to reinforce its already strong
position by experimenting with sending programs over wires, either to studios or to connect stations, and transmitting sports, political events, and
popular and classical music over great distances. AT&T acted more defensively than did RCA, GE, or Westinghouse, seeking to maintain rather
than to enhance its radio interests. Because it had aprofitable telephone
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monopoly already in place, AT&T could afford to take amore reactive
approach to radio."
AT&T had originally been drawn into radio with the discovery that
the De Forest vacuum tube could solve problems in radio wave detection,
just as it could reduce the difficulties encountered in long-distance wired
telephony. In 1909 the company's chief engineer, John J. Carty, had argued
for the development of the vacuum tube (a "repeater" in telephone terminology; an "audion" in radio lingo) by pointing out that "a successful telephone repeater... might put us in aposition of control with respect to
the art of wireless telephony [radio] should it turn out to be afactor of
importance."" When radio did turn out to be important, AT&T became
apartner in the radio patent pool because it controlled the DeForest vacuum tube patent. By 1924 AT&T's involvement in radio had three facets:
it made and sold radio transmitters; it owned toll broadcasting stations that
sold airtime, primarily WEAF in New York City; and it used and leased
telephone long lines for wired transmission of radio waves, both for remote broadcasts and for the connection of radio stations."
Just as with shortwave rebroadcasting, the technology leading to the
experimental coupling of radio stations by wire began because stations
needed more program material. Station managers, faced with aset number
of hours to fill, soon realized that it would be easier to broadcast events
happening outside the studio than to simulate events inside the studio or
create new programs especially for broadcast. But how to get the event to
the transmitter, if the participants were not in the same room as the sending equipment? The telephone immediately came to mind as asolution.
From radio's earliest days, broadcasters used telephone lines to broadcast out-of-studio events they thought would appeal to listeners. In January 1921, shortly after it went on the air and before AT&T officially refused to rent lines to its radio patent pool partners, KDKA broadcast
church services from the Calvary Church in Pittsburgh. Station personnel
set up microphones in the church and sent the services over telephone
wires direct to the KDKA transmitter some miles away. Engineers treated
the signals as if they had originated in the KDKA studio and broadcast
them over the radio waves in standard fashion. Similarly, the popularity of
college football games led to a1922 WEAF broadcast from New York of
both the Princeton-Chicago game (played in Chicago) and the HarvardYale game. 6°According to William Peck Banning's company history of
WEAF, the call for quality programming brought aspecial Metropolitan
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Opera broadcast performance on November 11, 1922, of Verdi's Aida,
originating at the Kingsbridge Armory and sent over wires to WEAF's
studio for transmission. Banning noted that "telephone engineers ...
[worked] for several days in preparing the telephone circuits for the transmission of music ...[which] was apioneering accomplishment." 6'A 1923
Radio Broadcast article listed an impressive number of recent "out of studio"
events broadcast, including the World Series, football games, boxing
matches, organ recitals, symphony concerts, operas, plays, banquets, addresses, church services, and apresidential message to Congress. The article noted that "the chief value of 'out-of-studio' broadcasting lies in the
possibility of securing events that cannot be staged in the studio. But there
is also another factor that is important; namely the atmosphere of life that
is transmitted."
It was only ashort step from wiring aprogram to asingle transmitter
62

to sending it over wires to several transmitters. Western Union telegraph
lines could also be used, but the telephone lines, already adapted to send
voices, worked better. A program originating in the New York studios of
WEAF and featuring Metropolitan Opera stars could be sent over telephone wires to stations in other cities and rebroadcast. AT&T, headquartered in New York, maintained that Manhattan provided the best—in
some respects the only—entertainment. Thus, even during this experimental phase, wired broadcasts began shutting out regional programming.
As early as December 1921, AT&T was envisioning anational radio
system with "thirty-eight station locations on the Bell System's main long
distance routes." 63 The company regarded its first station, WEAF, founded
in 1922, as ameans to test the use of wires in radio and to explore the
commercial possibilities inherent in national broadcasting. A company
publication of April 1922 noted that if WEAF proved commercially successful "it is our plan to establish, as circumstances warrant, similar stations
throughout the country." Each station could use local telephone lines and
"all of such broadcasting stations may, if conditions warrant, be tied together by the long line plant, so that any one, from practically any point,
may use any number or all of these stations simultaneously." 64 Long lines
thus gave AT&T not only atechnological edge in providing national radio
service but also aconceptual advantage.
The knowledge gained from the transmission of broadcast-quality
music and speech from remote locations helped when AT&T used telephone lines to send programs from one station to another for rebroadcast.
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The annual meeting of the National Electric Light Association provided
one of the first attempts at connecting stations by wire. Held in Carnegie
Hall in New York on June 7, 1923, the meeting was sent over wires to
WEAF, New York; to KYW, Chicago; to KDICA, Pittsburgh; and to WGY,
Schenectady. President Harding's cross-country trip in June and July 1923
presented several occasions to connect stations. His scheduled July 31
speech in San Francisco was to have been sent to six stations, the most
ambitious attempt at networking to that date. The cancellation of the
speech because of Harding's illness and subsequent death deprived AT&T
of a broadcast audience estimated at between three and five million
people."
After its experience with temporary connections, AT&T wanted to
experiment with apermanent wire connection between radio stations. Col.
Edward Green, an eccentric millionaire and owner of station WMAF in
South Dartmouth, Massachusetts, asked to have WEAF's programs sent
over telephone lines to his station for rebroadcast. Colonel Green agreed
to a$60,000 annual fee, and AT&T installed aspecial cable between
WMAF and WEAF with service beginning on July 1, 1923. AT&T offered
WJAR, in Providence, Rhode Island, service over the same cable, and a
three-station network came into being. 66 AT&T's Washington station,
WCAP, opened in July 1923 and became part of the permanent wired
system. The final network broadcast of 1923 fulfilled the dream often
expressed by proponents of national radio by enabling the nation to
hear President Calvin Coolidge in his first address to Congress. The
December 4, 1923, speech was broadcast over the "established trinity"
of WEAF, WCAP, and WJAR (Colonel Green having already dropped
out), as well as on KSD, St. Louis; WDAF, Kansas City, Missouri; and
WFAA, Dallas. 67
Religious services, politics, sports, and eventually entertainment provided the programming for this experimental network. Remote broadcasts
of vaudeville began on November 19, 1922, from the Capitol Theater in
New York under the direction of S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel and became the
basis for one of the most popular programs carried on the wired stations."
In 1924 "Roxy's Gang" was sent from WEAF to WJAR and WCAR When
the stars of this Sunday night program traveled to Providence and Washington, they expressed surprise that listeners "addressed ahalf dozen of
our performers by name just as intimately as though they had been friends
for years.""
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During the first part of 1924, AT&T engineers developed agroup of
intercity telephone wires that could be used in off-peak hours for permanent "chain" or "network" broadcasting." Yet many of the stations that
were approached (twenty-one in all) rejected AT&T's offer to pay them to
carry programs with advertising while requiring them to pay AT&T for
the noncommercial content. Only six stations, including WEAF, WCAP,
and VVJAR, took AT&T up on the offer. Most stations worried that the
advertising carried on the AT&T programs would annoy listeners and ruin
the public goodwill the stations counted on generating." The telephone
company added to these problems by refusing to ask stations owned by the
other members of the patent pool to join the new chain."
AT&T's refusal to let other stations use its telephone lines heightened
the fears of GE, Westinghouse, and RCA that AT&T wanted to cut them
out of the broadcasting business. Often AT&T would not let astation use
telephone lines even for apickup, and so some stations experimented with
acoustically poor Western Union lines."
In aslightly different situation, aChicago station, hoping to rent a
phone line to pick up aspeech by President Coolidge in honor of Washington's birthday, offered $1,000 for the duration of the speech; AT&T
asked for $2,500. As quoted in Radio Broadcast, the Chicago station manager noted that "the regular long distance charge for the use of wires
from Chicago to Washington is only $4.80 for the first three minutes
and $1.60 for each additional minute." Because the President was to talk
for ten minutes, "at the regular rates the cost of the wires should then
be $14.80." The article described the drawbacks of using shortwave
rebroadcasting in this situation, noting that "the Chicago station could
not very well set up ashort wave transmitter at the White House, to
relay the speech to Chicago." In the end, Radio Broadcast took the telephone company's side in this argument, reminding its readers that "the
radio receipts of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company are
practically nothing at all whereas an organization like the Radio Corporation has an income from the radio public which must be measured
annually in the tens of millions of dollars." Whatever AT&T's radio
profits and the true cost of the lines, the telephone company successfully
used pricing to prevent anon-AT&T radio station from broadcasting a
presidential speech.
Historians have interpreted AT&T's refusal to rent long lines as an
attempt to maintain its position in the radio industry. N. R. Danielian has
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written, "it is obvious that the Bell System intended to put as many obstacles as possible in the way of the Radio Group's operation of broadcasting
stations," while Leonard Reich has explained that "by late 1921, the
AT&T directors realized the importance of blocking the proliferation and
influence of stations established by rivals, especially those of the RCA
group" and described the company's prohibition against RCRs use of telephone circuits as a"defensive act.""
By 1924 the perceived need for national radio service, and the continued inability of any one of the companies involved in radio to provide it,
made apatent renegotiation necessary. The situation with regard to national radio service resembled the original problem in radio technology.
No one company had enough resources (patents in the early case; broadcast stations or technological resources in the later) to provide the kind of
service sought. While AT&T controlled the wires, the other companies
controlled most of the outlets—the radio stations—needed to make a
wired network possible. Decisions about how anational radio service
would be run, how it would make money, and who would control it needed
to be negotiated.
The various experiments with super-power and shortwave rebroadcasting had shown that only one technology—wired networks—was truly
capable of providing national radio service. Yet although the choice of a
technology seemed ordained, the economic system, the management of
such service, and who would have control were far from clear. The technological experiments had grown out of the needs of the large manufacturers
of receivers and transmitters, and the system for national broadcasting
would also address their needs. Not even the choice of technology can
be considered to have been fixed. National radio service could have been
postponed with the participation of the federal government—as was later
the development of television, then color television, and then highdefinition television—until an alternative technology with profit-making
potential for adifferent part of the industry was available.

BEYOND THE TECHNOLOGICAL IMPERATIVE

Even if one considers the technological choice agiven, many other factors
also influenced the shape of the national radio system. Several of these
factors involved the radio industry's response to the public concern that
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had grown through the first half of the 1920s about monopoly. The radio
companies increasingly found themselves defending the formation of RCA
and explaining how the patent pool had averted chaos.
In 1924, for example, the public became interested in the "radio trust"
when AT&T sued WI-IN in New York for using transmitter parts without
the permission of the patent holder, AT&T AT&T insisted it chose
VVHN, out of the many patent infringers, because "we decided to select a
nearby station so as to minimize the costs to both parties concerned."
For many observers, however, AT&T's ownership of New York station
WEAF (a direct competitor of WHN), as well as the curiously combined
nature of radio manufacturing and broadcasting, made the case controversia1. 77
AT&T worried that the brouhaha over a radio monopoly might
arouse opposition to its telephone monopoly. The louder the cries against
radio monopoly, the stronger became the position of those within AT&
T's management who favored withdrawal from radio and areturn to the
traditional activities of the company." When super-power, the national radio option with the greatest appearance of monopoly control, aroused antagonism among the public and small station owners, RCA, GE, and Westinghouse also began to worry about government interference and joined
AT&T in the search for amethod of providing national radio service that
would minimize the appearance of centralized control.
The lengthy and complex renegotiations of the radio patent
agreement between 1924 and 1926 dealt with many issues, but at their
heart was the question of national radio and how it could be achieved with
amaximum of profit and aminimum of public fuss over monopoly. The
final agreement, reached in the middle of 1926, included the sale of
WEAF to RCA and the establishment of aseparate broadcast organization, the National Broadcasting Company (NBC), to lease telephone
lines from AT&T for pick-ups and to connect independent local stations.
New York stations WJZ and WEAF would provide programs for these
other stations.
This agreement solved many problems at once. AT&T withdrew
from radio, thus alleviating the pressure of being regarded as aradio, as
well as atelephone, monopolist; it was also paid handsomely for its withdrawal. By agreeing to lease AT&T long lines, RCA bought off its strongest competitor in the broadcasting field." RCA also willingly gave up the
concept of super-power broadcasting, both because it had become synony58
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mous with monopoly control of the airwaves and because it was not technologically feasible. In exchange, RCA controlled the new National
Broadcasting Company. Westinghouse and GE approved of the new arrangement because, like technologically imperfect shortwave rebroadcasting, it enabled individually owned stations to maintain their identities
while increasing their profit potential.
The radio patent renegotiation set up aself-supporting wired network
system administered and directed by RCA. Local stations received programming, sent over wires, from astation in New York City. Because renting the wires was so expensive, radio receiver manufacturers believed they
could not fund national radio service. The new wired network thus came
to be financed through the sale of time to advertisers. These and other
decisions about how the wired system would be structured grew out of the
relationships among the radio patent partners and were influenced by the
social, political, and cultural context in which they were made.
Government approval, certifying radio's new status as aregulated monopoly and therefore apublic good, remained important in instituting a
wired network system. The final step in this process would come with the
1934 Communications Act, but earlier congressional actions showed that
political and cultural issues remained important as the structure of broadcast radio solidified. Congress had passed the 1927 Radio Act before the
ramifications of the patent renegotiation and the shape of wired networks
were clear. Congressional debate over the extension of the 1927 Radio Act,
two years after the founding of NBC, illustrates how the radio industry
adjusted its shape to placate continuing public concerns about monopoly,
as well as to forestall government interference. Such fine-tuning of the
national radio system worked. The radio industry forestalled any government action, and Congress ended up endorsing (while supposing it was
controlling) arrangements proposed by the industry.
The congressional debate also highlighted other political and cultural
tensions in the mid-1920s that influenced the establishment of awired network system. Members of Congress showed an awareness of the new ideas
underlying the concept of national radio. The radio industry had moved
away from the notion of national service as simply ameans of connecting
listeners. As national radio became acost-cutting measure for large equipment manufacturers, it also became away of presenting single events to
the entire nation. Because this change was often described in political
terms ("now the whole country can hear aspeech by the president"), and
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because it implied the superiority of the urban Northeast over the rest of
the nation, it aroused congressional interest.
In Congress, the questions of monopoly and regulation of national
radio service became intertwined with long-standing urban-rural tensions.
The Radio Act of 1927 established aFederal Radio Commission (FRC)
with aone-year mandate to allocate frequencies to individual stations. The
act divided the nation into five zones, with one radio commissioner appointed from each zone to ensure geographic fairness in the allocation of
stations." Because of alack of funding (Congress never passed an appropriations bill for the FRC activities) and the death of several FRC appointees, the commission accomplished little in 1927. A bill extending the
FRC's term for another year was therefore introduced early in 1928. 8'Debate centered on an amendment proposed by Rep. Edwin Davis of Texas,
mandating equal distribution of stations (broadcast licenses, wavelengths,
and frequencies) among the five zones, and the allocation of stations
among the states within each zone in proportion to population and area.
Proponents of the Davis amendment feared amonopoly if the "radio trust"
owned the only, or even the biggest, stations.
The mostly Southern and rural advocates for the amendment resented the fact that urban areas had more and higher powered radio stations than did their own regions. An Oklahoma representative recognized
"that while many of the programs coming from the big city stations are
of general interest, they have no inherent value, either in merit or in the
universality of their appeal, over the programs broadcast from the smaller,
independent stations." He contended that the Davis amendment would
give listeners the "privilege of choosing their entertainment, break the
bonds of the monopoly which bind the industry, and secure for the public
the essential freedom of the air!" 82 A New York delegate replied that "the
cities are willing to spend the money necessary to provide the highest type
of amusement and instruction. ... The radio has agreat future. Do not
attempt to circumscribe its usefulness by provincial legislation."" Characteristically, Fiorello La Guardia was one of the few urban representatives
to side with the rural antimonopolists. At one point he exclaimed, "Mr.
Chairman, it would be acalamity if the broadcasting power were to be
concentrated in one or two points in this country.""
Members of Congress remained as interested in the location of transmitters as in the quality and quantity of programs. Congressional debate
made adistinction between "equity of transmission" and "equity of ser60
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vice."" Many believed that the source of the signal was important because
the location of the station would influence its programming. If all programs came from acentral source, the regional diversity many listeners
enjoyed would disappear. Rural listeners, having experienced local radio
service, or just able to imagine it, felt that centralized broadcasting in itself
represented not only abusiness monopoly but aform of urban cultural
imperialism.
The Davis amendment, with its support for local stations with access
to national events, clearly rejected asystem of regulated super-power stations and moved to strengthen rural and small-town stations by enabling
them, through the zone system, to compete with city stations for licenses.
Neither the Davis amendment nor the Radio Act of 1927 challenged the
wired network system already in place and controlled by the receiver manufacturers, even though the wired system centralized programming in
much the same way that super-power stations would have done. The network system did not provide the variety of programming that Representative Davis sought, but the congressional insistence that nonurban stations
remain strong gave political approval to the radio patent agreement, which
set up astructure for national radio based on awide distribution of stations. 86 The resulting national radio system avoided the possibility that
government might take over broadcasting.
A federal takeover had been considered just after World War I, but
the strong position of the radio companies, the government's disposition
to influence rather than directly regulate, and the geography of the United
States all worked against the form of centralized broadcasting so widespread in other parts of the world. The privately controlled and financed
wired network system resulted in part from the United States' size and
its large, evenly distributed, and linguistically relatively homogeneous
population. Most countries with early radio stations, including England
and Germany, covered the entire nation with just afew stations owned
by the govenunent. 87 One larger country, Australia, which featured a
mixed system of government and private stations, had ageographically
concentrated population with about 80 percent of listeners living within
fifty miles of six cities, so that most of the population could be reached
through afew stations. 88 The Soviet Union, another large country, programmed in sixty-two languages over sixty-four stations and thus had
little need for nationwide broadcasts." Government ownership of afew
radio stations that could reach the entire population made economic and
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political sense, but government ownership of many smaller stations
seemed difficult in acapitalist society that preferred to view itself as decentralized.
Canada, the nation whose geographic and cultural situation most
closely resembled that of the United States, had no large radio manufacturing firms pushing to retain private control of broadcasting; it also had
the United States as its neighbor. The United States claimed eighty-nine
of the ninety-five wavelengths allotted to North America and provided
most of the ready-made radio receivers used in Canada. 9°Despite this scarcity of wavelengths, and the proximity and technical superiority of American stations, radio in Canada flourished. National radio service was pioneered by the Canadian National Railroad using government telegraph
lines. The Sixtieth Anniversary of Confederation celebration in 1927 was
amemorable coast-to-coast broadcast accomplished in "a typical Canadian
way, amixture of public activity, public policy, and private facility." Formation of the Canadian Radio Broadcasting Commission (the forerunner of
the Canadian Broadcasting Commission) in 1930 ended this makeshift period. 91 The national system of radio broadcasting that evolved in Canada
relied on the same technology as in the United States, but with fewer local
stations because of the unavailability of frequencies, and all under the control of the central government.
The relatively unrestricted American system of national radio service
proved appealing to business leaders. Wired networks' many local units,
rationally joined together, not only gave the appearance of competition
and diversity, but fit well with familiar entrepreneurial practices. The network system resembled other national distribution systems set up in the
1920s, such as dealerships, franchises, and chains. Wired network service
was often referred to as "chain" broadcasting and featured locally owned
companies receiving goods (radio programs) and services from acentral
organization. The network system seemed familiar and understandable to
radio station investors and to advertisers. The fledgling NBC desperately
needed to appeal to advertisers in order to defray the expensive wire line
charges paid to AT&T. Advertisers, finding much unfamiliar about broadcasting, took comfort in the network structure. Thus, the technological
feasibility of awired network system was reinforced by other factors.
Americans' fear of monopoly, the political appeal of decentralized radio
transmitting stations, the geographic size of the nation, the relative linguistic homogeneity of the population, and the familiarity of the business
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community with a"chain" organizational structure all paved the way for
the networks.
After aslow start, NBC became quite profitable. Initially it encountered difficulty attracting advertisers and affiliated stations; Fortune magazine reported that NBC made no money at all in 1929, in spite of having
sold $11,000,000 worth of airtime." Two years later, however, NBC reported aprofit of $2,325,229 and boasted seventy-six affiliated stations."
Shortly after the founding of NBC, agroup of investors led by entrepreneur Arthur Judson launched asecond network based on the same principles as NBC and designed as adirect competitor. Lack of operating capital initially plagued the new company, which entered apartnership with
Columbia Phonograph Record Company long enough to retain the name
Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS). Investments by the Paley family of
Philadelphia saved CBS, and young William Paley soon moved to New
York to manage his family's money and the company's future. In 1931 CBS
claimed afew more affiliated stations than did NBC (ninety-five) and a
slightly bigger profit ($2,346,766), although its programming probably
reached fewer listeners. 94
The concept of national radio service preceded the idea of radio as a
commercial medium. Direct advertising on radio—companies purchasing
time to sell products—had first emerged in alimited way in 1923 with the
founding of WEAF, AT&T's station. Characteristically, AT&T believed
that the 1919 radio patent agreement gave it the exclusive right to sell
radio time, and refused to allow other stations to sell time without its
permission. The RCA, GE, and Westinghouse experiments in national
radio service therefore occurred before these companies thought seriously of using advertising to subsidize broadcasting expenses. Even on
those few stations selling time in the early 1920s, most advertisers were
reluctant to take achance on the new medium. Only after the network
system became areality did broadcast advertising become profitable or
necessary.
The technological and economic form that national radio service took
soon influenced the content of broadcasting. The huge expense of renting
AT&T's wires to send signals from station to station meant that programming had to be centralized both to save money and to attract advertisers
needing a national audience. Regional needs and desires went by the
boards as broadcasters sought to deliver the largest possible audiences for
advertisers interested in national markets. Ethnic and racial diversity, ac63
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rive participation by listeners, and the airing of minority or dissident points
of view were sacrificed for asystem that provided the same programs to
every radio receiver." These changes did not occur overnight, but they
increased in momentum as the networks consolidated their power. The
wired network system, with centralized programming financed through
advertising revenue, shaped what Americans heard when they turned on
their radios, and later their televisions.
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I
ARGUMENTS OVER BROADCAST
ADVERTISING

Eight hundred people entered Radio
Broadcast's 1925 contest, "Who Is To
Pay for Broadcasting and How?" offering "ingenious" plans to charge for
program listings, schemes for voluntary listener contributions, and even a
call for government licensing. As the editors wrote, "suggestions there
were of all kinds, and the problem of deciding which one of all the
group was the best was not found at all easy." The winning entry sought
atax on vacuum tubes, as an "index of broadcast consumption," to be
administered by a federal Bureau of Broadcasting. Despite the award,
neither the Radio Broadcast editors nor the judges of the contest found
much to praise in the winning entry, and they were especially critical of
the large government role proposed for distributing the tax revenue. All
agreed that "the last word has not been said on this subject." Although
radio broadcasting had existed for five years, a single idea of how it
should be financed had not yet taken hold. The contest suggested a
wealth of options, as broadcasters, listeners, and advertisers vied for
control of the airwaves.
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EARLY STATIONS

While receiver manufacturers financed some of the earliest radio stations
simply to boost their sales, other businesses founded stations to gain publicity or goodwill. Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover initially hoped
that more businesses might be persuaded to finance radio stations, even
though radio gave only an "intangible return" on investment.' In his history of early radio, Erik Barnouw lists stations owned by astockyard, a
marble company, alaundry, and apoultry farm.' Such stations could be
called commercial insofar as some of their programming related to the
owner's products, yet they did not sell advertising time to other manufacturers.
While these stations provided models for how business could profit
from radio, some financing proposals did not aim to profit the business
world. Voluntary contributions to stations from philanthropists or listeners, some observers believed, might keep broadcasting out of the clutches
of business. "A powerful station could be put up and operated at acost less
than that required for areasonable sized library," declared an editorial in
the first issue of Radio Broadcast magazine, adding that "a properly conducted radio broadcasting station can do at least as great an educational
work as does the average library." The editorial predicted "that many such
stations will be operating in the next twenty-five years." 4
Public schools and universities seemed logical sources of financial
backing for stations operating in the public interest. Many colleges and
school districts did establish radio stations, often as part of their science
departments, enlisting teachers and students as performers. By 1925 ninety
educational institutions held licenses to broadcast.'
A few city governments founded and supported radio stations to be
"operated for direct public benefit." 6 Promoters hoped that the first municipal station, WNYC in New York, would provide an alternative to privately owned stations that had begun accepting paid advertisements. Programming on WNYC, however, resembled that heard over other New
York stations. The police department broadcast alarms for wanted criminals, and various city agencies presented talks, but WNYC filled most of
its broadcast hours with musical selections.' In 1926 anewspaper article
described WNYC's offerings as "not the most attractive in the metropolitan district by the furthest stretch of the imagination." The station's problems included taxpayers who "would resent any lavish expenditure of tal66
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ent" and "city officials" who "are not elected for the purpose of giving
nightly musical entertainment." One promoter of radio advertising noted
that, after broadcasting ayear, WNYC could "make agroup picture of
its usual audience on the City Hall steps." 8 Despite its undistinguished
programming, small audiences, poor funding, and attacks by citizens'
groups, VVNYC survived (until the late 1980s), but it failed to provide
much inspiration for other municipal stations. It remained an interesting
experiment rather than agenuine alternative.
Despite the fact that the American government never levied taxes specifically to pay for broadcasting, the federal government went on the air
early and stayed on. The U.S. Department of Agriculture, for example,
produced programs ranging from weather and market reports to household hints, broadcast by private and college stations in rural areas. But the
radio corporations lobbied heavily against any extension of the federal role
in broadcasting, always fearing agovernment takeover. Some radio magazines promoted the funding of broadcasting through taxes, highlighting
the successful British system, but most listeners seemed reluctant to begin
paying for aservice they already received free of charge. 9
Stations approached ordinary listeners for financial support several
times during the early 1920s. "The Radio Music Fund Committee" sought
gifts to engage the best musical talent, artists "hopelessly beyond the appeal of gratuitous performances," to perform over WEAF in New York.'°
In awidely reported effort, Kansas City station WHB (owned by the
Sweeney Auto School) sold tickets for an "invisible theater." Listeners received tickets and aprogram book for contributions of between one and
ten dollars. "We are more than willing to spend money to operate the station," the manager noted, "but with musicians demanding $4 an hour and
stage artists one-eighth their weekly salary ...we believe it is only fair for
those sharing the pleasure to pay aportion of the expenses."" Advocates
of this strategy hoped that the financial support of listeners would keep
broadcasting from being exploited by businesses whose aims were "not
wholly compatible with the public interest." The problem, one critic
wrote, was that if all stations began soliciting funds, "their tin cups would
have glistened before our eyes at every street-corner; they would have
stood panting at our back doors like hungry dogs.""
None of the early experiments in financing radio stations, including
commercial sponsorship, worked very well. Yet, as the Radio Broadcast contest showed, before 1925 broadcast advertising was considered just one of
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the options that seemed unsatisfactory. Observers could imagine broadcasting financed in avariety of ways, or even amixed system with different
stations funded in different ways. Before the advent of the networks, advertising stood out among the financing options only because it elicited the
loudest protests and had the fewest supporters. The network system's need
for large amounts of cash in order to rent wire lines suddenly gave broadcast advertising a privileged position. The networks had the money
and energy to push for their choice among the financing plans, and push
they did.

OPPONENTS

In 1925 the editors of Radio Age noted that "the broadcasters who succumbed to the commercial influence are building up amonster who, like
Frankenstein, will slay his creator."' 4 Such anti-advertising rhetoric came
from every group involved in early radio: listeners, critics, legislators, regulators, and broadcasters. Many critics adopted ahysterical tone when
writing of radio advertising, using metaphors out of horror stories to describe the new mutant. Another radio magazine warned that advertising
might "become an Old Man Of The Sea—practically impossible to shake
off once he got agood grasp" and concluded with acall for "a countrywide movement" with "definite, speedy action" against it." Despite these
concerns about listener control and the affect on programs, however, no
"country-wide movement" against radio advertising took hold in the
early 1920s.
Many broadcasters wanted to dismiss advertising quickly and continue the search for amore practical solution to their economic problem.
They believed that "advertising by radio does not offer asolution to the
problem of making broadcasting self-supporting" and that advertising presented "dangers to broadcasting" that might cause both radio and advertising to fail. 16 Radio professionals worried that listeners would grow disenchanted with the medium as its novelty faded. One article noted that
"bombastic advertising ... cuts into the vitals of broadcast advertising—
its circulation—by creating an apathetic public, impairing listener interest
and curtailing the sale of receiver sets." This writer named the worst fear
of both the radio and advertising industries: once amethod for financing
radio had been established, listeners might dislike the solution and turn off
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their sets without allowing the industry sufficient time to reorganize. Fears
that broadcast radio was afad, and that listeners would be easily alienated,
remained widespread in the industry until late in the 1920s and caused
many professionals to distrust broadcast advertising."
Early on, the advertising industry became concerned that listeners
might resent radio sponsorship and by extension reject all types of advertising. Printer's Ink, an advertising trade publication, argued that radio advertising (along with "sky writing," "press agent dope," or any "disguised
publicity") was against "good public policy," and that radio was an "objectionable advertising medium." The magazine warned that "an audience ...
wheedled into listening to aselfish message will naturally be offended,"
and "its ill-will would be directed not only against the company that delivered the story, but also against the advertiser who chooses to talk shop at
such an inopportune time." To acertain extent, print advertisers and the
advertising industry in general (represented by Printer's Ink) saw broadcast
advertising as unwanted competition. But beyond that, the often repeated
comment that radio advertising, if unwanted, would "probably die by itself
in ashort time" made advertisers worry that if broadcast advertising failed,
all advertising might suffer. 19
Public attitudes toward broadcast advertising remained difficult to
discern, but several groups purporting to speak for listeners reinforced the
fears of broadcasters and advertisers. In 1924 the executive secretary of the
American Radio Association (ARA), an organization of listeners, explained
that "numerous complaints are being received from the radio public which
is objecting in increasing numbers to having its news, music, and entertainment interspersed with advertising." The ARA believed that "pure and unadulterated advertising on radio" would be "disastrous to the trade itself.""
Participants in the Fourth National Radio Conference agreed that the
"listening public" found radio advertising "objectionable" and added that
"advertising could be made detrimental to the interests of both the public
and the broadcasting stations.""
Opponents claimed that listeners would be overlooked in programming decisions if advertising supported radio. The first editorial in Radio
Broadcast magazine called on listeners "to exert their influence in such a
way that the entertainment offered them is determined by themselves." At
present, the 1922 editorial told listeners, they were "helpless" with regard
to radio programming because "you have nothing to say about it, you pay
nothing for it, and still more to the point, you have no rights in the matter
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at all."" These critics found inherent problems with any financial solution
not based on listener support. "It is plain that the public must meet the
cost of broadcasting if the benefit of broadcasting is to be public," warned
Outlook magazine." Other commentators pointed out that listeners lacked
even the last refuge of the consumer, because broadcast advertising was
harder to ignore than newspaper and magazine advertising. 24
Emmanuel Celler, aNew York congressman, parodied radio abuses in
1924 as he introduced abill to control broadcast advertising:
This is BLAA, broadcasting station of the Jumbo Peanut Company at Newark, New Jersey. You will now have the pleasure of listening to the "Walk
Up One Flight Clothing Company's" orchestra. Their first number will be
"You Don't Wear Them Out If You Don't Sit Down."

Celler found such gimmicks more than annoying. "Radio is of tremendous
value for educational and amusement purposes," he believed, but "unless
suitable measures are passed to steer it into proper channels we will, indeed, run amuck." Broadcast advertising, he argued, would damage radio
programming by its very presence; it was "worthless stuff which interferes
with instructive and informative broadcasting."
Even Secretary Hoover, abeliever in private control of most businesses, initially opposed broadcast advertising. At the First National Radio
Conference in 1922, Hoover had found it inconceivable that "we should
allow so great apossibility for service, for news, for entertainment, for
education, and for vital commercial purposes, to be drowned in advertising
chatter, or used for conunercial purposes." 26 Two years later, he still maintained that the solution to the "problem of remuneration for broadcasting
stations" was "the hardest nut in the bowl" to crack."
The notion of "indirect advertising" helped Hoover and others overcome their distaste for pitching products over the air. Difficult to define,
indirect advertising permitted the airing of the sponsor's name, but no "direct" selling. How such definitions translated into practice remained even
more puzzling. A New York Times reporter asked, "what is the distinction
between announcing an orchestra under the name of awell-known brand
of tea or coffee and actually talking about the tea or coffee?" By
October 1924, during the Third National Radio Conference, Hoover
had moved cautiously toward support of indirect advertising, main-
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taming that "the listeners will finally decide in any event." A year later,
during the Fourth National Radio Conference, he spoke more positively
still of indirect advertising and approved of "unobtrusive publicity" that
would be "accompanied by adirect service and engaging entertainment"
rather than "unobtrusive advertising."" Indirect advertising, Hoover
now believed, could strengthen small stations without bothering listeners, involving the federal government, or hurting the large corporations
involved in radio."
Hoover's shift in opinion reflected the general indecision about how
to finance and regulate broadcasting, but his actions also sprang from his
free-market economic principles. The quintessential "scientific" business
leader of the 1920s, Hoover approved of government involvement in
broadcasting principally to help radio companies rationalize their young
industry. He attacked the problems of radio as he did those of the aviation
and the electrical power industries: by working for the kind of cooperation
between government and business that would benefit both sides and might
also stimulate alagging economy." Hoover believed that the radio industry should resolve the controversy regarding advertising with the approval
of its listeners and without government interference. Such beliefs kept
Hoover from acting aggressively to contain the growth of broadcast advertising.
General public acceptance of broadcast advertising came only as aresult of the radio industry's sustained campaign to promote it. The early
promoters of broadcast advertising, aware that it was still considered only
one financing option among many, moved to make their strategy look less
commercial. Trying to sell the idea to askeptical advertising industry, they
presented radio advertising as a"natural" outgrowth of earlier experiments. The first historians of broadcasting took asimilar approach, pointing out that broadcasting in the United States had first prospered because
of apatent pool and because of the investments of large receiver manufacturers. In addition, many businesses, including feed and grain merchants,
newspapers, department stores, and radio set retailers, had founded radio
stations primarily to generate publicity for themselves. Such aview presented broadcast advertising as simply alogical extension of the other early
means of financing radio." Later, historians and the radio industry alike
preferred to overlook the hard work that had been necessary to sell radio
as an advertising medium.
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THE CAMPAIGN FOR BROADCAST ADVERTISING

If all American broadcasting was, and had always been, essentially commercial, why the opposing outcry against broadcast advertising? Proponents of broadcast advertising tried to paper over the differences between
the early "commercial" stations supported by private enterprises and the
financing of all operations through the sale of airtime. They sought to
convince skeptical listeners and advertisers that broadcast advertising
could bring them all the benefits of radio without any costs. This view
ignored the difference between one sponsor and hundreds. Programs on
stations supported through the sale of time soon became selling vehicles
only, while the advertisements took up more and more broadcast time.
Many of those involved in early radio saw this difference quite clearly and
remained outspoken in their dislike of broadcast advertising. Yet with the
founding of the networks, the radio industry had to finance expensive wire
rentals in order to provide national service. Advertising was the only financing alternative that had the potential to be hugely profitable. NBC
therefore spearheaded apublicity and educational campaign to promote
broadcast advertising, acampaign that further influenced radio's shape
and content.
According to historian Susan Strasser, advertising professionals had
used the military term "campaign" to refer to acoordinated series of promotional activities since the turn of the century." The push to sell broadcast advertising looked exactly like any other early twentieth-century
advertising campaign: advertising professionals drew on well-known promotional methods to create acceptance and demand for broadcast advertising. Ihave deliberately labeled this "the campaign for broadcast advertising" to describe the character and techniques of their efforts.
In addition to promoting radio advertising, the campaign aimed to
convince advertisers that radio programs should be treated as products and
marketed as such to listeners. In the process, it developed the concept that
time, as well as space, could be bought and sold for commercial purposes.
Radio advertising ended up reinforcing the advertising industry's theories
about how advertising worked, and came to function exactly like advertising in other media. The changes in radio brought about by the selling of
broadcast advertising culminated in the promotion of daytime programming. As part of their attempt to make broadcasting fit into preconceived
notions about advertising, the promoters presented women in the home as
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akey audience for radio. Networks worked to sell daytime hours to sponsors by preparing special programs, and the entire broadcast day became
commercialized.

PROMOTERS

Most of those involved in advertising in the 1920s had little interest in
radio at first. Yet the field of advertising, by then well established and carefully professionalized, included afew salesmen with amixture of advertising, radio, and journalism or academic experience that made them suitable
for promoting broadcast advertising. Their skills enabled them to present
the network view of broadcast advertising to their fellow advertising professionals, the public, and potential advertisers.
Between 1927 and 1932 five advertising professionals produced
books, and others anew magazine, designed to promote broadcast advertising." The books and magazine articles outlined the theory and methods
of successful radio sponsorship. Writing for avaried audience about a
little-known subject, the promoters of broadcast advertising found the
textbook approach convenient and powerful. This concentrated production of materials reflected both the continued resistance to broadcast advertising and the radio industry's determination to break down that resistance.
NBC kicked off the campaign with the appointment of Frank Arnold
as director of development in 1926. The best-known proponent of broadcast advertising, Arnold had worked in merchandising, retailing, magazines, and as an advertising executive before he entered radio. Owen D.
Young, chairman of NBC's board, believed Arnold could sell the "present
and future opportunities of radio" to "the national advertiser and to the
advertising agencies with whom he has been intimately connected for
more than 20 years."" As "time salesman on an ambassadorial level," Arnold talked to NBC officials about advertising, delivered speeches to business groups about radio's potential (to avoid "arousing suspicion that what
they were listening to was propaganda ... my general procedure was to
tell the story and let the advertising use follow as an aftermath"), spoke
about radio to the general public, organized the NBC promotion department, and even helped with audience mail." In the fall of 1930 Arnold
gave aseries of thirteen lectures on "Radio Broadcast Advertising" to sixty73
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two students, each of whom paid $12.50, at City College of New York; he
later published these lectures as abook, Broadcast Advertising: The Fourth
Dimension. Arnold's call for "indirect" advertising, and his belief that "the
time will never come when the programs of our great broadcasting systems
will be 100% commercial," aimed to reassure those who worried about the
increasing commercialization of the air."
Edgar Felix and Orrin Dunlap also published early books advocating
the use of radio in advertising. Like many young men during the years
before World War I, both had become fascinated with radio, built transmitters and receivers, and "in the period from 1913 to 1915 ...spent a
good deal of time wearing headphones." Both studied electronics and
radio more formally as part of their war service and, after completing college and graduate school, looked for jobs in radio. Soon both became professional promoters of radio, first working in advertising agencies and then
writing about radio for avariety of publications. Felix edited the radio section of Advertising and Selling from 1927 to 1932, while Dunlap served for
eighteen years as radio editor of the New York Times.«) In their books, Felix's Using Radio in Sales Promotion and Dunlap's Radio in Advertising, both
admitted that most listeners hated advertising. 4'But if sponsors followed
the tips they provided, they maintained, radio advertising could prove successful. Felix's and Dunlap's combination of radio, advertising, and journalism experience made them particularly effective promoters.
Herman Hettinger had adifferent mix of experience: he trained as an
economist and worked as abusiness school professor before he became a
consultant to the radio industry Hettinger wrote his doctoral dissertation
on radio advertising and later alternated between teaching at the University of Pennsylvania's Wharton School of Finance and Commerce and
working as the first director of research at the National Association of
Broadcasters (a trade lobbying group), where he compiled radio advertising statistics. 42 Despite the use of statistics, charts, and economic analysis,
Hettinger's dissertation, later published as A Decade of Radio Advertising,
followed much the same format, made the same arguments, and reached
many of the same conclusions as the previous more anecdotal treatments
of radio advertising. Hettinger lacked the practical radio experience of Felix and Dunlap, but his teaching skills and economics background made
his arguments persuasive. Like Arnold, Hettinger had worked for the radio
industry, particularly that part of it dominated by the networks, and promoted its view of broadcast economics.
The Advertising Agency Looks at Radio, edited by Neville O'Neill, fol74
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lowed the formula of the Arnold, Dunlap, and Felix books, in which advertising professionals justified radio advertising to their colleagues. Seventeen essays, each contributed by adifferent agency executive, explained
how agencies could plan and deliver a radio advertising campaign»
O'Neill's book, which advocated vigorous involvement by advertising
agencies in radio and favored more direct advertising strategies, illustrated
how far the campaign for broadcast advertising had already progressed by
1932.
All these authors and contributors also wrote for Broadcast Advertising
magazine, which began in April 1929 and continued until absorbed by another journal in December 1932. 44 Based in Chicago, Broadcast Advertising
maintained strong links with the professional organizations of the radio
and advertising industries, publishing speeches delivered at the meetings
of the National Association of Broadcasters and the American Association
of Advertising Agencies.'" It continued the promotional work begun in the
textbooks by publishing case studies of successful radio advertising and
directions for preparing commercial broadcast programs and advertisements.
The early promoters of radio advertising exhibited similar outlooks,
career paths, methods of presentation, and concerns. Most had worked in
both radio and advertising (or business) at atime when such acombination
of experience was rare. They explained the mysteries of broadcasting in
terms advertising professionals could understand. Their ties to the networks, and the trade associations dominated by the networks, reinforced
their beliefs about the best method to finance radio and fueled their messianic zeal. Drawing on their knowledge of contemporary advertising theory
and practice, they presented radio as afamiliar, but improved, advertising
medium. At the same time, they used apedagogical approach to reach the
public, employing slogans and metaphors to promote radio advertising.
The proponents of broadcast advertising shifted their focus as the technology and organization of the radio industry developed, but their persuasive techniques, drawn from the larger advertising industry, remained
the same.

CAMPAIGN RHETORIC AND STRATEGIES

In 1925 Popular Radio printed alistener's response to the portrayal, by the
promoters of broadcast advertising, of radio as magical:
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There is one thing Ihate to be called,
Against it Iboldly protest;
It gives me ashiver
A chill on the liver,
To be hailed as "invisible guest."
It's hard to imagine the ether,
As crawling with bodiless hosts,
But it gives me the creeps,
When avoice from the deeps,
Seeks to claim me as one of the ghosts.
When you call me "dear friend" or "dear fan,"
I'll tune in with fervor and zest,
But somehow Iquiver,
And cannot but shiver,
When hailed as "invisible guest.""

This poem reveals that the promoters of broadcast advertising had adopted
the language of 1920s print advertising, including the use of "magic," to
present their case. They also invoked slogans and the appeal of "sincerity"
to sell radio advertising, as if it were aproduct taken on by one of the
agencies in which they had worked. Broadcast advertising's proponents
also portrayed radio as adesirable sales medium by using words and concepts prevalent in theoretical writing about advertising in the 1920s. 47
Boosters bragged that radio could fulfill advertisers' needs by appealing to
consumers' senses, providing control over the surrounding material, becoming an integral part of the advertising campaign, improving brandname awareness, and involving dealers with the products.
From the beginning, the supporters of broadcast advertising used slogans that mirrored the "indirect" form of advertising they advocated for
radio. Felix addressed the need for subtlety in writing slogans (because the
"radio audience ...
resents the slightest attempt at direct advertising") and
described the case of the Happiness Candy Company, which in its announcement "got over the idea that their stores are conveniently located
throughout New York, without resorting to adirect advertising statement,
by working in the phrase that 'happiness is just around the corner from
you.'" An announcement "to the effect that 'there is aHappiness Candy
Store near you' would be neither so subtle nor so favorably remembered,"
according to Felix." Slogans for radio advertising used the indirect approach both because promoters believed indirect selling worked better and
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because they sought to remind listeners of the proper form of radio advertising.
Many observers described the new financial arrangement represented
by radio advertising as the "American System" of broadcasting, which provided "a rich variety of entertainment at the expense of the advertiser, instead of an anemic flow as in England at the expense of the set owner." 49
Support of broadcast advertising was treated almost as amatter of patriotic
pride, while broadcast advertising itself was made to appear as anatural
extension of acapitalist economy. By calling attention to radio's conventional and "American" financial structure, promoters aimed to defuse objections to the new system."
Arnold claimed that he invented another slogan, "The Fourth Dimension of Advertising," to describe broadcast advertising, bragging that
his slogan had "since become aclassic." Advertisers, according to Arnold,
had previously depended on the three advertising dimensions of newspapers, magazines, and billboards, and the addition of radio appealed to the
sense of sound as well as sight. Arnold's phrase aligned radio with traditional advertising media and, at the same time, presented broadcast advertising as something out of science fiction."
Such slogans joined along list of metaphors used to describe radio,
including many that emphasized its ability to make everyday objects special. Observers often described broadcasting as "traffic through the highways of the sky," for one example, with much ensuing discussion of policemen, local roads, and turnpikes." In the promoters' rhetoric, radio
advertising was American, but also fabulous; part of advertising, but also
supernatural. Case studies detailing the success of broadcast advertising
portrayed radio as fantastic, just as early print advertising copy had commonly portrayed new products as magical." Broadcast Advertising magazine
featured articles entitled "Radio's Magic Carpet: Extensive Printed Advertising Re-enforces Broadcast Campaign" (the article described advertising
by aPersian rug manufacturer); "Putting Aladdin Lamps on the Air Puts
Them into Farmers' Homes" and "The Cinderella of Broadcasting, Continuity, Is Paging the Fairy Prince." 54 Promoters also talked about radio's
"invisible" audience; how radio magically allowed the advertiser to become
aguest in aconsumer's home; and the ability of radio advertising to "create
an atmosphere" of "fashion and luxury and of Paris itself" for aperfume
company. Radio became an "open sesame" to new prospects and broadcasting a"modern miracle.""
A continuing tension among competing appeals led advertising pro77
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fessionals to attribute fantastic and magical qualities to aproduct while at
other times depending on "sincerity" or "naturalness" to sell the same object. During the early twentieth century, advertising trade journals often
discussed "sincerity," as advertising theorists strove to legitimize their profession to the public, to the government, to other business leaders, and to
themselves.s 6Sincerity also became an important trait of individual advertisements. Historian T J. Jackson Lears noted that "sincerity had become
at once amoral stance and atactic of persuasion" and that advertisers
wanted an individual advertisement to "be seamless, that its artifice be concealed, that it seemed straightforward and truthful.""
Proponents of broadcast advertising tried to convince listeners that
radio was harmless at the same time as they presented it as magical. Presenting radio as a"sincere" medium enabled the promoters to begin emphasizing the compatibility of radio with the contemporaneous advertising
industry They moved quickly to present radio as aparticularly trustworthy
form of communication. Dunlap wrote "that in some mysterious manner
the air waves register not what the performer tries to convey, but what he
actually feels. There must be fundamental sincerity. Artifices are baldly
exposed." Promoters thus aimed to place radio in acategory with other
new technologies, principally photography, that were considered incorruptible. The imposition of amachine was perceived to give the information an additional veracity." Radio, in the argument of the promoters,
could protect the listener/consumer by automatically exposing lies; one
article asserted that "nation-wide audience response is so sensitive that no
intelligent advertiser can long misuse this wonderful medium for mass
communication." 6°
In addition to presenting radio as magical and trustworthy, promoters
of radio advertising chose other appeals from both contemporaneous and
older advertising practice to buttress their campaign. The new emphases
in the 1920s on the consumer rather than on the product, and on vignettes
that illustrated the benefits of product use, did not lend themselves to the
kind of indirect advertising then considered proper for radio. As radio advertising became more direct, it focused on putting the advertiser "side by
side with the consumer" selling "consumer satisfactions," as Roland
Marchand has written. 6'Radio's promoters found more useful material,
however, in advertising theories and practices from the decades before
1920. Old advertising concepts tended to be layered on top of each other
rather than discarded; advertising professionals used, and seemingly believed, even contradictory theories. 62
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Principles of psychology and appeals to nonrational impulses had entered advertising at the turn of the century. Concepts of association and
suggestion, which emphasized sense memory, especially influenced early
advertisers. Rather than describing a product, advertisements tried to
"control the action of the consumer at the time of purchase" by associating
aconsumer need with an advertised product." Advertisers, according to
Merle Curti, soon accepted the "non-rationality of human nature" and
emphasized texts and images that operated by "suggestion, the use of
forceful concrete details and pictures, by attention-arresting stimuli, by
playing on human sympathy, and by appeals to the senses.""
Because descriptive advertising did not work well on radio, broadcasting's proponents embraced the concept of suggestive selling. They presented radio as particularly well-suited to sensory appeals and suggestive
advertising, with music replacing the visual stimuli of newspapers, magazines, and billboards. Case studies described successful radio programs that
reminded listeners of the sponsor's product—the "tinkling" and "refreshing" music of the Clicquot Club Eskimos to suggest Clicquot Club
soda, for example." Radio advertisers held the consumer's attention for an
entire half hour and so could more strongly influence buying decisions
than advertisers in other media. Hettinger compared the radio program,
which was constructed by the advertiser, to magazine pages conceived and
written by the magazine staff, and concluded that radio advertising was
more effective because "it enables the advertiser to select the type of entertainment most certain to appeal to that part of the public which he is most
interested in reaching and to place it next to his own advertising message."" Through control of the material surrounding their sales pitch, radio advertisers tapped into consumers' nonrational impulses. Hettinger
placed great importance on the atmosphere in which consumers received
the advertisement, and believed radio offered advertisers achance to influence that atmosphere. For example, the broadcaster should "study his
musical program" to ensure that "the correct emotional state has been
built up before his sales message is delivered, or whether the type of music
and performing group chosen is in keeping with the emotional background
or feeling-tone which he wishes his product to possess." 67 Much like other
believers in radio's commercial utility, Hettinger advocated indirect advertising because it did not offend audiences, but he also presented indirect
advertising positively as away to influence consumers' emotions."
As advertising grew more professionalized and complex in the 1920s,
broadcasting promoters presented radio advertising as an integral part of
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any carefully planned advertising campaign, identifying specific tasks radio
could perform. In particular, radio could help advertisers improve brand
name consciousness. By the 1920s areliance on branded products was an
important part of American mass marketing. Thus, promoters appealed to
brand-name advertisers by emphasizing radio's ability to build a"nameconsciousness." The sponsor's name could be used many times during a
half-hour broadcast. Dunlap reported that one tire manufacturer told him
"that the mention of the company's name twenty-four times in the continuity is possible in so unobtrusive amanner that he believes the audience
is scarcely conscious of the repetition." 69 Arnold wrote that testing proved
the "value of broadcast advertising as ameans of obtaining trade-mark
publicity," and speculated that radio succeeded because the trademark
"seems more human and more real ...through the radio message" than it
did in cold print. 7°National advertising worked best for low-cost items to
which abrand name could be affixed, and the manufacturers of these socalled "convenience goods" needed to be wooed to advertise on radio."
Seeking to attract manufacturers of brand-name products led proponents of radio advertising to become interested in marketing strategies,
since nationally marketed goods often faced distribution problems."
Broadcasting propaganda repeatedly assured manufacturers that radio programs pleased dealers and helped ensure their cooperation. Arnold devoted achapter, "Broadcasting Aids Distribution," to the subject, claiming
that "broadcast advertising gives the distributor something to talk about in
addition to the merchandise itself.""
NBC emphasized the usefulness of radio advertising in stimulating
dealer goodwill in aseries of pamphlets for potential sponsors. One account noted that "radio listeners, prospective customers, and dealers are
quite likely to be one and the same," and another that dealers "appreciate
the Broadcast Advertising." Another booklet, Improving the Smiles of a
Nation! How Broadcast Advertising Has Worked for Ipana Tooth Paste, looked
closely at "dealer cooperation." A manufacturer making alow-cost, lowmargin, easily replicated product (such as toothpaste), "had to persuade
consumers to buy his brand at the same time he convinced dealers that
they could profit by stocking it."" Radio, NBC declared, could help such
an advertiser meet both objectives with asingle advertisement—a sponsored radio program. The brochure began: "Radio has achieved the apparently impossible, by giving real personality to atoothpaste! ...¡pana programs have secured ... the willing support and cooperation of dealers ...
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far beyond that obtained through any other medium." Quotations from
dealers' letters were included to support NBC's claim, with one dealer exclaiming, "We appreciate both the music of your Troubadours and also the
increased sale of Ipana Tooth Paste. Your last program prompted us to give
you one of our windows for display." "Broadcast advertising did this job
for Ipana," the brochure continued, because "dealers are keenly interested
in the programs themselves. Aside from the entertainment which they personally enjoy in common with other listeners, they realize sales are going
to benefit."" NBC hoped to convince advertisers that radio could double
the advertising dollar by improving both marketing and sales.

CHANGES IN BROADCASTING

Promoters of broadcast advertising had boldly presented radio as aperfect
advertising medium—exciting, natural, inherently "American," and sincere—which could improve brand-name consciousness and keep dealers
happy. In order to increase radio time sales even further, promoters gradually sought to change radio programming to conform more closely to prevailing theories and practices of advertising. Broadcasters, especially those
who had long participated in radio, still rarely thought of broadcasting in
commercial terms. But radio needed to become fully commercialized before most advertisers would willingly use it to sell goods. During the late
1920s and early 1930s, therefore, promoters pushed broadcasters toward
the use of advertising agencies to sell every broadcast hour as
aproduct in and of itself; toward the standardization and professionalizadon of operations; and toward daytime programming targeted to women
listeners.
The entrance of advertising agencies into radio program production
resulted from acombination of propaganda and profit maximization. During the 1920s agencies had resisted radio as an advertising medium, and
broadcasters tended to view them as competitors rather than potential allies. As late as 1933, Hettinger described agencies as "newcomers in the
field of broadcast advertising," while an early historian of advertising,
Ralph Hower, concluded that "the advent of radio gave the agencies much
trouble and expense, without any considerable amount of gain in revenue
to offset the new burden." But the promoters of radio advertising believed agencies and broadcasters needed each other, particularly since
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agencies controlled most of the national advertising accounts. An advertising agency must give "this lusty new member [radio] arecognition fully
commensurate with its present importance and future potentialities," as
one Broadcast Advertising writer put it." Although radio stations had, of
necessity, initially served as their own producers, conceiving of programs
and procuring talent, promoters recognized that programs designed by advertising agencies would be more effective as commercial vehicles than the
shows developed by broadcasters.
In the introduction to his book, The Advertising Agency Looks at Radio,
O'Neill remembered aNational Association of Broadcasters convention
where broadcasters asked, without a"blush, gulp, or stammer," what advertising agencies did. O'Neill wrote his book as an answer to that question. 8°Broadcast Advertising magazine published several sets of paired articles in which station managers and advertising agency executives
patiently explained their points of view on broadcast advertising. 8'In addition to the promoters' efforts, networks also worked directly to involve
advertising agencies. For example, NBC paid commissions whenever an
agency client sponsored aradio show, whether or not the agency participated in the planning. NBC also loaned its employees to help establish
radio departments within advertising agencies. These departments served
as "propagandists" for the use of radio, especially since no other medium
had its own dedicated sections."
As long as the issue of commissions was unresolved, however, astumbling block to agency participation in radio remained. Hard-won tradition
permitted agencies to collect a15 percent commission from the medium
in which the agency placed an ad. Radio stations and networks paid commissions on the time purchases made by agencies, but often refused to pay
acommission on the fees for performers. Broadcast Advertising explained
that if an agency spent $1,000 to place ads in amagazine, its commission
was $150. But "the same amount spent with aradio station may very possibly be split $500 for the time and $500 for the talent. In such cases the
agency usually receives acommission on time only, or $75."" Station managers argued that agencies did little or nothing to deserve acommission
on the talent used by aradio station and that agency-produced programs
often failed to meet astation's highest standards."
The issue of agency commissions on talent masked alarger question.
Agencies believed that if they were to profit in radio, they needed to move
into program production, hire performers, receive full commissions on ad82
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vertising placed on the radio, and charge their clients higher fees for these
extra services. The growing complexity of commercialized broadcasting—
including the need to publicize radio programs, the increasing expense of
more sophisticated programming, and the greater technical demands on
station managers—added to the pressure on broadcasters to turn over programming to agencies. By the early 1930s "virtually all sponsored network
programs were developed and produced by advertising agencies."'" Local
and independent stations continued to produce some programs, but agencies took over production of national sponsored programs. The effort by
the promoters of broadcast advertising to involve advertising agencies in
the business of radio was reinforced by the Depression era's economics—
agencies wanted to protect their fragile profit margins, and stations needed
to reduce their expenses.
The change in who produced radio programs brought changes in how
broadcasters and advertisers thought about the programs and, eventually,
changes in the programs themselves. Broadcasters considered programs
as something for listeners to hear when they turned on the radio, while
advertising professionals needed to think about what programs might
make listeners want to turn on the radio.
Agencies had to assure their clients that large numbers of people
heard particular radio programs. The appeal of aprogram could no longer
be left to chance. One advertiser believed that "simply to broadcast and let
it go at that.. .would be like hiring atheater and putting on asplendid
show without telling anybody about it."" Promoters called for radio advertisers to publicize their programs, and warned broadcasters, "don't confuse product advertising with program advertising ... when you advertise
the program, talk about it, not the product." A radio sponsor needed to
promote its program "within the advertiser's own organization, within his
sales organization, within the ranks of his dealers and finally, among the
consumers and potential consumers of his product." 81 Most writers agreed
that if aprogram was to reach more than the "average number" of listeners, an advertiser needed to sell the show to its audience.
Merchandising suggestions included the use of newspaper and magazine advertisements and publicity; notices in trade papers; proper followup to listener letters; contests and special offers; window, counter, automobile, and outdoor displays; sales representatives' portfolios; broadsides;
and booklets and leaflets. Case histories of successful merchandising
abounded." Such merchandising was aimed equally at the radio audience
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(the consumers) and at the advertisers' dealers and sales force. One company sent its sales representatives bulletins about their radio programs because "it was hard for you fellows to hear the program regularly," and the
company wanted its sales force to point out the popularity of the program
to dealers. 89
According to these merchandising theories, aradio program was a
product to be sold, and the ultimate aim was the commercialization of
every aspect of radio. Dunlap wrote that aprogram "leads the horse to
water," but it was merchandising that "makes it drink." A few promoters
believed that attention should be paid first to the program because unless
the program was good, "all other broadcast merchandising ideas might just
as well have never been." 9°But the majority of those writing on the subject
ignored program content in favor of merely listing merchandising methods. The merchandising of radio programs helped fuel agrowing public
perception of radio as commercialized, despite the large proportion of unsponsored programs still paid for by the networks and local stations
throughout the early 1930s.
Radio's emerging commercialization made different demands on the
broadcasting industry, especially with regard to the selling of time. The
two networks quickly standardized both their arrangements with affiliated
stations and the rates they charged advertisers. NBC and CBS paid their
affiliates for broadcasting commercial programs sent over the network.
NBC paid aflat rate that included production costs and line charges, but
the CBS arrangement was more complicated and varied from station to
station based on acomplex formula and on negotiation. NBC charged affiliated stations for providing unsponsored programs, while CBS gave the
programs free but asked the stations to pay line charges. 91 By the early
1930s both networks provided potential advertisers with elaborate printed
rate cards outlining charges for combinations of affiliated stations at various times. 92
Standardization of time selling by local stations came more slowly. A
1931 Broadcast Advertising article bemoaned the confusion in local stations'
rates by describing a"practical example":
Mr. Jones wishes to learn the cost of one minute announcements daily for
one month over acertain group of stations. Referring to present rate schedules, this is what he finds: Station Agives only fifty-word announcements;
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Station Bgives only 200-word announcements; Station C gives only twominute announcements; Station D, no quotation; Station E quotes by
the word; Station F, "rates on application"; Station G quotes minimum of
thirty-nine announcements; Station H quotes minimum of seventy-five
announcements."

At its 1932 convention the National Association of Broadcasters approved
astandard radio advertising contract for use by member stations. The contract covered issues such as program cancellation by either broadcaster or
advertiser, interruptions, use of announcers, and deadlines for program
material."
Despite variations among local station practices, affiliation with anetwork and the commercialization of operations brought anew way of thinking about time. One observer wrote that "a statue of radio Thespis would
assuredly be blind and with astopwatch in one hand, or perhaps in each."'"
Unlike the first radio performers, who were urged to fill as much time as
they could, asinger on an early network show remembered that "timing
was the sword of Damocles hanging over our heads. We could not be ten
seconds overtime without infringing on another sponsor's territory."" To
the promoters of broadcast advertising, the new importance of time in radio must have suggested agrowing acceptance of broadcasting's commercialization.
The development of radio advertising recapitulated aspects of the
growth and professionalization of the larger advertising industry. The first
national print advertisers had not known the circulations of the widely
scattered newspapers in which they advertised. Daniel Pope noted that
"until well into the new century, agents and advertisers bought literally
billions of dollars of advertising space—worrying all the while—without a
reliable idea of how many copies of the publications they were using actually were printed or reached customers." Uncertainty about the size and
composition of the audience increased the participation of advertising
agencies in the advertising process, as uneasy clients turned to professionals with specialized knowledge. The movement of advertising agencies
from space brokers to advertisement producers to marketing advisers had
been completed by the 1920s, when the process reoccurred in broadcast
advertising." Early radio advertisers also lacked information about audience size and were therefore reluctant to use the medium. Contests and
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premiums designed to attract mail helped gauge the number of listeners.
But the growing participation of advertising agencies in broadcasting also
helped rationalize the process and calm the fears of advertisers.

RADIO ADVERTISING TO WOMEN

One of the principal arguments for radio advertising was that it enabled
advertisers to reach consumers with messages of home and family at the
moments when they were enjoying both. An executive announced that
"American businessmen, because of radio, are provided with alatchkey to
nearly every home in the United States." 98 To take the final step in the
commercialization of broadcasting, promoters worked to build aloyal female radio audience that would regularly listen to radio at home during
the day. Promoters had to make daytime broadcasting attractive to advertisers in order for radio to turn aprofit and in order to fit broadcasting
into advertising objectives that posited aday-long audience. With increased sales of time over the networks in the early 1930s, promoters could
foresee amoment when they would run out of evening time to sell. The
effort to develop radio advertising directed toward women shows how the
campaign to promote broadcast advertising ultimately affected both programming content and broadcasting practice.
Promoters faced several cultural and technological barriers in their
efforts to convince advertisers to sponsor radio programs aimed at women.
Some advertisers resisted using the home—seen both as awomen's workplace and as aspace set apart from the harsh economic realities of the
marketplace—as asite for consumption. Radio's existence in real time—
listeners could not put aradio program aside, like amagazine, for amoment when it would not intrude on housework or the family circle—added
to advertisers' reluctance to invade the home with this new medium. Radio
also maintained, in the minds of many broadcasters and listeners, the
image of aboy's toy and amale-controlled entertainment medium.
The first radio schedules did not include daytime programming at all.
Radio reception was better at night, and distant signals came in clearly
only after sunset. As late as 1924, "successful broadcasting during the daylight hours" remained a"question which is occupying ... the attention of
radio engineers," as they struggled with unexplained static and fading."
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Station managers scrambled to fill the few evening hours with amateur
performers and happily ignored daytime programming.
Men had monopolized early radio listening. One needed some technical skill to assemble aradio in the early 1920s and to tune the set properly
once it was assembled—skills many American men had learned as hobbyists before World War Iand in the armed forces during the war, and then
had passed on to their sons.'°° Of course some women did learn about
radio and constantly amazed their male counterparts with their abilities.
For example, Radio World magazine published an early column, "Radio and
the Woman," written by Crystal D. Tector, and students at Wellesley College studied radio technology in physics class and had their photographs
published in aradio magazine to prove it.'°' As transmitters became more
powerful and receivers more sensitive, daylight broadcasting became easier, but the idea persisted of radio as an evening, family, and fathercontrolled entertainment.
The promoters of broadcast advertising took particular interest in radio's role in the home and family, which had become dominant advertising
themes. In print advertising, manufacturers presented their products as
contributors to domestic bliss and strongly related family happiness and
well-being to intelligent consumption. Historian Otis Pease notes that
American advertisers aimed to sell "an entire pattern of consumption" centered on the home, and "advertisers increasingly invaded that allegedly private sphere, the family." The emerging consumer culture would be based
on what T J. Jackson Lears has called anew "domestic ideal." 102
To remind the advertising industry that broadcasting provided arich
opportunity for those interested in home- and family-based appeals, promoters constantly described radio and radio advertisers as "guests in the
home." Frank Arnold (using arather alarming image of radio as an invasive
rather than invited medium) went so far as to write:
Then came radio broadcasting, utilizing the very air we breathe, and with
electricity as its vehicle entering the homes of the nation through doors
and windows, no matter how tightly barred, and delivering its message audibly through the loud speaker wherever placed. For the first time in the
history of mankind, this dream of the centuries found its realization. In the
midst of the family circle, in moments of relaxation, the voice of radio
brings to the audience its program of entertainment or its message of
advertising.'°'
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Women's roles as wives and mothers made them pivotal figures in the new
advertising theories. Marchand notes that, by the 1920s, male advertising professionals believed they were "engaged primarily in talking to
women.'" Prospective advertisers, however, tended to believe that radio
drew asmaller audience during the day because women working in the
home were too busy to sit down and listen. As late as 1932, several women
wrote of turning on the radio only after their housework was done, and
then listening only while they did their sewing.'° 5Network programmers
therefore aimed to devise formats that would appeal to reluctant advertisers and draw female listeners.
The first daytime radio programs aimed at women—produced for local and regional stations before the networks were established—presented
short sponsored talks by representatives of companies that produced goods
or services women purchased. Broadcasters saw the programs as an integral part of women's "working day," atime when they could introduce
housewives to products "whose chief appeal is to women and which need
some interpretation."°6The programs were instructional, so that women
would not feel they were taking time from their busy schedules merely to
enjoy light entertainment; instead they would listen to become better
wives and mothers. For example, Anna J. Peterson, "our radio mother,"
broadcast menus and recipes in 1925 for the People's Gas Light and Coke
Company over ICYW, Chicago. In 1926 Buttericks presented atalk over
WJZ, New York, on the "making of winter attire."°7
After the networks made regular national radio programming possible, broadcasters continued to look for programs that could be presented
to advertisers as directly related to women's work in the home. Rather than
taking ahomemaker away from her chores, educational programs could
instruct women in the use ola sponsor's product, and could allow the sponsor to advertise in both the commercials and the program for the same
price. Advertisers and broadcasters found awilling ally in the home economics profession, which gladly took up the challenge of using radio to
teach women how to shop and do housework more efficiently.m8The radio
home economists also fit well with the contemporary view of using advertising to educate consumers. The advertising industry in the 1920s had
found the use of "experts" particularly useful; consumers were made to feel
insecure and then were offered advice about what products would bring
them afeeling of security. le Besides "expertise," radio instructors could
provide "warmth," an attribute broadcasters hoped would overcome ad88
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vertisers' fears about barging into listeners' homes uninvited. One such
"authority," broadcasting over WOR in New York City, wrote that women
consumers could find the answers to their questions in many places but
preferred the "human contact and little more personal touch which they
receive when we of the air talk to them."
,
Identifying an expert as areal person proved an important element of
fostering this "personal touch." Three of the best-known experts who went
on the air to instruct and sell to American women were Aunt Sammy (Uncle Sam's wife), Betty Crocker, and Ida Bailey Allen. Their programs pioneered formats designed to overcome advertisers' objections to selling to
women over the radio. On October 4, 1926, fifty women in fifty radio
stations across the country first became "Aunt Sammy" by reading identical scripts prepared by U.S. Department of Agriculture home economists.
In that initial fifteen-minute broadcast, Aunt Sammy:
recited astanza of doggerel verse, told several jokes, explained how to select and care for linoleum for the kitchen floor, directed how to roast
wienies the "modern" way, how to use vinegar left over from ajar of pickles, and how to put up acucumber relish, defined what avitamin was, enumerated the five foods essential to the daily diet, listed "what foods should
be taken from dishes with fingers," and ended by offering the menu for the
day—meat loaf with brown gravy, scalloped potatoes, carrots or beets,
fresh sliced tomatoes and lemon jelly dessert."
Aunt Sammy became ahit and remained popular. During the Depression,
her cookbook helped listeners get through what she called "these days of
th
rift .
”112
Broadcasters loved USDA programs such as "The Housekeeper's
Chat," which featured Aunt Sammy. They cost little, filled hours unpopular with sponsors, and at the same time helped prove to potential advertisers that similar programs could draw an audience. The large number of
listener requests for Aunt Sanuny's printed recipes proved that women
were listening to her program, and thus encouraged those trying to convince sponsors to invest in daytime programs. While her programs discussed no brand-name products, Aunt Sammy, like the home economist
she was, explained and introduced "modern" and "improved" consumer
goods of particular use to rural women." 3She showed how afamiliar and
friendly "individual" could appeal to women listeners while instructing
them in their household duties.
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Another fictional character, Betty Crocker, had amore particular message for her listeners: to buy General Mills products. The company invented Crocker to answer questions for consumers by mail, and it soon
launched regional cooking schools in which Crocker clones demonstrated
the full range of General Mills products. The company founded one of the
first radio stations, WCCO in Minneapolis, and the home economists who
portrayed Crocker eagerly took to the airwaves to spread their ideas to a
larger audience. At first, different Betty Crockers broadcast from various
stations, but after the advent of network radio one woman speaking from
the Minneapolis studio could be heard in many cities. General Mills remained convinced that its instructional radio program helped sell its products, and Betty Crocker long provided amodel for other sponsors in combining instruction with the promotion of particular products." 4
Trained as adietician and working as acooking school instructor and
cookbook author, Ida Bailey Allen was one of the first nonfictional experts
approached by broadcasters to give morning radio talks. After the formation of CBS, when radio time became more expensive, Allen wondered
"how in the world Icould finance broadcasts to the entire country." An
executive at the company that published Allen's cookbooks suggested that
she handle the problem like amagazine by selling segments of the program
to interested sponsors.'" CBS agreed to air Allen's program, "The National Homemaker's Club," and by 1930 she had her own radio studio, test
kitchen, beauty boudoir, living room, and elaborately decorated executive
offices with daily fresh flowers, all intended to serve as models for her listeners." 6 Allen's magazine-style radio format lured advertisers by giving
them achance to sponsor portions of programs without amajor commitment of time or money. Companies that made products with low unit costs
could afford to buy small blocks of radio time without the expense of sponsoring an entire program.
Aunt Sammy, Betty Crocker, and Ida Bailey Allen all showed that
broadcasters could design programs to overcome advertisers' objections to
daytime radio. Moreover, these models illustrated programming forms the
networks would adopt and market to completely commercialize the broadcast day. One approach was to gather various short sponsored talks together in amagazine program, like Ida Bailey Allen's. The networks would
then sell airtime for commercials and assure advertisers that anetwork
home economist would provide arelevant talk to appear directly preceding
their message."' This may well have been the first attempt to sell "spot
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advertisements." The networks thus developed these early daytime shows
to appeal specifically to advertisers, presaging the later form taken by all
commercial broadcasting.
As late as 1932, however, broadcasters were still encountering problems selling their daytime hours. Although the commercialized broadcasting system dominated by the networks was in place, only one-third of network programming was commercially sponsored. Mornings came close to
the evening level, with 29.5 percent of the hours paid for by advertisers,
but in the afternoons only 11.8 percent of the broadcast hours were sold." 8
An NBC internal memo from 1933 called daytime broadcasting a"hodgepodge arrangement" and recommended greater thought and structure for
the daytime schedule." 9 For the next five years, NBC made aspecial attempt to encourage advertisers to buy daytime hours, publishing pamphlets entitled "Wake Up to Daytime Possibilities"; "Sell the Housewife
and You Sell All"; "At Least 72.9% of the Women Are at Home at Any
Given DAYTIME Hour. Tell Them ... You'll Sell Them!"; and "28.9%
of All NBC Sponsored Programs Are DAYTIME Programs: Daytime Is
Sales Ti
120
Having made abeginning at selling morning hours for instructional
programs, the networks strove to convince more sponsors to buy time in
the afternoons. "Soap operas"—serial melodramas sponsored by detergent
manufacturers—quickly came to dominate the afternoon hours. One inspiration for the soaps were the skits presented during the morning instructional shows. Characters such as Uncle Ebenezer and nephew Billy
sometimes joined Aunt Sammy, as did Finicky Florine and Percy DeWallington Waffle, fussy eaters who drove their mothers crazy. Soap operas
followed the criteria proven successful in the morning instructional shows:
they featured recurring characters using products, lasted fifteen minutes
rather than the evening's usual half-hour, and were sold to companies that
manufactured something women bought routinely without consultation.
Other factors, notably the soap companies' advertising needs during the
Depression and the success of continuing evening dramas such as "Amos
'n' Andy" and "The Rise of the Goldbergs," also influenced the emergence
of the afternoon soaps.'" But networks based the soap operas on amarketing concept—that women, aperfect audience for advertisers, were best
reached in their homes by radio—that had, over the previous ten years,
been tested and sold to advertisers by those who had astake in fully commercialized broadcasting. Expenditures for daytime radio advertising more
121
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than doubled between 1935 and 1939, and daytime radio finally began to
be profitable.'"
Radio advertising to women was atough sell, but one that the broadcast industry had to make so that radio conformed to other ideas about
advertising prevalent in the 1920s, when many advertising professionals
came to think of women as the chief consumers.' 24 The eventual acceptance, by broadcasters and advertisers, of daytime radio programs directed
at women marked the conclusion of the campaign to promote broadcast
advertising. The promoters had succeeded both in convincing advertisers
that radio was auseful advertising medium able to reach consumers in their
homes, and in convincing broadcasters that all programming should be
available for sponsorship. In the process, the form and content of radio
programming changed. The promoters presented all such changes as improvements, just as they presented broadcast advertising as "natural." In
truth, the evolutionary adaptations in radio programming—such as the
movement from local amateur musicians to nationally celebrated vaudeville performers—brought both gains and losses to radio listeners.
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Radio Broadcast's cover of May 1925 illustrated afamiliar scene. Young men and
boys were the first to learn about radio, and they often introduced their families
to the wonders of long-distance listening. (Radio Broadcast 2, May 1923)

RADIO BROADCAST ADVERTISER

How Far DidYou
Hear Last Night?
The lure of distant stations
grips the radio fan. Even the
seasoned old timer gets athrill
when he brings in astation'way
across the continent, or sits, in
awe, as aclear Spanish message
comes thru the ether from
Cuba or Mexico.

Michigan"Senior"
Regenerative Radio
Receiving Set

Its power over distance
marks the Michigan "Senior"
Regenerative Radio Receiving
Set as an instrument almost in
aclass by itself.
Its Michigan Split-Hair Vernier
Dial Adjuster—exclusive

with us—permits afiner,
more accurate tuning
than is possible with
ordinary dial controls.
A wonderfully simple
set to operate. A tenyear old girl in Michigan
brings in New York,
Denver, Atlanta, Dallas,

and other distant stations.

Manufactured under the Armstrong
License( U. S. Patent No.1,113,149,and

pending letters of patent No. 807,38S; for
amateur and experimental use only).This protects dealers and users against possible legal
complications and insures aset that conforms
with the latest thought in advanced Radio
engineering. We manufacture complete line
of condensers, Rheostats, Amplifiers, Variometers, Varicouplers. Write for catalog.

It is the ideal Home set;
beautiful in its Grand Rapids woodcraftsmanship and finish—a real ornament to the cultured home. The
family possessing it never lacks for
entertainment or instruction—and is
the envy of its neighbors.
Send for free Descriptive Circular, giving name and address of local

dealer you'd prefer to have do the
installation if you conclude to buy.

@RPle ATICe
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

Because listeners sought programs from far away, early advertisements for radio
receivers touted the long distances they could span. (Radio Broadcast 2, January
1923)
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Using hideously racist language, this advertisement for aradio aerial suggests
that African American migrants to the urban North sought programs broadcast
from their southern birthplaces. (Amazing Stories, May 1929, p. 102, courtesy of
Azriel Rosenfeld Science Fiction Research Collection, University of Maryland
Baltimore County)

Cheque Club Eskimos
HARRY F. RESER
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MILLIS, MASSACHUSETTS
Sponsors sent 50,000 copies of the "Clicquot Fox Trot March" to radio listeners
to promote their program. The banjo orchestra took the name of the product's
mascot (pictured at the left) to remind listeners of the cold, clear taste of Clicquot Club ginger ale. (Archives Center, National Museum of American History,
Smithsonian Institution)

Farmers became regular radio listeners, either in their homes or as here, in a
bank, to obtain market and weather reports from commercial centers. (Thomas
C. Knight Collection, Series A, Box 8, Archives Center, National Museum of
American History, Smithsonian Institution)

Broadcasters worked to convince advertisers that women listened to the radio during the day as they did housework. As shown here, recipes (followed by commercials for food and appliances) could reach women as they canned in their kitchens. (Thomas C. Knight Collection, Series A, Box 6, Archives Center, National
Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution)

When leaky batteries gave way to household current and headsets to loudspeakers, radio receivers moved from Americans' garages into their living rooms, and
advertisers began to think of radio as agood way to reach consumers—principally men—in their homes. This photograph of an RCA Radiola probably dates
from 1926. (Thomas C. Knight Collection, Series A, Box 8, Archives Center,
National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution)

ICFKX, Westinghouse's repeating station in Hastings, Nebraska, was housed in a
wooden shack. Its disarray and small scale point toward the failure of shortwave
rebroadcasting as away of providing national radio service. (H. D. Roess Collection, National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution)

This photograph of an early broadcast studio (WDY in New Jersey) shows that
acoustical design in 1921 included household drapes and atowel tied around
the microphone for sound absorption. (Thomas C. Knight Collection, Series A,
Box 3, Archives Center, National Museum of American History, Smithsonian
Institution)

Purchasing the proper equipment to comply with FRC regulations proved expensive for many radio stations funded by colleges. Shown here is the control room
of WHA, founded by the University of Wisconsin. (University of WisconsinMadison Archives)

The Wagner-Hatfield amendment would have reserved acertain percentage of
frequencies for nonprofit stations such as WHA, one of the first college radio stations, run by students at the University of Wisconsin. (University of WisconsinMadison Archives)

Leaders of business and government attending the Third National Radio Conference in 1924 objected to David Sarnoff's super-power proposal because of the potential for an RCA monopoly on national radio service. Left to right: C. Francis
Jenkins, radio inventor; David Sarnoff, vice-president and general manager of
RCA; Maj. Gen. George Owen Squier, former chief of the U.S. Army Signal
Corps; and Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover. (Prints and Photographs
Division, Library of Congress)
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David Sarnoff, eventually chairman of RCA, was ashrewd infighter who managed to keep himself and his corporation in key positions as the broadcasting
industry evolved. (Thomas C. Knight Collection, Series A, Box 13, Archives
Center, National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution)

By the late 1920s manufacturers were renting downtown auditoriums to display
receivers in "living-room" settings, decorated in avariety of styles. This radio exhibit took place in Syracuse, New York, in 1927. (George H. Clark Collection, Archives Center, National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution)

The first radio stores, like this one in Peekskill, New York, displayed ready-made
radios as expensive products requiring considerable consumer instruction.
(Thomas C. Knight Collection, Series A, Box 8, Archives Center, National
Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution)

In response to the Depression, advertisers often presented products in luxurious
settings, using what historian Roland Marchand has labeled the "democracy of
goods" appeal. The text accompanying this publicity photo proclaimed that ordinary consumers could buy the same radio receiver and hear the same broadcasts
as these rich people. (Thomas C. Knight Collection, Series A, Box 8, Archives
Center, National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution)

Wendell Hall, star of the "Eveready Hour," got married on November 5, 1924,
over the airwaves. Shown here with his bride, Hall managed to become personally famous but remained identified with Eveready batteries. (George C. Clark
Collection, Series B, Box 13, Archives Center, National Museum of American
History, Smithsonian Institution)

Billy Jones and Ernie Hare enjoyed their biggest success as the "Happiness
Boys," advertising acandy company, and then found it difficult to switch sponsors. Here they sing as the "Interwoven Pair" for asock manufacturer. (From
Alfred N. Goldsmith and Austin C. Lescarboura, This Thing Called Broadcasting,
New York: Henry Holt, 1930)

Rudy Vallee, shown here at the opening of the Shoreham Hotel in Washington,
D.C., October 1930, hosted the "Fleischmann Hour." Already amovie star before moving to radio, Vallee kept his own name and identity while introducing
many vaudevillians to broadcast audiences. (Prints and Photographs Division,
Library of Congress)

Eddie Cantor made his first broadcast over WJZ—Newark about 1922 (as shown
here) and then left the airwaves until 1931. Driven from the stage by the Depression and lured by high salaries in broadcasting, many vaudeville stars turned to radio in the early 1930s. (George C. Clark Collection, Series B, Box 13, Archives
Center, National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution)

This 1923 photograph, probably apublicity stunt, shows the importance to farmers of up-to-date information. (Prints and Photographs Division, Library of Congress)

Early radio broadcasters, desperate for programs, lured many vocalists from the
worlds of opera and Broadway into the studio. Here Olga Petrova sings the
theme song of the Broadway comedy The White Peacock, in full costume. (Thomas
C. Knight Collection, Series A, Box 14, Archives Center, National Museum of
American History, Smithsonian Institution)

The Whittall Rug Company staged this 1928 photograph featuring its radio
dance band, the Whittall Anglo-Persians, seated on one of its products. Despite
the fact that radio shows in the 1920s had no studio audiences, performers often
appeared in costume for both broadcasts and publicity shots. (George C. Clark
Collection, Series B, Box 13, Archives Center, National Museum of American
History, Smithsonian Institution)

In 1928 the musicians who portrayed "The Michelin Men" took anonymity to
extremes, adopting both the name and form of the product they promoted.
(George C. Clark Collection, Series B, Box 9, Archives Center, National
Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution)
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The increasing commercialization of the airwaves drove many listeners wild, as
suggested in this 1928 H. T. Webster cartoon, which appeared in the New York
World. (H. T. Webster Collection, State Historical Society of Wisconsin,
Madison)

The Unseen Audience

A WEBSTER CLASSIC
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Here the cartoonist ridicules advertisers' view of radio listeners. (H. T. Webster
Collection, State Historical Society of Wisconsin, Madison)
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As illustrated in this H. T Webster cartoon from the New York Herald Tribune,
even the most conventional listener sought to avoid radio advertising. (H. T
Webster Collection, State Historical Society of Wisconsin, Madison)
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This cartoon from a1926 issue of Radio Broadcast magazine shows avariety of listeners seated on areceiver while writing angry letters about broadcasting to the
Secretary of Commerce. (Radio Broadcast 8, March 1926)

TWISTI\G THE DIALS
Changes in Radio Programming

How do you do, everybody, how do you do?
How do you do, everybody, how are you?
Don't forget your Friday date,
Seven-thirty until eight.
How do you doodle doodle doodle doodle do?

Billy Jones and Ernie Hare, known as
the "Happiness Boys," opened and
closed their weekly, half-hour radio show for five and ahalf years in the
early 1920s with their theme song, "How Do You Do?" Their program
was different in several respects from other radio shows of the early 1920s:
few early radio shows had sponsors, like Happiness Candy, or featured professional performers, like Jones and Hare. From 1923 to 1933 Jones and
Hare enjoyed ahuge success, but then had to scramble for radio jobs as
the industry changed dramatically with the introduction of networks and
fully commercialized national broadcasting. They remained on the air until Hare's death in 1939, but their popularity had peaked.
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The rise and decline of the Happiness Boys illustrates the influence
on broadcasting both of the network system and the advertising industry
Programming, performers, advertising, advertisers, and audience surveying all changed dramatically over the first twelve years of broadcasting.
Some programming and personnel changes stemmed from social and cultural factors—among others, changing tastes, the Depression, and increased nationwide acceptance of the urban experience. But the push for
national radio, the establishment of the wired network system, and the
campaign to promote broadcasting to advertisers had even more immediate effects.
Relatively unknown recording artists such as the Happiness Boys,
with their small-town humor, gave way to already celebrated urban vaudevillians; regional sponsors were replaced by national sponsors; listeners'
letters ceded influence to the new art of audience surveys. These differences came about as adecentralized regional system, with small advertisers
afraid of offending listeners, evolved into acentralized national system,
with corporate sponsors largely in control of programming. As the promoters of broadcast advertising worked to make radio more closely match
prior advertising media, station managers and performers simultaneously
sought models for new programs and advertisements in their own short
history.

EARLY RADIO PROGRAMMING

In 1925 one observer called radio stations (carefully excepting the big city
stations) "cheap hangouts for jobless small-time vaudeville performers, industrious song pushers, parlor boobs, hopeless pupils of honorless music
teachers, nutty reformers, quack health doctors and Kiwanis Club lecturers."' The Happiness Boys competed against all these performers, amixture of the best and worst of American entertainment. Most stations in the
1920s were desperate to fill the few hours aday they stayed on the air.
Early radio listeners thus heard asomewhat chaotic jumble of different
kinds of music, talks, poetry, children's stories, plays, and sports. Music
predominated, performed by local amateurs with an occasional traveling
professional or hotel dance band coaxed before the microphone by the lure
of free publicity. Soloists such as singers, violinists, and pianists were most
common. Many radio musicians showed little skill in their performances
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of traditional sentimental ballads or light classics, yet touring dance bands
brought the best in popular music, brilliantly performed, to the airwaves.
According to Radio Broadcast, Chicago's first station, KYVV (built by Westinghouse), presented the entire 1921 season of the Chicago Opera Company. When the season ended, KYVV scrambled for other programming to
fill its schedule.'
The very first broadcast radio stations had experimented with phonograph records—placing the microphone next to the phonograph's horn—
but the poor quality of the transmission discouraged listeners. As amatter
of prestige, therefore, early stations boasted that they used only live musicians. The U.S. Department of Commerce institutionalized the prejudice
against recordings in 1922 by relegating stations transmitting recordings
to less desirable frequencies. Even when improved technology permitted
the electrical broadcast of recordings, regulations still favored live programming and thus the wealthier stations that could afford to pay perThe emphasis on live programming, and disappointment over the uneven quality of the performers available, led many station managers to regular broadcasts of community events. In the early 1920s radio stations
frequently "picked up" religious services by sending engineers with microphones to local churches. The engineers transmitted the services over telephone or telegraph lines to the stations for broadcast. Relayed in the same
manner, banquet and political speeches formed another programming
mainstay, followed quickly by the hotel dance bands who performed in the
same rooms in which the speeches had been given. Sporting events also
proved logical candidates for "pickup." 4
Most early radio stations lost money, partly because the station management had no clear purpose in broadcasting. Entertaining listeners was
not always the top priority, with some stations programming for "uplift"
or education. Controversies over programming seldom emerged, for it was
difficult to determine what listeners wanted to hear, management was unsure what it wanted to broadcast, and performers were so scarce that stations put anyone willing on the air immediately. Station managers (who
also usually acted as announcers) made the programming decisions. Often
young men with some wartime radio experience, these early managers had
little knowledge of the entertainment business, and expediency dictated
the content of most programs. The manager of aKentucky radio station
wrote that "it was necessary to have along string of volunteers on call and
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for them to be dependable enough to cross our threshold promptly thirty
minutes before starting time." He reported that he left the choice of material to the artist, but that "half an hour was none too long in which to
orientate their introductions, think up afew words about each musical selection, and, if possible some interesting fact concerning the life of its composer."' Despite the half-hour allotted for preparation, things often went
wrong, so that the timing of early radio programs was informal and
imprecise.
Announcers often asked listeners to mail in letters, so they could find
out who was in the audience. (The very first stations—broadcasting code
rather than words or music—had requested that those who received the
signal send postcards, so that the stations could calculate their range.) This
practice continued into the 1930s, with letters providing arough measure
of program popularity. Writing to radio stations became part of the fim of
listening, with notes from distance fiends bragging about how "far" they
could hear fading into letters from faithful listeners complaining about a
particular announcer. One station manager commented that listeners
could help radio stations "now maintained at large expense to the operating company and giving programmes entirely free of charge" by sending "a card acknowledging receipt of the broadcast." Later, program sponsors encouraged letters by offering gifts or premiums to listeners who
wrote. Listeners' letters contained suggestions about every aspect of
broadcasting, from programming to hours on the air. 6
As listeners tired of pursuing distant radio signals and sought better
programming, radio magazines and stations became more interested in
what programs listeners liked. Even before radio had much advertising, or
stations thought of turning aprofit, more systematic studies of listener
preferences were attempted. In a1926 article, "Meet Mr. Average Radio
Enthusiast," Radio Broadcast reported on seven hundred responses to a
questionnaire asking about preferences in radio sets and parts. Only one
paragraph mentioned programming, noting that "ten and five tenths percent made suggestions for better broadcasting, asking for the encouragement of better programs, less prolific announcing, better pronunciation in
announcing, less jazz, and better quality in transmission."'
Many of the early surveys focused on the jazz-versus-classical-music
debate. Atwater Kent, areceiving set manufacturer and sponsor of aprogram featuring classical music, undertook apoll described in the April
1926 Radio Broadcast. Listeners wanted "high-class entertainment," more
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variety in programming, and better announcing, the magazine reported.
The majority thought there was too much jazz, but 2,400 out of 2,600
respondents said there was just enough classical music. 8 Radio Age noted
that in aChicago listener survey "only 1.7% of the listeners want grand
opera"; "two-thirds ...
who mailed in their votes were men"; and "almost
one-fourth wanted classical music." The magazine failed to mention that
the accompanying figures showed that while 24.7% desired classical music,
29% sought popular music. 9
Proponents of classical music and jazz fought throughout the early
1920s.'° Their battle was part of alarger struggle over control of programming and the nature of broadcasting. At first, station owners and managers
preferred classical music because they saw programming as aform of listener education and uplift, while listeners often sought jazz. Commercialization made listener preferences, within limits, more important, and
weakened the argument that programs served any purpose other than entertainment. While classical music continued to hold aplace in radio programming, gone were the days when operatic selections could constitute a
major part of astation's offerings. Each station had to draw the biggest
audience it could to make its time attractive to sponsors, and so programming aimed to lure the largest possible number of listeners.
In addition to chronicling the classical-versus-jazz controversy, early
radio audience surveys reported that listeners enjoyed sponsored programs, largely because they featured consistent and professional performers. In January and February of 1927, Radio Broadcast asked readers to "Tell
Us What You Like in Radio Programs." The editors concluded, based on a
thousand responses, that "under present radio conditions, the city listener,
especially in the large city, relies on his local stations for the most part,
while those living some distance from the so-called 'key stations'" relied
on strategic tuning to locate faraway stations. By 1927, in other words,
long-distance listening remained popular only for those without access to
high-quality local programming. Listeners enjoyed the sponsored programs best—this several months before the founding of NBC. Respondents mentioned the Happiness Boys as well as the "Eveready Hour," Atwater Kent, A & PGypsies, Clicquot Club Eskimos, Ipana Troubadours,
"Maxwell Hour," and Goldy and Dusty."
Harried station managers were finding that sponsorship could fill radio time with little station effort and improve program quality by featuring
professional performers. Sponsors were spending money on broadcasting,
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something most stations could not do, at atime when listeners were clamoring increasingly for better programs." Popular Radio explained that commercial broadcasters "are interested in results rather than in philanthropy,"
and "they are making every effort to entertain as many listeners as possible," agoal not necessarily shared by the first broadcasters." It was not
surprising that listeners enjoyed the shows designed by sponsors to please
them. While never in amajority, the pre-network sponsored shows of the
mid-1920s became important models for later programming.

PRE-NETWORK SPONSORED SHOWS

In August 1923 Billy Jones and Ernie Hare first appeared on radio as the
Happiness Boys to promote the Happiness Candy Company at atime
when radio industry leaders and observers were heatedly debating the
question, "who pays for broadcasting?" Jones and Hare presented aprogram different from almost anything else heard in 1923. The Happiness
Candy Company's purchase of time on New York's VVEAF could have happened only on astation owned, or licensed, by AT&T, as it then maintained the sole right to sell time over the air. Yet most companies remained
reluctant to buy time on WEAF, making the candy company's sponsorship
adaring move. Happiness Candy Company was thus one of the first American corporations to consider radio aregional selling tool; it approached
WEAF because the station's advanced technology promised astrong signal
to alarge audience.
The Happiness Boys were also unusual in their regular weekly time
slot: "your Friday date, seven-thirty until eight." Most radio programs of
the early 1920s, sponsored or unsponsored, were one-time events. Because
amateur performers, usually unreliable, could not be persuaded to appear
regularly, aweekly entertainment program had never been tried before.
As late as 1926, Radio Broadcast magazine debated the virtues of recurring
programming and concluded that "weekly features.. .constitute the best
that radio has to offer" since the programs were aired at a"fixed hour,"
were "easy to locate," and provided "a more or less uniform type of program, so the listener knows what to expect."
The use of atheme song to identify the "Happiness Boys" show was
also innovative and notable." Jones and Hare had worked in vaudeville but
were earning their living as recording artists when Happiness Candy hired
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them. Their extensive experience in the entertainment industry, including
specialized practice before amicrophone, made them ararity in early radio. On the show and on their records (which they continued to produce
at aprodigious rate) they performed "song and patter," amixture of comic
songs and jokes commonly used by two-man minstrel and vaudeville acts. 16
Besides introducing comedy to radio, the Happiness Boys brought to the
airwaves their polished renditions of sentimental ballads, skillful harmonies, and an appealing manner.
Radio Broadcast reported that, while astatement that Happiness Candy
was providing the hour's entertainment did not hurt listeners, "a bit more
music and acorrespondingly decreased period of self-approbation would
be more conducive to candy buying."' Listener dislike of early radio advertising influenced the shape and form of the Happiness Candy Company's program, which followed the techniques of indirect advertising, including naming the performers after the product (hence the "Happiness
Boys") as an inoffensive way of repeating the sponsor's name several times
during aprogram. Other advertisements, however brief, usually brought
complaints from listeners unused to any sales pitches over the air. The
Happiness Boys also sang cheerful songs, since their employer believed
that geniality reminded the audience of the product's name.
Sponsorship such as the Happiness Candy Company's had emerged
shortly after the birth of broadcast radio. Small-town and rural stations
presented afew sponsored shows, but the most popular originated from
the urban stations. These programs went out to several stations on one
of the pre-network chains, or were transmitted with astrong signal sent
by the latest equipment. Radio Broadcast, reporting on its 1927 audience
survey, noted that the programs broadcast over several stations naturally
received the most votes, "but the comparative popularity of broadcasts
such as that of the Happiness Boys [WEAF, New York] or Sam 'n' Henry
[WMAQ, Chicago, later "Amos 'n' Andy"] is remarkable, for each feature
is broadcast over but one station."' This popularity was by design: broadcasters and sponsors were tailoring these programs to appeal to alarge
regional, rather than local, audience.
Before the founding of the networks, the New York stations owned
by the feuding members of the radio trust led in presenting regional sponsored shows, at least partly because alarge number of skilled performers
and national corporations made their headquarters in New York. Financed
as showplaces by the radio trust, these stations (WEAF, WJZ, and WJY)
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had the best equipment and participated in most of the early chain experiments, easily linking up with stations in other cities owned by the same
parent company.
As the first station to accept paid advertisements, AT&T's WEAF had
the edge in sponsorship. Before the telephone company founded WEAF,
no one considered selling time on the air; any business that wanted its
name mentioned on the radio had to buy astation. The telephone company, building on its tradition that the sender of messages pays for the
privilege, launched WEAF with the idea that "the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company will provide no programs of its own," but would
instead "provide the channels through which anyone ...
can send out their
own programs." AT&T moved quickly to create amonopoly on sponsored
broadcasting by announcing that the radio patent agreement gave AT&T
the exclusive right to sell radio time, and by refusing other stations the use
of telephone lines to link up and provide the larger audiences sought by
advertisers.' 9The other patent pool members disputed AT&T's exclusive
right to sell time, but rarely challenged the company directly on this issue,
preferring to seek other ways to profit from radio.
Because it sold time, WEAF had the greatest number of sponsored
hours, but other New York stations also featured programs that carried the
names of local and regional companies. Beginning in 1923, RCA operated
two stations in the New York area: WJY and WJZ (founded by Westinghouse). In an unusual move, the RCA stations specialized; WJZ broadcast
lighter entertainment, while WJY listeners heard classical music and lectures. 2°Handwritten WJY and WJZ program logs show that, at first, the
stations broadcast only from 4to 11 p.m. and relied on remote pickups
from hotels for dance orchestras or banquet speeches.
Filling broadcast time remained aproblem for WJY and WJZ until
the discovery that sponsoring companies, given an hour on the radio, were
willing to produce and fund programming themselves. As early as the
spring and summer of 1923, the logs listed the "National Biscuit Co.
Band"; "R. H. Macy presents, 'Once Upon aTime' by the Employees of
R. H. Macy and Co., Inc."; and the "Wanamaker Organ Recital," programs which apparently featured company workers as performers.n Over
the next three years, the number of sponsored hours grew, with more log
entries that read "music free" (meaning that the station did not pay the
performers). Sponsors increasingly recruited professional performers and
paid them if they insisted on remuneration. Some of the logs had continu100
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ities (announcer's scripts) scrawled on them; at this stage, station announcers still said nothing about products, but rather told the name of the
program and, with afew rhetorical flourishes, introduced the musical selections» Sponsored shows included "50 Questions" by Time, the weekly
newsmagazine; "Buescher Saxophone Hour," courtesy of New York Band
Instrument Company; "Royal Typewriter Salon Orchestra"; "New York
Edison Hour"; "Victor Hour"; "Breyer Hour"; "Bakelite Hour"; "Butterick Fashion Talk"; and "The Ray-O-Vac Twins."" Most of these programs were musical, most were heard more than once (sometimes at irregular intervals), and most were broadcast over WJZ.
WJZ and WJY also increased the number and improved the quality
of their broadcasts through participation in small chains. By 1925 WJY
either sent one program anight to other cities or picked up one show from
outside New York. Most often, WJY took plays from WGY (owned by
General Electric) in Schenectady and sent hotel dance band concerts to
WGY and WRC (owned by RCA) in Washington, D.C. The chain provided these extra programs cheaply and enabled each station to specialize
while still giving local listeners some variety. WGY, for example, became
expert in radio drama, as Schenectady lacked hotels with first-rate musical
entertainment. 24 The chain also carried sponsored shows such as the
"Brunswick Hour of Music," originating on April 7, 1925, and sent to
WGY, WRC, and Westinghouse stations KYW, Chicago; KDKA, Pittsburgh; and WBZ, Springfield, Massachusetts. The program featured John
Charles Thomas, baritone, Elisabeth Rethberg, soprano, and the Brunswick Symphony Orchestra." According to the patent pool agreement before the founding of NBC, sponsored shows and the use of chains
belonged exclusively to AT&T and WEAF, and yet both chains and sponsorship played important roles in the programming of WJY and WJZ.
WEAF had cause for worry about the competition from the RCA stations, since its concept of broadcasting-for-hire did not achieve overnight
success. An early WEAF employee recalled "it used to disturb us greatly"
that the staff of WJZ went to advertisers and said "we'll give you the time
for nothing if you will put your program on WJZ." The "rough competition" over potential sponsors continued until NBC was formed. 26 One observer noted of WEAF that "after two months' operation atotal of only
three hours of air time had been bought and the station's revenues had
amounted to only $550."" When one of WEAF's sales representatives
"succeeded in bringing in an account, it was almost like aChristmas holi101
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day.. ..that was how few and far between these commercial accounts were
at the onset of the business." If AT&T wanted programs on WEAF, it
looked like the telephone company itself would have to provide them—a
wholly unforseen circumstance. Only after programs were first developed
by telephone company employees did advertisers begin to pay for sponsorship at WEAF; Billy Jones and Ernie Hare started with a"sustaining program" before being sponsored by Happiness Candy." While 1923 brought
aslight improvement in business, WEAF continued to operate at aloss
until 1924, when it first showed asmall profit."
WEAF established strict standards regarding program and advertising
content. AT&T forbade price references, package descriptions, sales arguments, or the offering of samples, and worried about the personal or offensive nature of some products such as toothpaste and cigarettes. No advertising was permitted on Sunday." Gradually advertising became more
accepted and AT&T relaxed many of the rules, but the earliest WEAF
programs closely resembled those broadcast by their competitors, WJZ
and WJY.
Unlike WJY and WJZ, however, WEAF aimed to make money, not
simply to cover its costs. When NBC formed, WEAF became the leading
station of its more commercial and popular chain (the red network), and
many of its programs were adopted by the network. WJZ and WJY became
the anchor stations of the blue network, which featured unsponsored
public-service programming and classical music."
The new era of program sponsorship had arapid impact on the content of radio shows. The earliest sponsors in the 1920s were middle-sized
firms that manufactured relatively inexpensive products consumers bought
regularly and frequently, including candy (Happiness Candy Company,
Smith Brothers cough drops), toothpaste (Ipana), groceries (A & P), soft
drinks (Clicquot Club ginger ale), tires (B. F. Goodrich), and batteries
(Eveready). Because many Americans still thought of radio as frivolous,
and because of uncertainty about the size and composition of the radio
audience, broadcast advertisers seldom tried to influence consumers to
make expensive purchases. Radio-set manufacturers, as the exception to
this rule, did advertise over their own medium.
Most early radio sponsors shared one other trait—they were experiencing some difficulty in maintaining their market share. Some companies
believed they needed daring strategies, including radio advertising, to remain competitive. Primed for new survival strategies, such firms found
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radio advertising just another aspect of necessary business modification.
Until the mid-1930s, only risk-taking businesses advertised on the radio.
Radio sponsors of the 1920s usually produced their programs themselves, with some help from station personnel. Performers often came
from the recording industry, because they had experience before the microphone and because they believed broadcast work might help publicize
their recordings. Recording companies warned that radio would cut into
the sales of records and diminish the popularity of some artists, but the
musicians themselves, including Jones and Hare, disagreed." Most vaudeville performers, on the other hand, ignored radio in the 1920s because it
paid little or nothing and had microphones instead of live audiences;
vaudeville traveling schedules also permitted little time for outside engagements."
Recording artists possessed another attribute that early radio advertisers looked for: anonymity. The type of advertising used on radio called for
performers who could submerge their own identities to promote aproduct. Vaudeville stars would not and, as well-known figures, could not take
arole that obliterated their personae. Jones and Hare, on the other hand,
were the Happiness Boys, and while listeners knew their personal names,
the sponsor's name remained far more important. Many radio performers
remained completely unknown. The identity of the Goodrich Silver
Masked Tenor was aclosely guarded secret, as were the identities of Paul
Oliver and Olive Palmer, who sang for the Palmolive Company, and Goldy
and Dusty, the Gold Dust twins hired by acleanser manufacturer." Announcers never mentioned the individual names of the Ipana Troubadours,
the A & P Gypsies, or the Clicquot Club Eskimos." Advertisers in the
1920s and early 1930s wanted the emphasis placed on their brand names
and looked to the performers not for prestige (as they would later), but for
entertainment that would remind listeners of the product.
Three programs—the "Eveready Hour," the "Clicquot Club Eskimos," and the "Happiness Boys"—illustrate the various forms and contexts of early sponsored radio. In each case, the sponsoring corporation
faced marketing problems that could be addressed by radio. Each of the
products advertised was purchased often and distributed regionally. The
performers on each show remained anonymous, and most came from
the recording industry Listeners heard the beginnings of more commercialized broadcasting in these programs, which provided models for the
network shows that began several years later.
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The National Carbon Company chairman's fascination with broadcasting, as well as the company's dependence on the radio industry (many
of its Eveready batteries were manufactured for radio sets), led it to begin
broadcasting in December 1923. George C. Furness, representing the
company, negotiated directly with George McClelland of WEAF."
McClelland suggested that National Carbon choose aprogram format
then underrepresented on radio—either aminstrel show, adrama, or an
instrumental ensemble playing the "more familiar classics." Furness reported that "we shall never forget McClelland's expression when it was
announced to him that the Eveready folks had decided to utilize all" the
programs he suggested, "alternating" over ayear. McClelland's shock may
also have stemmed from the fact that the deal represented "WEAF's first
long term contract."" The first Eveready show presented an orchestra, a
jazz band, and aone-act play."
The content and form of the program evolved slowly. Until September 1924 the programs remained amixture of miscellaneous readings,
plays, and music (including the Flonzaley String Quartet and Yap's Hawaiian Ensemble) performed by freelance professionals. 443 Those involved
with the show then decided to try something different: "to engage apermanent group of.. .artists ... whose combined talents would permit the
building of amore uniform program from week to week." 4'In addition
to the new performers, the "Eveready Hour" (the name itself was new in
September) experimented with "theme" programs, during which every
song and reading related to acentral concept. The earliest experiments
included an Armistice Day presentation and a"Golden Wedding" program
featuring the songs of Stephen Foster. Theme programs called for special
skills on the part of Graham McNamee, the assigned announcer, who "had
to impersonate everything from abo's'un's mate to avoice as impersonalized as aRoman oracle" although "frequently our scripts would reach him
only afew hours prior to going on the air."'" Because of their popularity,
the theme programs came to dominate the "Eveready Hour."
Other Eveready performers proved as flexible and talented as
McNamee. Martin "Red" Christiansen, aNew York cabdriver, became
Eveready's most unusual performer in 1925 when he described his adventures on Galapagos following ashipwreck. Eveready invited Christiansen
back every year to repeat his recital.'" Wendell Hall, best known of the
troupe, began his career on aChicago radio station before becoming Eveready's "Red-Headed Music Maker." A man with aflair for self-promotion,
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he capped his 1924 tour for Eveready by getting married on the radio.
Both the tour and the marriage brought aflood of listener mail. 44 The
correspondents made the comparisons between performer and product
that the National Carbon Company hoped for: comments included,
"would like to say if your Ever Ready batteries are as good as your brand
of entertainment, why me for the Ever Ready Battery"; "he was ...
as good
as the Ever-ready battery that brought him to me"; "if the Battery Service
Company which you represent are half as good as you, they must be high
powered"; "he is like the Eveready battery he represents, 100% Good";
and "the Eveready Batteries ought to give agood spark with alive wire
like you with them."'" Hall walked afine line, becoming personally wellknown through his own efforts but maintaining his identification with
Eveready.
Before the establishment of the networks, Eveready artists often traveled to present their show over different stations. The National Carbon
Company clearly stated that "the growth of chains was too slow" for its
purposes. Realizing that "large sections of the country still could not be
reached by the regular Eveready Hour," the company arranged tours "to
cover those areas without hooked up stations."'" Because performers did
so much touring, the Eveready shows hired minor vaudevillians, accustomed to traveling. WEAF encouraged such tours as ameans of keeping
the precious Eveready account. The National Carbon Company was essentially trying to advertise to national audiences, even before the technology and administrative structures of the networks were in place.
Radio sponsorship solved several marketing problems for the National Carbon Company. Consumers bought batteries often, yet understood little about them. Competing battery firms made extravagant claims
for their products, leaving buyers confused and the industry in turmoil:e
National Carbon Company's use of radio set itself apart, directly reaching
an audience of active consumers, since all radios were then powered by
batteries. The "Eveready Hour" even made some listeners use up their
batteries faster as they regularly tuned in the program, and gave valuable
exposure to acompany seeking anational reputation for quality and dependability:"
When the Clicquot Club Eskimos went on the air two years later,
they found alarger radio audience than the one initially available to the
National Carbon Company. Broadcasting technology had changed by December 13, 1925, when Clicquot Club Ginger Ale sponsored its first show.
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As aresult, that program went out over WEAF and eleven other stations
connected by telephone lines in Boston; Providence, Rhode Island; Washington, D.C.; Philadelphia; Pittsburgh; Cincinnati; Buffalo; Detroit; Davenport, Iowa; Minneapolis; and St. Louis." Unlike the "Eveready Hour,"
the new program already had achain of stations willing and able to broadcast the sponsor's music and message to regional audiences.
Because of distribution limitations, Clicquot Club was not, in 1925,
interested in advertising to anational market. Instead, radio addressed a
different marketing problem—the brand's French name was hard for
Americans to pronounce and therefore to request. Earl Kimball, the company's president and founder, strongly believed in advertising and simultaneously used different forms of advertising throughout the 1920s." But, as
later broadcast advertising textbooks maintained, radio had aspecial role
to play in Clicquot Club advertising: "radio has taught listeners how
to pronounce Clicquot," making "it easy to ask. .. for the product." The
announcer served as the teacher, "week in and week out," intoning that
"Klee-ko is spelled C-L-I-C-Q-U-0-T"" As brand names became increasingly important, radio made Clicquot Club part of everyday language.
Clicquot Club also found itself in an expanding market during the
1920s. Demand increased for bottled soft drinks as alternatives to liquor
banned during Prohibition and as mixers for bootleg liquor. At the same
time, tastes had changed and more people consumed cold drinks all year."
Clicquot Club expanded with the demand, changing from alocal bottler
into aregional Northeast business.
When Kimball first became interested in radio advertising, he worked
directly with Dan Tuthill and George Podeyn of WEAF because, as Kimball told the WEAF representatives, "my advertising agency doesn't believe in radio, so we'll go ahead without consulting it." (After the program
began, the agency representing Clicquot Club rebated part of its commission, because it had not worked on the radio program.)" Tuthill arranged
an audition so Kimball could listen to abanjo orchestra led by Harry Reser
and announced by Graham McNamee. Kimball loved the show and named
the orchestra after his product's symbol, an Eskimo.
The program devised by Clicquot Club and WEAF swiftly became a
prime model of the indirect advertising the radio industry then thought
proper. A later NBC publication noted that "it was obvious that ginger,
pep, sparkle and snap were qualities that form the very essence of the product" and so "manifestly, peppy musical numbers of lively tempo were in
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order. The banjo, an instrument of brightness and animation, was deemed
most suitable in typifying the snap of Clicquot Club personality." The
booklet continued that "the idea of Clicquot Club's refreshing and exhilarating tang is 'put over' in every line of this concern's continuities.""
WEAF and the Clicquot Club Company worked hard to link the program's content with the product. Frank Arnold portrayed the Clicquot
Club Eskimos as "the ideal in the field of audible advertising" because "the
program personifies the product." His textbook pointed out that the program produced "the effect of an effervescent beverage together with clinking ice in acrystal goblet," with the program's music chosen "to conform
with this idea of personification until the Eskimos and their tinkling music
program became synonymous with Clicquot Club Ginger Ale."
A surviving show continuity from November 7, 1930, is surprisingly
short. The announcer mentioned Clicquot Club Ginger Ale only three
times during the half-hour program. The program began, as always, with
the "Clicquot March" (composed by chief Eskimo Harry Reser), which
featured sleigh bells, asnapping whip, and the bark of an Eskimo husky.
(Copies of the march, wrapped in Clicquot Club advertising, were sent to
50,000 listeners, amove that pleased those broadcast advertising promoters who advocated "merchandising.")" After the march, the announcer
declared:
The Clicquot Club Eskimos! Summoned for your entertainment from
their igloos in the frozen Northland by the makers of Clicquot Club Ginger Ale. Clicquot is spelled C-L-I-C-Q-U-O-T. It is the famous mellow,
old ginger ale made in three very different blends—Pale Dry, Golden and
Sec—to suit different tastes or moods or occasions.
And now the Eskimos' spirits bubble over into zestful melody as they
bring you amedley of tunes from Whoopee—"My Baby Cares for Me" and
"A Girl Friend of aBoy Friend of Mine.""
The Eskimos played three more numbers, "Constantinople and Chilly
Pom Pom Pee," "A Peach of aPair," and Victor Herbert's "Badinage,"
before the next mention of the product. The announcer described the varieties of ginger ale and assured listeners that Clicquot Club used new
bottles ("no bottle is ever used twice"). This middle commercial announcement was probably added to program scripts only late in the 1920s. The
Eskimos played four more musical selections, including asolo by Harry
Reser, before the closing announcement:
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As the shadows of night close in behind the departing Eskimos, they call a
merry "Good-Night." Don't forget to tune in for them again next Friday
evening at the same hour. And don't forget to choose your favorite from the
three Clicquot Club Ginger Ales—Pale Dry, Golden and Sec.
The Clicquot Club Eskimos have come to you from the New York
studios of the National Broadcasting Company."
Announcements in earlier broadcasts were fewer and shorter, so that a
script from a1926 program probably contained less advertising than this
1930 version.
The only Eskimo ever named on the program, Harry Reser (himself
abanjo player), had previously directed small group recording sessions for
Brunswick and Columbia records. Originally the Eskimos all played banjos, but later the group became afull dance band. It was known for novelty
tunes like "Thanks for the Buggy Ride," "Barney Google," "Yes, We Have
No Bananas," and "Ain't She Sweet," but occasionally broadcast such light
classics as Franz von Suppé's Poet and Peasant Overture." The Eskimos
made records and toured to give live performances. Even before studio
audiences became common, members of the band dressed in Eskimo costumes for broadcasts. They continued the custom when on tour and later
in front of studio audiences.
Clicquot Club ended the program on July 17, 1933. Both the repeal
of Prohibition and the Depression had decreased Clicquot Club sales. Internal NBC memos noted that adecline in revenues forced the company
to cut expenditures and prices. Other memos suggested that product pricing cuts (because they varied over the nation) and new packaging (because
it needed visual introduction) influenced the company's decision. 6°But
changes in the radio industry also contributed to Clicquot Club's financial
problems. By 1933 the many sponsors seeking to get on the air had driven
up the price for radio time. In 1932 NBC's New England representative
and Clicquot's new advertising agency recommended that Clicquot Club
increase its program budget from $1,000 to $2,500 per week. 6'Faced with
the Depression, the repeal of Prohibition, and growing program and time
costs, the company dropped radio advertising.
Like the Clicquot Club Eskimos, the Happiness Boys thrived on early
radio. The popularity of the team in the 1920s was reflected in the many
articles written about them, mentions made of their act by other artists,
their mail (often reported as 700 letters aweek), and their large salaries
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(Hare claimed to be "working on my second million" at the time of the
stock market crash). Fifty years later, aCanadian listener "especially" remembered Jones and Hare as "really good." 62
Happiness Candy had entered radio to solidify its position in the
changing candy industry. In the 1920s candy bought from barrels gave way
to boxed and branded confections. Changes in technology also contributed
to changes in promotion, advertising, and distribution. The market featured new products, new companies, and new ways to merchandise, and
sometimes competing firms even advertised jointly to increase consumption." Launched as aregional concern (Feurst and Kraemer, New Orleans), Happiness Candy purchased Baltimore and New York factories in
the early 1920s. By 1927 sixty-eight Happiness Candy stores and restaurants in New York, Washington, D.C., and other northeastern cities sold
its products." The company was willing to take achance on the new medium of radio because, although broadcast advertising might be risky, so
was doing nothing in achanging market.
The first continuity for the "Happiness Boys" listed seven songs—
three duets and four solos—with a"gag" following each song. A warning
began the script: "Don't forget to mention after every song that it is the
Happiness Boys from station WEAF entertaining." While later programs
became more elaborate, the basic format probably varied only slightly.
Jones and Hare began with asimple piano accompaniment, which was later
replaced by asmall orchestra; programs occasionally featured guests."
Those who enjoyed Jones and Hare noted that their style mattered as
much as the content of their programs. One textbook author thought the
Happiness Boys stood "head and shoulders above most of their rivals," but
noted "they can hardly be said to get over because of the material they
select." They succeeded because "they can make you laugh at aveteran
joke. They laugh at each other and their hearty laughter is contagious.
They never permit adeadly silence after they have sprung one of their
'gags,' nor do they laugh too loud and long." The boys knew how to turn
failure to their advantage: "when one tells astory that does not go over,
his teammate taunts him and carries the radio audience along." Finally,
Jones and Hare remembered the listeners: "never for an instant do they
miss the radio audience's reactions, either consciously or subconsciously.""
The performers' consciousness of an audience remained important for radio performers, whether the consciousness had been honed in recording
studios or on vaudeville circuits. Heywood Broun, an accomplished critic,
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thought theaters should delay Friday night openings so he could hear
the Happiness Boys, "the indisputable leaders of radio entertaining." He
continued:
Many of the jokes broadcast by these two are entirely familiar to me. If,
upon aprinted page Isaw: "What's worse than raining cats and dogs?—
Hailing taxicabs," Iwould not laugh inordinately. Icould even contain myself if Iheard it in the theater. But it does seem to me awholly captivating
joke to come sliding out of thin air.... Above all others, Hare and Jones
have mastered radio ease. They seem near at hand and are wholly casual in
every vocal inflection. 67

Clearly, Jones and Hare relied on their likable personalities, their ease in
front of the microphone, and their musical talent rather than on original
material.
Audiences saw Jones and Hare as slightly old-fashioned, aresult of
both their style and their use of well-worn material. Historians have often
classified them (as well as most other early radio performers) as vaudevillians transplanted to radio." Yet Jones and Hare, like other early radio
stars, were recording artists. Not only did they lack vaudeville experience,
but the content of their programs did not truly derive from vaudeville.
Jones and Hare performed as atwo-act, aform that grew out of the interchanges between end men in minstrel shows. Part of the humor in atwoact lay in the supposed differences between the two performers: Ernie
Hare, a"settled family man," versus Billy Jones, a"swinging bachelor."
The word play and stock ethnic humor basic to the team's repertoire also
came from minstrel shows. 69 Listeners in the 1920s found Jones and Hare
appealing and familiar at least in part because they harked back to earlier
entertainments from which vaudeville had evolved. By the 1920s vaudeville was dominated by ageneration ofJewish comedians and their urbanized "New Humor"—performers and astyle that did not appear on radio
until adecade later.'°
Jones and Hare also looked to the past for subjects, often singing nostalgic songs about rural folks. Their first hit, even before they went on the
radio, was "Down at the Swimming Hole," recorded for several labels in
1921." The song outlined acarefree country life to which the singers
longed to return. Many other songs contained similar sentiments, including "In the Little Red Schoolhouse," "Down by the Old Apple Tree," "Just
aLittle Old Schoolhouse," and "Shout Hallelujah! Cause I'm Home.""
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Some of these songs reflected ahighly romanticized view of the Old South
as warm, carefree, and rural." The Happiness Boys had personal reasons
for singing about the South (Hare had been born and raised in Virginia
and returned often to visit), yet the songs also referred back to the minstrel
tradition and reflected the 1920s concern with rural life and its values. 74
Many ofJones and Hare's songs commented on issues of the day from
the viewpoint of rural skeptics. They sang of flappers ("Don't Bring
Lulu"); divorce ("No One Knows What It's All About"); ethnic diversity
("Hooray for the Irish!"; "Me No aSpeak Good English"); and the migration from country to city ("In the Little Red School House"; "From De
01 Home Town")." In their comic songs they mentioned specific events,
such as Prohibition ("Pardon Me While ILaugh"); the opening of King
Tut's tomb ("King Tut"); the introduction of the Model A ("Henry's Made
aLady out of Lizzie"); Lindbergh's flight ("When Lindy Comes Home");
and the 1928 election ("Mr. Hoover—Mr. Smith"). 76
The Happiness Boys did not shrink from commenting on another
1920s phenomenon, broadcast radio. In one of their cleverest recordings,
"Twisting the Dials," they made fun of radio programming by recreating
an evening's entertainment over stations "OUCH," "BUNK," and
"ITCH." They parodied orchestras ("the first number on the program tonight will be rendered—`to be rendered' meaning 'to be torn apare—by
the Silent Dozen Orchestra"); station breaks ("when you hear the beautiful
chimes it will be exactly six and seven-eighths split seconds past eight
o'clock Eastern Daylight Standard Railroad Western Mountain Central
Time"); operatic sopranos (Miss Loud-and-Screeching in an aria from La
Bum); and homemaker hints (famous recipes sponsored by the "Bicarbonate Soda Association," given by "Professor Don't Eater")." The homegrown radio programs that Jones and Hare lampooned in 1928 were
already being replaced by slicker, more professional, and more commercialized forms. Indeed the Happiness Boys themselves were among the
first casualties of that change.

TRANSITIONAL PROGRAMMING, 1927-31

Many of the changes in radio programming, which seemed to happen suddenly in the 1930s, had their roots in the programs of the late 1920s. These
transitional shows shared characteristics with both earlier and later radio
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programs. The new variety shows relied heavily on music and presented a
mixture of acts reminiscent of early radio's haphazard programming. The
first comic dramas featured actors submerging their identities much as the
early sponsored performers had done. Yet the emergence of individual radio stars, coupled with the introduction of ethnicity to the airwaves, presaged the more elaborate programs of the 1930s. Audience surveying also
became more sophisticated, with an increasing use of social scientific
methods.
Early radio stars faced declining opportunities in the late 1920s, and
many later disappeared altogether from the airwaves. A 1932 Radio Guide
article, "Branded Men and Women: Pioneers Who Paved the Way and
Paid with Personal Oblivion," explained that while many listeners remembered "Olive Palmer" and "Paul Oliver," they knew little of the actual performers, Virginia Rea and Frank Munn, who had been "both well paid,
widely talked of individuals under their radio names" but were today "off
the air, unheard of." The article also mentioned Joe White, the "Silver
Masked Tenor"; the Whitall Anglo-Persians; the Edison Ensemble on
VVJZ; the "Gold Dust Twins"; and the "Royal Typewriter Hour" with its
"Royal Hero" and "Royal Heroine" as examples of "branded" personalities
who found it difficult obtaining additional radio work because fans did not
know their names.
Radio's popularity had lasted long enough that many entertainers
wanted and needed to change sponsors. But as aresult of performing as
trademark characters, artists often could not capitalize on their past successes. Employers hesitated hiring an artist closely identified with another
product. As the Radio Guide article asked, "how much does the second or
third sponsor pay for the radio advertising of the original sponsor, and
does he lose on his campaign when he uses an individual or group widely
known as the 'radio trade-mark' of the first advertiser?"
After about five years as the Happiness Boys, Jones and Hare began
broadcasting late in 1928 as the "Interwoven Pair" for the Interwoven
Sock Company. The show continued into the 1931 season with moderate
success. Jones and Hare were next briefly heard as the "Flit Soldiers" before signing with Best Foods in March 1932 to become the "Best Food
Boys."" "Branding" remained aproblem for the duo. As Radio Guide remarked, "Jones and Hare are still generally remembered, by those radio
listeners who remember advertising at all, as the good will ambassadors of
candy, not of insecticides or hosiery."' A 1932 NBC memo transmitted an
advertising agency request "that in all of our releases concerning Billy
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Jones and Ernie Hare we refrain from any mention of their former titles,
such as 'Happiness Boys' and the 'Interwoven Pair.'" 82 Along with the difficulties presented by sponsorship changes, stylistic changes in popular radio programs also contributed to the decline of early radio performers.
While Jones and Hare continued to use much the same format and material, radio programming was changing around them.
During this transitional period, variety programs differed only
slightly from what had come before. Two of the most popular offerings of
the late 1920s, the "Cities Service Concerts" (featuring Jessica Dragonette)
and the "Fleischmann Hour" (hosted by Rudy Vallee), maintained familiar
formats but starred established performers who used their real names. Although still young when they became radio stars, both Dragonette and
Vallee had already made reputations as performers in other entertainment forms.
Dragonette soon faced her own "branding" problem. Before Cities
Service hired her, Dragonette had studied music, appeared on the stage,
and sung on the radio for Philco, aradio manufacturer. The "Cities Service
Concerts" began in February 1927, but not until December 1929 did the
winning combination of Rosario Bourdon, conductor, and Jessica Dragonette, soprano, appear before the microphone." Dragonette later wrote that
when she joined the Cities Service program, "the audience was continually
wondering why Iwas not presented in dramatic scenes where Icould speak
as well as sing." The producers informed her that "we don't want you to
speak at all on the program. Why should we remind the audience of your
former sponsor?"" Each Cities Service hour presented arigid sequence of
semiclassical and romantic popular songs, with Dragonette singing exactly
eight solos and duets. In addition to Dragonette and Bourdon, the lavishly
produced programs featured large orchestras and Metropolitan Opera
stars. Continuing programming disputes eventually led to Dragonette's
much-publicized departure from the program."
Rudy Vallee headed avariety program, the "Fleischmann Hour," that
began in 1929, ran for almost ten years, and pioneered innovations that
were widely copied. As the "Vagabond Lover," Vallee had already won a
reputation as aband singer popular with young women. Many well-known
vaudevillians, later hosts of their own programs, made their first radio appearances with Vallee. These guests, who included Eddie Cantor, George
Burns and Gracie Allen, and Ed Wynn, acted in comic and dramatic
sketches written especially for their talents."
The "Fleischmann Hour" also highlighted how the increased size and
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wealth of sponsors influenced the choice of radio performers and programming. In the 1920s Fleischmann's Yeast had used print advertising to transform the image of its product from merely abaking aid into amultipurpose
health product. Fleischmann's wanted to continue grabbing consumer attention to keep demand high, and it saw radio as the right vehicle for further promotion. 87 Unlike earlier radio sponsors, both Fleischmann's and
Cities Service had long advertised to anational market, and Fleischmann's
search for nationally famous performers for its radio show foreshadowed
the later actions of other large corporations.
The introduction of nonmusical, dramatic shows brought the biggest
change in radio program form and content. During the early 1920s, plays
written especially for the medium had been the only dramas on radio. A
weekly, plotted program with repeating characters did not exist until Freeman Gosden and Charles Correll started work on the precursor to "Amos
'n' Andy" in 1926. Gosden and Correll, along with Gertrude Berg (who
wrote and starred in "The Rise of the Goldbergs"), invented anew form,
which also brought ethnicity to the previously homogenized airwaves.
Listeners and radio professionals liked "Amos 'n' Andy"'s experimental form, but the subject—the lives of urban black taxicab drivers and their
friends—proved problematic. Gosden and Correll (both white) wrote,
produced, and played most of the characters. Begun as "Sam 'n' Henry"
over WMAQ in Chicago, the show quickly succeeded, and Gosden and
Correll sought to reach alarger audience through the sale of recordings to
other stations. WMAQ, however, refused permission for this "chainless
chain." In March 1928, therefore, Gosden and Correll moved to WGN,
changed the program's name to "Amos 'n' Andy," and began sending electrical transcription recordings to other stations. In May 1929 aLord and
Thomas advertising agency executive wrote to the president of his agency,
Albert Lasker, proposing that they seek sponsorship to present "Amos 'n'
Andy" over anetwork. Lasker found asponsor, Pepsodent, and anetwork,
NBC, and suggested they team up on the new program. Lasker had to
convince NBC president Merlin Aylesworth that "a mass audience would
accept groups of characters in situation comedies who were not predominately White, Anglo-Saxon and Protestant." 88 "Amos 'n' Andy" debuted
on the NBC blue network in August 1929.
The national popularity of "Amos 'n' Andy" became legendary. The
show captured 60 percent of all listeners—sometimes more than 40 million people. Sales of radio sets increased 23 percent between 1928 and
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1929, arise often attributed in large part to this single program. White
audiences, despite the initial concern of radio professionals, loved the
show. African American audiences had mixed reactions, just as they had
had to earlier black-faced minstrels. While some black publications supported the program for presenting African Americans as human and lovable, many found the programs to be demeaning and stereotyped. Beginning in April 1931 the Pittsburgh Courier, a black weekly newspaper,
gathered 740,000 signatures in apetition campaign to have the program
removed from the air." This crusade had little effect on the network, the
sponsor, or the performers (Gosden and Correll always insisted they respected the characters they portrayed), but it showed that the changing
content of radio programs might make them more controversial than the
less ambitious programming of the past.
Some aspects of "Amos 'n' Andy" were similar to earlier programs. As
with the Happiness Boys, minstrel shows influenced Gosden and Correll
more than did vaudeville. One historian wrote that the black dialect and
stupidity of Amos and Andy showed "that they were modeled rather directly on the 'Tambo and Bones' figures of minstrelsy."" Gosden and Correll also perpetuated the tradition of performers' anonymity. They spent
their careers known only by their stage names, playing the first characters
they had created.
"The Rise of the Goldbergs" shared many characteristics with "Amos
'n' Andy." It too began as an unsponsored show, featured acontinuing
group of characters, placed artistic control in the hands of those who acted
in and wrote the program, and focused attention on agroup of Americans
who had not been heard before on the radio. Unlike Gosden and Correll,
however, Gertrude Berg, the writer, producer, and star of "The Rise of the
Goldbergs," was amember of the group about whom she wrote. Berg had
begun her scriptwriting and performing career entertaining guests at her
father's Catskill resort hotel. Her radio program presented the everyday
life of aJewish immigrant family living on New York City's Lower East
Side, and much of the material came from her observations at her family's
hotel and in New York's Jewish neighborhoods. 91
NBC worried constantly about the appeal of the program. Begun
in November 1929 as aweekly fifteen-minute show, "The Goldbergs" expanded to adaily program in July 1931, when Pepsodent assumed sponsorship. A 1932 report on "The Goldbergs," prepared by the NBC statistical
department, reassured network executives "that there is alarge audience
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for good programs of 'a Jewish type"; that "the success of this program
should make atelling argument for Jewish programs"; and that "an analysis
of their mail receipts indicates that this popularity is not restricted to any
geographic region." It quoted Pepsodent's advertising manager that "although the program concerns aJewish family, the vast majority .... of appeals to keep it on the air came from Gentiles." 92 The popularity of "The
Rise of the Goldbergs" calmed NBC's fears about how listeners would respond to Jews on the radio, although public relations executives still hesitated about releasing pictures of the largely Jewish cast." Such aconcern
was pressing, since many of the vaudeville stars about to enter radio were
Jewish. Along with "Amos 'n' Andy," "The Rise of the Goldbergs" prepared both broadcasters and listeners for the ethnic vaudeville performers
who answered the call for fresh radio talent in the early 1930s.
At least in part because of its worries over the subject matter, NBC
carefully reviewed the mail it received about "The Goldbergs." In the early
1930s Pepsodent offered listeners adrinking glass in return for an empty
Pepsodent carton and avote on the program's future. The New York Times
reported that the response numbered 842,000 letters. The NBC statistics
department computed the percentage of Goldberg mail each station received compared with the station's "total NBC mail" and concluded that
"the popularity of this feature is not limited to any one section or to the
audience of several stations." 94
While the new networks still relied heavily on such listener mail, they
also sought more scientific surveys as part of the campaign to promote
broadcast advertising. They hoped that more sophisticated audience profiles would help convince sponsors that loyal radio audiences existed and
that broadcast advertising worked. Daniel Starch, director of research for
the American Association of Advertising Agencies and abusiness research
consultant, undertook "A Study of Radio Broadcasting Based Exclusively
on Personal Interviews with Families in the United States East of the
Rocky Mountains" for NBC in 1928, updating and expanding the report
by including the Pacific Coast in 1930. Starch, with aPh.D. in psychology
from the University of Iowa, spent most of his career measuring advertising effectiveness." Between March 15 and April 15, 1928, he questioned
17,099 families, of whom 5,608 owned radios and 11,491 did not. The
survey asked who listened to the radio and when, information NBC hoped
to use to plan programs and lure sponsors.
Starch also attempted to find out, in general terms, what kinds of pro116
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grams listeners liked. One question asked, "Do you prefer radio programs
like Eveready, Damrosch, General Motors, Colliers, Maxwell, Goodrich,
and Ipana?" and reported that four-fifths of the families did prefer such
programs. % In his 1930 revised study, Starch made the purpose of the
question clearer by beginning it "Do you like sponsored programs such as
..." and added anote that "this question was asked for the purpose of
obtaining direct expression of opinion relating to advertised programs on
the air." The addition of the Pacific Coast listeners in 1930 and the changing of the wording did not significantly affect the response to this
question. 97
In many respects the Starch surveys resembled earlier efforts by radio
magazines, individual stations, and private companies that had used questionnaires to gauge audience interest and composition. The difference lay
in the elaborate social scientific rationale for Starch's survey and his concentration on the issues most important to advertisers. As advertising revenues grew in importance and as the Depression set in, broadcasters sought
to interest larger and more stable corporations in sponsorship. Such businesses wanted proof that their message would reach and please the public.
Yet neither the Starch surveys nor their predecessors provided detailed information about particular programs, and as yet there were no comparisons among programs.

VAUDEVILLE COMES TO RADIO

According to Carroll Carroll, an advertising executive, "the real gut power
of radio surfaced around 1931 when advertisers began to abandon such
obvious broadcast nomenclature as the A & P Gypsies, Paul Oliver and
Olive Palmer in the Palmolive Hour, the Gold Dust Twins, the Happiness
Boys (later the Interwoven Pair—a sock act), the Clicquot Club Eskimos
and [replace them] with the use of star talent."
Radio programs did begin to sound different in the 1930s. Gone now
were the anonymous musicians playing nostalgic or semiclassical songs.
Gone too were diffident advertisers favoring indirect appeals. Carroll (using tasteless sexual stereotyping) explained the appeal of such achange:
"the people—the advertising people—during the eighteen years or so of
radio's rise and decline were like children turned loose in acandy store.
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Not only had they found anew way of advertising that paid off like anympho in afrat house, they found it was fun." 98
The technology of the network system, dependent (like vaudeville) on
local outlets, helped bring established vaudeville stars to radio. That step
helped convince many listeners that radio existed as an entertainment,
rather than an educational, medium and therefore could be commercial.
The relaxed, old-fashioned, small-town humor of the Happiness Boys gave
way to the frenzy of Eddie Cantor. Cantor's national prominence and
proven attraction made him alogical choice to star over anetwork system
that now closely resembled avaudeville circuit. By the early 1930s broadcast advertising had become accepted, national audiences were available,
and small businesses, hit hard by the Depression, had stopped advertising
and been replaced over the airwaves by large corporations and their advertising agencies.
In 1932 NBC had fewer advertisers than in 1931, but each spent more
on radio." For example, Standard Brands (makers of Chase and Sanborn
coffee, Fleischmann's yeast, and Royal Jell-o, among other products) sponsored three programs. Such large companies spent more on radio programs and often sought well-known performers for prestige. Radio's now
comparatively generous salaries—combined with diminishing vaudeville
opportunities—lured stars such as Cantor to network shows.
Broadcast advertisers, for their part, believed that radio audiences
were now listening to specific favorite programs, and sponsors hoped that
well-known entertainers would sustain interest. NBC's director of advertising sales wrote that in the "old days" an advertiser remained "satisfied
to be named as the sponsor of amusical program," but that as time went
on "he found it possible to obtain fuller value from his broadcast advertising by making amore pointed sales talk about his product." '
8
°Broadcast
advertising thus became more direct, and unabashed commercials began
asking consumers outright to buy products.
These changes in broadcast advertising convinced sponsors of the
usefulness of advertising agencies. Carroll wrote that "because everybody
was ad-libbing his way through the air-waves," the J. Walter Thompson
agency decided that "to get radio shows that would work as advertising" it
would have to write and produce them. The Thompson agency established
aradio department that scripted and produced shows and commercials for
clients, "right from an opening like 'Heigh-ho, everybody, this is Rudy
Vallee' through to such closings as Eddie Cantor singing, 'I love to spend
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this hour with you / As friend to friend I'm sorry it's through.'”
Throughout the 1930s it was the agencies, with the assistance of the performers involved, that produced most network radio programs.
The new emphasis on advertising meant that programming became
more rigid. As the cost of radio time rose, each program carefully allocated
its precious minutes among commercial breaks and program content.
Scripts became ever more elaborate and choreographed, so that advertisers
could be assured of aprofessional rendition -of their message and so that
agencies could justify their high fees. By 1934 sponsored radio programs
already differed considerably in form, content, and style from the "Happiness Boys" program of ten years earlier.
Many of these changes date from 1931, when Eddie Cantor became
the host of the "Chase and Sanborn Hour," although the biggest transformation occurred during the 1932 radio season, when ahost of new radio
shows debuted featuring Ed Wynn, George Burns and Gracie Allen, Jack
Benny, George Jessel, Jack Pearl, and Fred Allen.")2These new programs
followed the form of the previous radio variety shows, drawing from the
"Eveready Hour," the "Clicquot Club Eskimos," the "Fleischmann Hour,"
and the "Cities Service Concerts." Now, however, the star and host was
often acomedian, and the shows emphasized comic sketches.
Cantor, born poor and Jewish on New York's East Side, had quit
school early to play vaudeville (often as ablack-faced juggler), work in the
Ziegfeld Follies, and perform in nightclubs.'° He lost agreat deal of
money in the stock-market crash and, after having earlier decided to retire
in 1929, instead found himself seeking work to support his family. Between
1929 and 1931 Cantor worked sporadically on Broadway and in films, and
wrote abook before finding awell-paying radio job.")4Unlike earlier radio
performers, Cantor had no formal musical training; but he did have an
understanding, honed by years of touring, of the national audience.'°5Already well-known when hired by Chase and Sanborn, he became enormously popular as aresult of his radio show.
Earlier, Cantor had participated in the "New Humor" brought by immigrants to the vaudeville stage. Albert McLean has described vaudeville's
urban and ethnic (mostly Jewish) humor as based on verbal misunderstandings, rooted in stories of family life and of the underdog, and with a
compressed and frantic form built around the joke (a modern invention
that flourished in vaudeville). The compression and verbal basis of this
humor made it natural for radio. The radio performers of the 1920s had
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relied on music and on what McLean calls the "relaxed whimsy of the minstrel show." '°6 Cantor's programs, by contrast, featured jokes, skits, and
stories about Ida Cantor and the couple's five daughters. Cantor's scripts,
written by David Freedman (many of radio's new writers, as well as performers, now came from vaudeville), depended on a"joke factory" where
young writers reworked old jokes to fit the week's subject.
The vaudevillians also chose subjects new to radio. McLean describes
vaudeville humor as "more excited, more aggressive, and less sympathetic
than that to which the middle classes of the nineteenth century had been
accustomed," and notes that while vaudeville managers watched for forbidden language and subjects, comics sometimes used hokum, "jasbo," and
"gravy" (different levels of vulgarity) to get laughs.i°8 Performers coming
to radio from vaudeville therefore lacked experience with the restrictions
imposed on home entertainment—experience that earlier radio performers had usually gained in the recording industry. A 1932 NBC memo explained that "the entrance of the theatre writer and theatre comedian" has
"put anew phase in radio material," noting that "it is imperative that from
this date on no remarks of questionable nature be permitted in our continuities" because "radio got its great start by giving clean, wholesome entertainment. .. and we must stop material in bad taste." Ice A later memo
attributed this problem to the ethnicity of the new radio performers and
their previous careers. The memo writer (John Royal), contending that
"there is alot of material in regular theater routines of comedians that
we cannot use on the radio, and the fact that one of the Jewish race does
something, does not excuse him with the rest of the Jewish race," concluded that "we must be very careful about this.""° Broadcasters worried
that while theater audiences might be willing to listen to vulgarity and
ethnic humor in vaudeville houses, radio listeners would not want such
subjects, language, or performing styles in their living rooms.
Vaudeville entertainers and broadcasters had to make other adjustments to each other. Although many radio shows had studio audiences,
audience participation was not encouraged until vaudeville performers
came to radio. Some programs even separated the audience from the performers with aglass curtain. Cantor later remembered the weekly speech
that was made to his show's first audiences:
107

Ladies and gentlemen, you are here as guests of Chase and Sanborn. We
ask you to co-operate with us in not applauding, not laughing, so that our
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listening audience can have the illusion of hearing ashow without distraction."
Radio's coldness shocked vaudevillians such as Cantor, who were accustomed to interaction between audience and performer.
Several radio stars later claimed to have been the first to invite on-air
audience reactions, but it was Cantor's particular way of playing to the
audience that made his program such asuccess. Cantor wrote that "what
brought my first radio show to life and took it to the top was the participation, for the first time, of astudio audience."" 2 His first experiment in
audience participation occurred when he couldn't resist donning awoman's hat and fur scarf to enliven aroutine. Cantor based many of his comic
radio sketches on outrageous costumes, which the announcer would describe to the radio listeners. Vaudeville's reliance on such visual clowning
posed problems when performers moved to radio. The response of the
studio audience provided some justification for visual gags, but the performers who relied on word play and situation comedy lasted longer on
radio than those who appeared in funny hats." 3
Cantor's show highlights other differences between the older, largely
anonymous radio performers and the new breed of radio stars. Carroll remembered Cantor's tantrums at having to cut his program scripts to fit
into an hour, and noted that "Eddie had power. At one time 50 percent of
the radios tuned in between 8:00 and 9:00 p.m. EST on any Sunday evening were turned to Eddie Cantor.'" Cantor derived part of this power
from new methods of audience surveying that provided more detailed information on the popularity of specific programs. These new audience surveys (forerunners of the postwar rating services) began in 1930 with a
report prepared by Crossley, Inc. (a research organization owned by Archibald Crossley) for the Association of National Advertisers (ANA). The report, The Advertiser Looks at Radio, summarized the radio research done
up to that time. Crossley concluded that the information then available
(including Starch's radio listener profiles) was "totally inadequate" and that
broadcasting needed "more information on an authoritative, organized basis."'" The ANA Radio Committee decided to cooperate with other interested parties in financing asystem of audience surveys to be undertaken by
Crossley, Inc. The original subscribers to what was called the Cooperative
Analysis of Broadcasting (CAB) project were radio sponsors, but within
the first year advertising agencies began to participate as well." 6
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After four months Crossley, Inc., reported on its first surveys to the
forty-four CAB participants. The surveys answered three questions: what
proportion of listeners tuned in at aparticular day and hour, who the listeners were, and what programs and stations listeners chose."' This first
report included essays on research methodology, operating plan, and
"what makes aprogram popular," as well as listings of programs and the
percentage of the audience listening to each. Crossley, Inc., submitted
yearly summaries to CAB members, as well as quarterly updates, station
area studies, and program reports. The reports became increasingly elaborate, with charts and essays providing information gleaned from phone
calls made four times daily. The CAB surveys, financed as they were by
national advertisers, focused on national programs but, as the competition
between NBC and CBS for affiliates heated up, station area surveys also
began to measure the relative popularity of local radio stations." 8
Crossley, Inc., believed that "each dollar spent on radio should be subjected to searching inquiry regarding the return on investment."" 9 The
casual and unscientific methods of surveying used by earlier broadcasters
now seemed, by the early 1930s, inadequate. Advertisers soon found even
the Crossley "recall" method (phoning several hours after aprogram
ended) wanting. In 1934 C. F. Hooper began aservice of "co-incidental"
telephone interviews (conducted while aprogram was still in progress).
The search for greater reliability and the continued application of the
latest social science techniques to radio audience surveys reflected the
increasing amounts of money being spent by advertisers on radio
programming.
120

ELECTRICAL TRANSCRIPTIONS VERSUS NETWORKS

Even as the networks and advertising agencies consolidated their control
over radio, alternative means of delivering programming remained. Electrical transcriptions briefly brought prerecorded programming back to radio in the 1930s, providing small, regional businesses with access to radio
listeners. Because early experiments with presenting recordings over the
air had been disappointing, most early radio featured live performers. Although the technology for directly broadcasting recorded programs may
have existed earlier, the radio industry first became aware of the potential
of electrical transcriptions in 1929. 12 'During the transcription process, engineers recorded performances on wax discs, duplicated the recordings,
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and then sent them to stations equipped to broadcast them. As one observer noted, "no microphone picks up the sound waves. ...the transcription is immediately translated into the form of electrical impulses, amplified and broadcast, thus insuring afaithful reproduction of what originally
was recorded."'" Transcriptions sounded much better on the air than had
ordinary recordings, and they offered some advantages over the expensive
and elaborate network system. Mailing transcriptions of entire programs
to selected local stations gave asponsor total control over both the content
of advertisements and their placement, and achieved substantial savings for
both advertisers and stations.'"
In fact, transcriptions favored exactly the type of radio advertisers,
performers, and programs that the wired networks were moving away
from. After Clicquot Club canceled its Eskimos program in 1933, citing
distribution problems and rising network costs, the Eskimos returned on
transcriptions during World War II and again in 1948, over aregional network.' 24 Their renewed popularity in these later incarnations suggests that
the Eskimos might have enjoyed longer success if the technology for supplying national radio had been different.
But the networks saw transcriptions as competitive and worked to undermine them. In 1933 NBC banned the use of electrical transcriptions on
all stations it owned and operated.'" The Federal Radio Commission entered the fray by requiring an announcement, in varying forms, whenever
aradio station played an electrical transcription. The announcement was
prohibitive in its effects, because listeners tended to turn off any program
they knew to be "canned," but the regulatory agency characteristically supported the already powerful networks.' 26 By the time the Clicquot Eskimos
turned to them, electrical transcriptions survived only as supplements to
the established network system.
The inability of recordings to provide simultaneous broadcasting of
events, plus acertain amount of organizational confusion involved in the
business of electrical transcription, enabled the networks to maintain asuperior position. A mixed system, with wired networks providing live outof-studio programming and electrical transcriptions providing additional
entertainment, might have succeeded in providing greater programming
diversity. But as the networks gained strength, they turned from seeking
support through public relations and persuasion (as in the campaign to
promote broadcast advertising) to crushing opposition through governmental influence and economic power.
Meanwhile, the forerunners of the sponsored system of radio pro123
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gramming receded into history. Experiments using radio as an advertising
medium had deprived early performers of their names, and the money
spent to ensure the success of those who came after reinforced the anonymity of the radio stars of the 1920s. Throughout the period programs
continued to be produced in avariety of ways and for avariety of reasons,
any of which might have served as amodel radio system. But the triumph
of sponsorship overshadowed other possibilities in the same way that the
fame of radio stars of the 1930s eclipsed that of their predecessors.
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DRUNK AND DISORDERLY
The Backlash against
Broadcast Advertising

As the networks established themselves and commercialized programming took over the airwaves, adiverse group of educators, publishers, and
reformers voiced clear opposition to broadcast advertising. James Rorty
summarized these protests against the growing commercialism of radio
when he wrote that "in its essence, the charge levelled against the 'American System' of advertising-subsidized radio broadcasting is that it is drunk
and disorderly." Rorty's phrase implied that commercialized broadcasting
was socially unacceptable, morally bankrupt, and, in those waning days of
Prohibition, subject to government regulation. The dissatisfaction grew
out of the earlier resistance to commercial broadcasting and responded to
the success of the campaign to promote broadcast advertising. The protesters and the radio industry fought over federal regulation of broadcasting, each side seeking to have its vision of radio written into law.
Many observers of early broadcast radio had worried about the influence of commercialism. The protests in the early 1930s complained as well
of the power of the networks to force competitors out of business. The
opposition included educational and religious groups, political reformers,
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and newspaper publishers worried about competition from radio advertising. While the promoters of broadcast advertising had used their knowledge of advertising appeals to sell acommercialized radio system, their
opponents relied on less flamboyant and, in the end, less persuasive techniques, including educational radio stations run by universities, the publication of scholarly articles and books, and lobbying on Capitol Hill. This
small and underfinanced group (especially when compared to the radio
networks) nevertheless managed to call public attention to the problems
inherent in acommercialized radio system, and to renew hope that fundamental change was still possible.
The Depression and the New Deal influenced both these protests and
the responses to them. Concerns about competition in atight business climate as well as aquestioning of the efficiency and morality of capitalism
underlay much of the criticism. The protesters turned to the federal government, then in an active phase of business regulation, for help in containing the radio monopoly. But the growing importance of broadcasting
in politics and the huge profits made by broadcasters during difficult times
gave the networks and the radio industry enormous leverage with legislators and federal officials.
Confusion over the best means for protecting the public from unfair
or unethical business practices had along history, and the protections most
often had proven favorable to the businesses being regulated. In amanner
reminiscent of earlier debates, Congress considered whether to regulate
the results of the growing commercialism of radio or to strengthen the
alternatives (in the form of local or nonprofit stations) to the networks.
The result of these deliberations, the 1934 Communications Act, barely
mentioned networks or advertising, and did not include any protections
for educational, religious, farm, or labor stations. By ignoring the two most
dynamic forces in radio, the Communications Act accepted and reinforced
commercial broadcasting. In addition, it placed alternative nonprofit stations in such aweak position that they could never challenge asystem financed through the sale of time to advertisers. The Communications Act
continues to control American broadcasting today—not only because it
serves as the primary legislation outlining the regulatory powers of the
Federal Communications Commission, but also because it validated and
strengthened the commercialized system of broadcasting that began in
radio and then was transferred, almost without change, to television.
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TIMING OF THE PROTESTS

Anumber of factors moved educational, religious, and political leaders to
protest the form and content of American broadcasting. As the commercialization of radio grew, as indirect advertising gave way to direct advertising, and as the programs presented on the radio became more formulaic,
some listeners found themselves disappointed. The increasing strength of
radio networks as competitors with newspapers and nonprofit stations
spurred those particular groups into action. In addition, the federal reallocation of radio frequencies, which favored commercial stations at the behest of the industry, angered educational broadcasters. The growing power
and influence of leftist political movements, which viewed capitalism skeptically, also contributed to the criticism. Finally, beginning in 1932, the
New Deal climate that regarded business as an activity to be regulated in
the public interest, meant that the conflict between the radio industry and
its detractors would be played out in the congressional battle over the 1934
Communications Act.
Historian Susan Douglas points out that "from its first public unveiling and through the next 25 years, the invention [of radio] evoked arange
of prophecies—some realistic, some fantastic, and nearly all idealistic—of
aworld improved through radio."' Clayton Koppes describes early listeners' perceptions of broadcasting and notes that "almost every corner of
society acclaimed radio as abright hope for abetter world," but "bitter
disillusionment ... set in as radio lost its novelty and idealism."' Because
of these rosy early expectations, the reality of commercial radio seemed
especially discouraging. A group of educators wrote in 1930 that although
they had "hailed" radio as a"new opportunity," the "actual result has been
disappointing ... with alarge majority of ... stations surcharging the air
with triviality, mediocrity, and syncopated noise, not to mention advertising propaganda, buffoonery, quackery, and sectarianism." 4 Some of
the criticism, like the educators' complaints about "syncopated noise,"
replayed earlier elitist objections to radio jazz, but other critics harbored
bigger visions that commercial radio had failed to realize.
The backlash against broadcast advertising occurred during atime of
consumer agitation and pressure to reform all kinds of advertising. Franklin Roosevelt's New Deal invited ordinary citizens to be represented in the
National Recovery Administration, invigorated the Food and Drug Ad-
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ministration, and helped spark an organized consumer movement. Aseries
of books (including Stuart Chase and EJ. Schlink's Your Money's Worth: A
Study in the Waste of the Consumer's Dollar and Arthur Kallet and EJ.
Schlink's 100,000,000 Guinea Pigs: Dangers in Everyday Foods, Drugs, and
Cosmetics) and the founding of a number of watchdog organizations
marked the new consumerism. Two of its main goals—product testing and
consumer education—were responses to the untrustworthiness of advertising. Like the earlier critics of advertising who had founded the Truth in
Advertising movement during the Progressive era, and the national Better
Business Bureau's campaign against paid testimonials in the 1920s, the reformers of the 1930s focused on the misleading content of specific advertisements rather than the fact that all advertisements were essentially
designed to mislead. This emphasis allowed the advertising industry to respond with aflurry of self-regulation that disguised the fact that not much
had changed.'
Those who disliked commercialized radio often focused on the socalled "quacks." The more outrageous uses of the medium reminded listeners that all advertisers intruded on radio programming to sell products.
Dr. John R. Brinkley, who broadcast over his own station KFKB from his
home in Milford, Kansas, was the most celebrated fraud on the airwaves.
In 1928 he expanded his original sales pitch—for goat gland transplants
that presumably restored the virility of elderly men—to cover children's
diseases, a"Medical Question Box of the Air," and the distribution of his
own dubious medicines through affiliated pharmacies nationwide. Both
the American Medical Association and the Federal Radio Commission
acted against Brinkley and, by 1930, his medical and broadcasting licenses
had been revoked. 6 Brinkley was particularly flagrant, but not unique.
Many other pitch artists rushed to sell worthless wares over the airwaves.'
To reformers, the commercial network stations seemed little better than
co-conspirators of the quacks and just as much in need of correction.
Broadcasters had argued in the 1920s that indirect advertising—the
mere mention of asponsor's name—would not interfere with listening
pleasure. In 1925 the Fourth National Radio Conference had resolved that
programming which "limits itself to the building of good will for the sponsor of the program" served the best interests of the public, the radio industry, and the broadcaster. 8 One writer asked, "How long do you think an
audience would listen to the A& PGypsies if every number were followed
by adissertation on the quality and price of their beans and pickles? A
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single, dignified announcement is quite sufficient." 9The belief that listeners would hear only "dignified announcements" had helped make advertising acceptable as asolution to broadcasting's financial problems. But the
radio industry had broken its promise that broadcast advertising would be
indirect and instead had moved to more direct "spots" and more advertising-supported sponsored shows. By 1929 one magazine article, "Radio: A
Blessing or aCurse?" referred to radio as "just another medium—like the
newspapers, the magazines, the billboards, and the mail box—for advertisers to use in pestering us."'°
Broadcasters had portrayed listeners as the controlling force, able to
reject any advertising or programming they disliked. Bruce Bliven, writing
in 1924 for Century magazine, had argued that while advertising on radio
was "undesirable" and should be prohibited, "incidental advertising.. .if
unwanted by the listening public will probably die of itself in ashort
time."" The editor of Radio Broadcast had reassured listeners that, although
"one frequently hears the fear expressed that broadcast programs will
eventually turn into nothing but constant and very insidious advertising,"
the "natural adjustment of things will prevent the overloading of the air
with advertising that is objectionable." According to this line of reasoning, actions by listeners—other than changing the channel or not buying
the product advertised—were unnecessary because the form broadcasting
took would be a"natural" and proper one.
Yet when listeners tuned out one station because it carried too much
advertising, they found few less-commercialized alternatives. By the early
1930s commercialized broadcasting was in adominant position as aresult
of government support, the organization of commercial stations into wired
networks, and the accompanying vigor of the network affiliates. The resulting oligopoly precluded listener "control" of either broadcast advertising or programming.
The networks, for example, routinely ignored listener requests for educational programs, either for information or for personal improvement.
Most sponsors had no interest in paying for programs that would attract
only asmall audience. The networks listed only about one-third of their
broadcasting hours as commercial in 1932, but many of the noncommercial (what the networks called "sustaining") programs resembled commercial shows in form and content. The networks typically used sustaining
programs as tryouts for commercial shows. In addition, the networks relegated the few educational programs that they did still present, including
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Walter Damrosch's music appreciation lectures, the "National Farm and
Home Hour," and the Metropolitan Opera broadcasts, to morning and
weekend hours when many people found it inconvenient to listen."
Complaints about the lack of educational programs increased as pressures mounted on the nonprofit stations originally founded to air educational programming. In the early 1930s the Federal Radio Commission
(FRC) began areallocation that required many stations to change frequencies and broadcast hours. The FRC, established under the 1927 Radio Act,
got off to aslow start owing to lack of funding, the deaths of several of the
first commissioners, and the need to have its charter reapproved yearly by
Congress.' 4 Both the original Radio Act and its 1928 extension, however,
called for areallocation of the radio spectrum, and the FRC's implementation of the reallocation favored commercial stations at the expense of nonprofit stations."
The reallocation process left nonprofit stations feeling that they were
running "on flat tires. ...
the air is free all right, but try to get some of it." 6
Educational stations especially objected when their assignments changed
several times and always for the worse. The manager of acollege radio
station wrote to acolleague in 1931 that "many college and school owned
stations have been assigned poor and noisy channels. Quite anumber have
been put on Canadian shared channels where they cannot use the full
power of their transmitters." The college stations argued that "the commercial stations have the advantage in hearings before the Radio Commission in that they have the money to back up their demands, and also they
have athorough organization that is looking after their interests."'
By every account, educational stations were struggling to survive in
the late 1920s and early 1930s. The number of licenses issued to educational stations dropped precipitously during the period: the government
issued 177 licenses to educational institutions between 1921 and 1926, and
only 12 between 1927 and 1933. Adding to the decline, the number of
licenses lost by educational stations stayed more constant: 94 stations gave
up licenses between 1921 and 1926, while 64 stations stopped operating in
the next five years. Of the 202 licenses granted to educational institutions
between 1921 and 1936, only 38 were still held by them in January 1936.' 9
Even the most innocuous FRC rulings had adverse financial repercussions for nonprofit stations. When the commission ordered all broadcasters to stay on their assigned frequencies, the stations had to "purchase expensive frequency control equipment that is made by only afew companies
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and is sold only at avery high price." 2°The desperate financial problems
brought by the Depression were exacerbated by the expenses involved in
complying with such new federal regulations. The educators began to join
other nonprofit broadcasters in seeking legislative protection against "a
negligent and commercially minded Federal Radio Commission." One
educational broadcaster wrote that "broadcasting stations in colleges and
universities have ...rights on the air on apar with those ...so anxious to
entertain the public in order to increase their profits," but increasingly the
federal government did not share this point of view." Like most agencies,
the FRC tended to regulate competition in ways that favored the largest
companies.
Not only educational stations, but other commercial enterprises began to see the networks as competition. The growing success, in spite of
hard times, of sponsored programs and of the networks themselves aroused
jealousy among competing media then struggling to remain solvent. Fortune magazine noted that network advertising income rose significantly between 1930 and 1931, with NBC going from earnings of $20,000,000 to
$25,900,000 and CBS from $8,586,000 to $11,621,000." Especially during
these first years of the Depression, many observers believed that broadcast
advertising diverted revenue directly from newspapers and magazines.
Long ambivalent toward radio, newspapers found the competition increasingly uncomfortable, as radio's share of gross advertising spending rose
from 1.4 percent in 1928 to 6.6 percent in 1931 and to 12.3 percent in
1935. 24
Political issues of the day raised additional questions about radio's
commercialization. The repeal of Prohibition forced the networks to consider the question of liquor advertising and, for the first time, to examine
their commercial standards. Even before the New Deal, Congress had
considered consolidating the regulation of wired and wireless communication. That effort, which gathered momentum during the Hundred Days,
raised questions about commercialism and monopoly control in radio, and
gave dissidents achance to be heard." The New Deal also gave anew
impetus to the consumer movement, with its suspicion of all forms of advertising. 26 The climate created by the Depression encouraged anticommercialism to flourish. James Rorty wrote that the problem of controlling
and administering radio broadcasting was "approximately coextensive with
the problem of controlling and administering the modern world in the
economic and cultural interests of the people who inhabit it." He asked,
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"Could amore or less mythical political democracy, holding the bag of an
unplanned, traditionally exploitative capitalist economy.. .pull radio out
of that bag and make it approximately functional?"
Today, with commercialized broadcasting hegemonic, alternatives are
difficult to envision. In the early 1930s, however, critics such as Rorty proposed and experimented with other possibilities.

THE PROTESTERS AND THEIR AGENDAS

The resistance to commercial radio in the early 1930s brought together a
diverse group of people with awide range of complaints. Educators led
the fight but formed different alliances using avariety of tactics, from
lobbying Congress to conducting research. Leftist critics joined educators in worrying about the effects of commercialization on American
culture, criticizing the lack of choices available to listeners, and bemoaning the fact that radio had not lived up to its potential. Newspapers
joined nonprofit educational stations in decrying the increasing dominance of the networks, even if they failed to share concerns about educational programming.
Educational radio stations had the most at stake in the battle against
broadcasting commercialism, and they appeared to be losing. There had
been 121 educational stations in the mid-1920s; 77 in 1929; and only 53—
occupying just one-sixteenth of the available frequencies—by 1931." In
1925 agroup of educational broadcasters attending the Fourth National
Radio Conference organized the Association of College and University
Broadcasting Stations (ACUBS) because they knew that "the [ir] broadcasting interests ... would not be given proper consideration by the ... large
commercial broadcasting stations." ACUBS members, located at midwestern, state-supported universities, focused at first on survival. Neither
the organization nor its members had much money. The ACUBS financial
statement for 1929 reported asmall surplus as aresult of only $46.97 in
expenditures, $69 raised as dues, and aprevious balance of $80." Individual member stations and their representatives were experiencing even
more difficulty. The secretary of ACUBS wrote, regarding the 1930 annual
meeting, that "since Iwill have to go entirely at my own expense, Iam
anxious to know about any special provisions for economical rooming and
eating while there."" As the Depression deepened, stations dropped
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out because they lacked funds to send personnel to annual meetings or to
pay dues.
Despite its limited resources, ACUBS moved on several fronts to
challenge the supremacy of the networks. Its members worked to influence
radio legislation, maintaining adetailed correspondence with congressional leaders about provisions of the 1927 Radio Act." ACUBS proposed
that areconfigured radio commission, including representatives of education, regulate broadcasting rather than the Secretary of Commerce.
ACUBS members voiced disappointment that the 1927 Act did not guarantee "due regard to the requests of educational institutions for opportunities to broadcast educational programs.""
After its first annual meeting in 1930, the organization became even
more active. With mixed success, it pressured state governments to support educational broadcasting, campaigned for the appointment of sympathetic candidates to the FRC, testified before the FRC, and worked for a
reallocation of the radio spectrum that would protect its members." As
one supportive observer noted, however, "the Association had little money,
and it had given members scarcely more comfort in the difficult days they
faced than men without shelter on awinter night might get from huddling
together."" Its regional focus and membership, plus its limited funding,
hampered its effectiveness.
A related group, the National Committee on Education by Radio
(NCER), had anational membership, more funding than ACUBS, and a
somewhat more focused agenda. NCER sought the reservation of 15 percent of all radio frequencies for educational stations and the "uplift" of
American culture through the improvement of radio broadcasting.' 6
Founded as afederation of other groups in December 1930, NCER grew
out of aconference called by the U.S. Commissioner of Education that
had included representatives of various educational organizations, among
them ACUBS. NCER received moneys primarily from the Payne Fund, a
charitable foundation supporting research into the effects of contemporary
institutions on young people." NCER provided aWashington service bureau to help educational stations with federal paperwork and lobbied, provided public information, and sponsored research and experimentation. In
addition, it published aweekly bulletin, Education by Radio, and financed
the preparation and publication of astudy, An Appraisal ofRadio Broadcasting in the Land Grant Colleges and State Universities. 38
NCER called anational meeting in the spring of 1932 to discuss "The
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Use of Radio as aCultural Agency in aDemocracy." Representatives from
education, government, and nonprofit stations were invited, but the
networks and commercial stations were excluded." Cooperation with
the networks, NCER activists believed, might "result in further surrenders
of power and privilege to the profit-making stations." 4°
Colleges and other nonprofit broadcasters (including labor, municipal, religious, and agricultural stations) had provided alternative programming since the beginning of broadcast radio. In the early 1930s they
were joined by other experimenters. The Ohio School of the Air began in
January 1929 and broadcast "short periods of instruction which fit into
existing courses" in public schools. By April 1929 100,000 students in
twenty-two states listened to these programs broadcast over WEAO (the
Ohio State University station) and VVLW (the powerful and far-reaching
Cincinnati station founded by radio manufacturer Powel Crosley), featuring prominent speakers on current events, health, art appreciation, and
science, as well as dramatizations of history, literary masterpieces, and travelogues. The Ohio School continued broadcasting well into the 1930s. 4'
Another unusual proposal for educational programming originated in
California with the planning of the Pacific-Western Broadcasting Federation. Begun by "educators, representatives of civic organizations, business
men and ministers," the federation sought to build "one genuine UNIVERSITY OF THE AIR." This radio "university" would provide extensive airtime
to "learned societies, colleges and universities, civic, social, artistic, and
religious bodies," in order to present and popularize the "best in the humanities, social sciences and recreations." It would also provide entertainment—"because the Federation berates banality and bally-hoo in broadcasting, it should not be supposed that there is any lack whatever of
realization of the need for relaxation under the terrific pressure of modern
life." Programs were to include music, plays, achildren's hour, sports, information (especially concerning mental hygiene and public health), discussions of controversial public issues, religious presentations, and charitable appeals. The federation estimated the cost of building its radio
station at $1,100,000 and of running it at $530,000 per year. Plans called
for obtaining funds from private donors, from cooperating institutions that
would subsidize individual programs, and from the sale of time to businesses that sought "indirect publicity." 42 The federation's proposals—
apparently never implemented—approached the issues facing radio with
unusual creativity, imagining abroadcasting system free from both commercial and governmental control.
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While some educators lobbied against radio's growing commercialism
and some experimented with noncommercial programming, others favored aform of action more traditional within the academic community:
research. The Institute for Education by Radio, part of the Ohio State
University Bureau of Educational Research, became the primary research
arm of the 1930s protests against commercial radio. Its fifth yearbook
noted that the institute "does not shelter present practices; it does not advocate changes," but rather "it specializes in problems where the practical
solution seems more immediate." Supported by the Payne Fund, the institute sponsored yearly meetings beginning in 1930 and published the proceedings. ACUBS members were frequent speakers (the ACUBS annual
meeting took place in conjunction with the institute's sessions), as were
representatives from other nations. In its emphasis on practicality, the institute aligned itself with its cosponsor, the Ohio State Board of Education.
Ohio had been aleader in the use of radio in its classrooms, and institute
members often heard descriptions of Ohio experiments. 43
Others approached radio research more theoretically than did the institute. Advertising had turned broadcasting into asearch for audiences,
and the question of audience lent itself to research and academic debate.
In The Control of Radio, published in 1934, Jerome Kerwin, aprofessor of
political science at the University of Chicago, criticized radio's uncontrolled monopoly, the organization and personnel of the FRC, the high
cost of AT&T's charges for wire lines (which forced the networks to seek
too much advertising revenue), and, more generally, the now rampant
commercialism." He believed that the search for large audiences and the
presentation of educational programming could not be reconciled with
broadcasters' search for profits, because "in order to secure the large audiences which the advertisers want and will pay for, it is necessary to stage
the least elevating types of program during the best listening hours." Kerwin concluded that "practically every program ... suggests asurrender to
current standards of taste." 45
Advocating achain of government radio stations supported by the
federal government, Kerwin, like some other detractors of the networks,
cited the British system as apartial model." Many American educators
interested in broadcasting sought changes in radio so that the new medium
would elevate public taste, as the British Broadcasting Corporation had set
out to do. Kerwin presented asomewhat more complex view. On one
hand, he found public taste appalling. "If education is to be the aim of
radio broadcasting," Kerwin wrote, "it is absurd to talk at the same time
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... of giving the public what it wants," because "education must come
from above at all times." Yet he also attacked as "callous, indifferent, and
irresponsible" the common refrain of broadcasters that "we give the public
what it wants." Maintaining that "all the evidence that the people of the
country are getting what they want is not in," Kerwin noted that many
listeners believed programming complaints were "futile as long as commercialism lies at the base of the broadcasting structure." 47 Kerwin thus
articulated the common academic belief that radio listeners needed both
"uplift" and protection from excessive commercialism.
Protests against commercialism also came from the American left.
Radical thinking avoided, for the most part, the confusion that simultaneously accused broadcasters of underestimating the public and excoriated
the public for bad taste in enjoying the programs presented to them. Leftist analysts focused on the corrupting power of commercialism, the public's
right to control the airwaves, and afaith in the ability of people, once free
of capitalist monopolies, to create asuperior culture.
James Rorty, aone-time advertising copywriter and later afounding
editor of The New Masses, wrote extensively on the evils of commercial
broadcasting in Marxist terms, not as ameans of production but as part
of the superstructure. 48 Daniel Pope has pointed out that, with regard to
advertising in general, Rorty contradicted himself by at once reducing advertising to "merely afacet of the conspicuous consumption and conspicuous waste that abusiness society demanded" and then focusing on the
"centrality of advertising in modern America!" 49 Rorty treated radio in
much the same dualistic way. Radio was a"new instrument of social communication" that contributed "nothing qualitative to the culture" but
merely communicated "the pseudo-culture that we had evolved." It was
simply "a great mirror in which the social and cultural anomalies of our
'ad-man's civilization' are grotesquely magnified."" Yet Rorty also contended that "the control of radio means increasingly the control of public
opinion."'
Rorty attacked commercial radio both because it influenced public
opinion and because it symbolized corporate America's dominance. In the
end, he advocated government intervention to bring "order on the air,"
supporting both the reservation of frequencies for nonprofit stations and
comprehensive communications legislation." Rorty worked on his own,
but freely expressed opinions about other anticommercial advocates. He
applauded the NCER for "militant" actions, but doubted the motives of
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those newspapers that protested broadcast advertising. Rorty maintained
that "the interest of the press in 'reforming' the radio was strictly competitive and pecuniary in quality although, of course, the appeal to public opinion was not made in those terms.""
Despite Rorty's scorn, the press played aprominent role in the attacks
on commercialized radio. Mainstream newspaper publishers worked on
two fronts: against radio news, which seemed to compete directly with
them, and against newspaper printing of radio schedules. One notable outbreak of hostilities even came to be called the "press-radio war." In April
1933 the Associated Press, followed by other wire services and under pressure from the American Newspaper Publishers Association (ANPA), refused radio networks the use of news it gathered. NBC and CBS retaliated
by founding their own news departments, while independent radio stations
continued receiving news from the wire services. The newspaper publishers thus failed to keep news off the radio, but continuing threats by newspapers to drop program listings worried radio advertisers. Network representatives sought a meeting with ANPA. An agreement signed in
December 1933 created the Press-Radio Bureau, paid for by NBC and
CBS and staffed by the wire services. The bureau daily provided two fiveminute news summaries, one to be broadcast after 9:30 a.m. and the other
after 9p.m., so as not to compete with the news presented in morning and
evening newspapers. The networks agreed to present the bureau's news
unsponsored, and to confine their other news reports to "analysis" or
"commentary." This compromise between newspaper publishers and
broadcasters led to the development of the radio news commentators and
analysts so familiar in the late 1930s and 1940s."
One newspaper, the Ventura Free Press of Ventura, California, sponsored amore direct attack on commercial radio. H. O. Davis, publisher of
the Free Press, bombarded newspaper editors with articles deploring broadcast advertising, the lack of educational programs on radio, and the sinister
activities of the radio monopoly. The Free Press claimed 746 cooperating
newspapers, 523 dailies and 223 weeklies, "in every state in the Union
pledging their active support." Its most sustained effort came with the
distribution of Empire of the Air, fifty articles first sent to newspapers nationwide and then privately published as abook in 1932. In this jeremiad
Davis wrote that commercialized stations "so crowd the air channels that
the rights of education, labor, and agriculture have suffered," and that "we
have seen the ether given over to the advertiser and the home invaded by
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the salesman." Davis advocated alimit to broadcast advertising, the reservation of channels for education, the supervision of programs by the FRC,
and the provision of free programs to local stations to enable them to survive without network affiliation."
The motivation behind the Ventura Free Press campaign remained
murky. In aletter Davis explained that he had bought the Ventura Free
Press when he suffered abreakdown "after acareer in motion pictures, as
reorganizer and editor of Ladies' Home journal, and as regional director for
W R. Hearst." The Press proved "sadly run down and neglected," and
Davis sought a"broad national issue" in order "to regain local prestige in
ahurry." At other times, Davis gave aless personal explanation: he
wanted to remove advertising from the air to make room "for channels for
education, information, the public service," and "to protect the country's
publishers against unfair competition."
Most newspaper publishers believed that radio advertising threatened
their profits but, like Davis, they cloaked economic self-interest in seemingly unselfish rhetoric. They emphasized the problems of educational
broadcasters and the menace to programming of both radio advertisements and the radio monopoly. Davis urged publishers to attack the radio
monopoly in their columns with the Free Press's materia1. 6°He sent a"Dear
Publisher" letter explaining his purpose along with one early release:
Radio advertising is giving you sharp competition. Radio advertising is a
nuisance resented by your radio-owning readers. Radio advertising is the
basis on which adangerous monopoly is being built. The Ventura Free
Press, in co-operation with athousand other newspapers, is endeavoring to
arouse public sentiment for the support of legislation that will defeat the
purpose of the radio monopoly and drive direct advertising from the air. 61
Davis followed up his press releases with lists of "suggestions for the conduct of local campaigns by individual publishers." Realizing that educators
and publishers sought the same ends for different reasons, he claimed to
be trying to "coordinate" their efforts. 62
In fact, however, the educators, radicals, and newspaper publishers
who objected to commercial radio rarely worked together in the early
1930s. They failed, at this point, to rally around one solution to the problems of commercialization and instead proposed diverse alternatives ranging from model nonprofit stations to revised federal regulations. The goy138
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ernment's regulatory mechanisms, however, were easily manipulated by
the industry they had been set up to control.

INDUSTRY RESPONSE TO THE PROTESTS

The networks and the radio industry, always vigilant concerning complaints that might lead to more government regulation or to amobilization
of public opinion against them, reacted quickly to the backlash against
commercialism. Those with astake in commercialized broadcasting moved
to address the criticisms without changing the basis on which radio operated. They spoke out in public to promote commercialized broadcasting;
spread their message through sympathetic organizations; and pressured
the federal government to ensure, through regulation, that the "American
system of broadcasting" would become permanent.
Commercialized broadcasters followed the activities of their opponents in great detail, paying attention to the smallest criticism and calling
in favors to find out what the reformers planned. NBC executives received
copies of numerous Ventura Free Press publications, passed along by newspaper publishers who also owned network-affiliated radio stations. 63 In addition, NBC and RCA directly investigated Davis and the Ventura Free
Press several times. NBC's manager of press relations met with the Ventura
Free Press public relations staff in Los Angeles during September 1931 and
reported back to NBC. In October arepresentative of RCA met with another Ventura Free Press employee and sent aconfidential report to RCA
president David Sarnoff and NBC president Merlin Aylesworth. NBC
vice-president Frank Mason also asked the publisher of the Norfolk Daily
News to seek personal information from friends in Ventura, California,
about Davis himself."
These NBC and RCA efforts consisted of information gathering only,
with no action planned against the small but annoying Ventura Free Press.
Neither NBC nor RCA seriously considered changing the practices criticized by Davis or any other protester. The radio industry remained anxious
about any opposition that might attract public attention, but only in order
to preempt it before it resulted in greater governmental control or aloss
in profits.
The networks also undertook public relations activities that seemed
to bolster educational programming over the commercial airwaves.
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Shortly after its own founding, NBC formed aNational Advisory Council,
composed of people prominent in business, politics, and education, to ensure that "the actions of the company were in the public interest."'" An
education subcommittee of the council reported yearly that the network
was cooperating fully with educators and presenting many high-caliber educational programs." The National Advisory Council aimed to help NBC
forestall the objections of educators both by identifying prominent citizens
who supported the educational policies of the network and by emphasizing
its public service activities over its profit-making. CBS joined NBC in
touting the educational programs it presented, notably the "American
School of the Air." Sometimes in collaboration with the National Association of Broadcasters, NBC undertook other public relations activities to
bolster the idea that educational programs belonged on commercial rather
than nonprofit stations.'" The objective was to force nonprofit broadcasters out of business by claiming to do the same job they did.
One organization of educators collaborated in advancing the notion
that the networks welcomed educational programming. The National Advisory Council on Radio in Education (NACRE), which shared members
with the NBC National Advisory Council and the National Association of
Broadcasters, believed the networks would willingly turn over time for
high-quality educational programtning. 68 NACRE thus served as akind
of "company union" for the networks. NBC's National Advisory Council
reported that NACRE, founded in May 1930, sought to "devise, develop,
and sponsor suitable programs" so that the "Council may be recognized as
the mouthpiece of American education in respect to educational broadcasting." 69 Funded by John D. Rockefeller, Jr., and the Carnegie Corporation, NACRE prepared programs for both CBS and NBC on economics,
psychology, vocational guidance, civics, and labor, and sold nearly 250,000
listeners' guides in 1931 alone."
Speeches at the NACRE assemblies in 1931, 1932, and 1933 revealed
both the organization's identification with commercial radio and its low
regard for educational stations. Network executives were honored participants at these assemblies, joining government officials, national education
association officers, and network-friendly college professors to discuss the
development and regulation of radio advertising, broadcasting in the
schools, radio legislation, and commercial broadcasting and education. 1'
Members of NACRE believed that commercial stations would always have
"more unsold time on their hands than they know what to do with," and
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would give these unsold hours "to educational institutions in the generally
vain hope that they will make sensible use of it."" In return for the time,
and for the access to avaried audience, the educators would have to "disregard many pedagogical practices which have been developed over many
decades" in order to produce programs that would "hold an audience.""
Like the networks, NACRE members complained that the dullness of educational radio stations drove listeners away and decreased the audience for
all broadcasting. NACRE saw no conflict between the commercial basis of
radio and its use for education, refusing to consider that selling aproduct
and educating astudent might be incompatible goals. Rather, it believed
that the need of the networks to reach large numbers of consumers complemented the interest of the schools in reaching large audiences for educational purposes. 74
Reform-minded critics, especially those involved in educational radio
stations, did not share NACRE's trust in the commercial networks or its
belief that advertising and education were mutually beneficial. James Rorty
attacked NACRE for accepting free radio time and asserted that the networks used radio only "in their own private commercial interest and that of
the commercial advertisers," apurpose inimical to "genuine education."
Jerome Kerwin held that what the networks gave they could also take away,
noting that the ease "with which educational programs are brushed aside
for the sponsored programs has created the disconcerting feeling that the
place of worthwhile programs is not only secondary, but insecure." 76 An
ACUBS member wrote that the networks' educational programs served
merely as "bait to atrap": once the "big broadcasters" gained control, they
would "offer no programs that are not paid for at the most exorbitant
prices" and "certainly none will then be offered unless they can be used to
sell cigars, cigarettes, toothpastes, patent medicines, etc." 77
While commercial broadcasters influenced and used NACRE, they
also felt the need for an organization of their own to promote commercial
radio. The National Association of Broadcasters (NAB), founded in 1922,
became an effective lobbying and public relations agent. Its activities
ranged from officials speaking in favor of commercially sponsored educational radio programs to the publication of a200-page book "presenting
arguments in support of the system of broadcasting in the United States"
for use by high-school debaters." It adopted a"Code of Ethics" in 1925
and strengthened it in 1929, in an effort to curb criticism through selfregulation of fraudulent advertising and the advertising of harmful prod141
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ucts." Its members were kept informed of the alliances and activities of the
Ventura Free Press, and excerpts from Davis's newspaper stories and letters
appeared in the NAB newsletter. 8°The association's most effective work
came as it interacted with the federal government on behalf of its members. NAB leaders believed they had "fathered" the 1927 Radio Act by
helping shepherd the bill through Congress. One historian noted the
"many informal services" the NAB "rendered" to the new Federal Radio
Commission during its first months after passage of the act. 8'
The networks found pressure on Congress and the Federal Radio
Commission (later the Federal Communications Commission) to be their
most effective strategy in resisting the reformers. Even CBS, only rarely
visible on the national scene during its early years, presented its side of the
ongoing argument to the regulatory agency and to the public. William
Paley, founder and president of CBS, testified before the commission in
1934, and CBS published his talk as apamphlet, Radio as aCultural Force.
Paley equated the commercial and educational missions of broadcasting
when he described radio as "a new force in the distribution of goods as
well as in the dissemination of ideas." Speaking directly to the arguments
of the reformers, Paley discussed the importance of audience, asserted that
CBS gave the public what it wanted to hear, listed the many "educational,
informational, and generally cultural programs" presented by CBS, and
denied that the network practiced censorship in any form. 82
The inquiry at which Paley testified marked the next step in the reform campaign, as the foes of commercial radio proposed that Congress
reserve channels for the use of nonprofit stations. The protesters hoped to
turn the frequency reallocation process (once used to harass them) against
the power of the networks. In this next stage of the war, both sides focused
on the federal government as it prepared the 1934 Communications Act.
The attempt to set aside certain frequencies for education and religious
programming became acrucial battle.

CONGRESSIONAL ATTEMPTS TO REFORM
COMMERCIAL RADIO

Congress had first asserted the federal right to regulate radio in the 1912
Radio Act, but the beginning of broadcasting in 1920 brought new problems with which it was ill-equipped to dea1. 83 Few members of Congress
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even knew at that point how radio worked. As late as 1929, during adiscussion of the installation of broadcasting equipment in the chamber, one senator asked "if that radio is put back in the corner of the chamber here close
to my seat whether it would be possible for one of those anarchists to send
something through it and blow us all out of here."" Congress thus depended on the radio industry for information on technical matters and on
every other subject having to do with broadcasting.
Despite Congress's ignorance, both the detractors and defenders of
commercialized broadcasting turned to the federal government for help in
their efforts to influence broadcast radio's form and content. Throughout
the 1920s and early 1930s Congress considered radio regulation and, while
both sides sought to influence that legislation, the forces for commercialization clearly won. Although the Senate commissioned astudy of commercial radio, Congress avoided outright regulation of either broadcast
advertising or the radio networks. Instead, congressional attempts at reform fell into two categories—efforts to strengthen the ability of local stations to resist network domination, and attempts to guarantee nonprofit
groups access to the airwaves—neither of which had much effect. By not
pressing for more fundamental changes, the networks' opponents reinforced the congressional inclination to leave the commercialized system
intact. Lobbyists for both sides emphasized legislation that regulated the
results of the commercial system but left untouched the basis of that
system.
During the years between the beginning of broadcasting and 1927,
Congress had debated the question of where regulatory power should reside. The establishment of the Federal Radio Commission (FRC) grew out
of aconference committee compromise on the 1927 Radio Act. The
House bill called for the FRC to act in apurely advisory capacity, but the
Senate gave the FRC authority over radio regulation. The compromise
empowered the FRC to issue licenses for only one year, after which the
Secretary of Commerce would take over that authority with the expert
advice of the FRC." Congress supposed that one year would give the FRC
time to create abasic license allocation plan that the Secretary of Commerce could implement. Extension in 1928 of the FRC's power for another
year seemed sensible, because the commission had made little headway in
sorting out the license problem."
The 1928 extension of the Radio Act contained the Davis amendment, which called for ageographic equalization of license grants and was
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one of Congress's first attempts to support alternatives to network radio."
Representatives of rural areas, concerned about anetwork monopoly of
the airwaves, sponsored this and several other legislative initiatives to
strengthen local stations. One Oklahoma representative noted that "so
much power has been granted to the ...chain stations, that they are absolutely crowding the small independent stations off the air." The legislation
under consideration would keep the commission from doing what "it has
done in the past," ignoring "all the rest of the country" and letting "a few
stations in New York and Chicago dominate." 88 Members of Congress believed that each listener deserved to hear programs originating from an
independent local station, rather than over anetwork affiliate or afaraway,
powerful channel.
Both the House and the Senate debated several provisions in the early
1930s to ease the financial and managerial burdens of smaller stations and
thus to improve their competitive position. Station owners, the sponsoring
members of Congress argued, should be able to appeal FRC decisions in
local courts, in order to promote local autonomy and to save money on
travel expenses. One bill even proposed acomplex formula for radio cases,
with some disputes to be heard in local courts, others in three judge district
courts, and the rest in the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals. 89 Another attempt to allow the conduct of more business locally involved the use of
examiners, instead of commissioners, to hold hearings. Proponents believed that this change would permit hearings in different communities
with greater ease and speed. The scheme failed to win approval, partly
because examiners appointed by the FRC, unlike the commissioners themselves, would not have been responsible to Congress. 9°
Representative Davis and his colleagues sought to preserve alternatives to homogeneous programming from big-city sources. But the Davis
amendment forced the FRC to spend its time devising acomplex reallocation plan that, in practice, often discriminated against nonprofit and nonnetwork stations. 91 As it worked out, the amendment also helped ensure
the survival of the networks by creating asystem of widely scattered but
strong local outlets, asystem the networks found particularly convenient.
Local stations not affiliated with anetwork—primarily those sponsored by
colleges and universities—actually faced more difficulties because of the
new legislation, while other bills designed to help them failed to pass.
Despite the failure of early congressional radio reform, network opponents who had had little luck attracting support with their under144
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financed public relations campaigns continued to turn to the federal government for help. Broadcast Advertising magazine scorned such lobbying,
as radio critics "unable to make an impression on the public, who seemed
well pleased with things as they are ...
changed their tactics and went after
the FRC and Congress in whose hands the control of radio lies."" The
defenders of commercial broadcasting often portrayed their opponents as
advocating complete government ownership and operation of the American radio system." In fact, however, the protesters were asking that the
government only act to preserve amixed system of commercial and nonprofit stations.
The protests against commercial radio did help to change the nature
of proposed radio legislation. Early congressional efforts at reform of the
radio industry had concentrated on structure rather than content. As
broadcast advertising grew, and as its critics began to complain, Congress
took notice. In 1932 Sen. James Couzens, abusinessman with little experience in radio legislation, introduced aresolution "calling for areport from
the FRC on the use of radio facilities for commercial advertising purposes." The resolution, directly critical of the commercialism of American
broadcasting, noted "there is growing dissatisfaction with the present use
of radio facilities for the purposes of commercial advertising." 94 Couzens's
original resolution included seven questions about "the feasibility of government ownership and operation of broadcasting facilities"; the extent to
which broadcasting stations were "used for commercial advertising purposes"; the power available to commercial stations; possible plans "to reduce, to limit, to control, and perhaps to eliminate the use of radio facilities
for advertising purposes"; methods used by other nations to control broadcast advertising; whether announcements of sponsorship alone would be
"practicable and satisfactory"; and financial information concerning representative broadcasting stations. Sen. Clarence Dill, sponsor of the 1927
Radio Act and now the object of fierce lobbying, saw achance to placate
educators clamoring for action and added eight questions to those of Senator Couzens, all of which dealt with educational radio stations and with
educational programming on commercial stations."
In public, both the radio industry and its detractors welcomed the
FRC survey. The president of NBC believed the investigation would highlight "the splendid public service that most broadcasters are performing
today" and he awaited "the result of this investigation with the greatest
optimism." 96 The National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) adopted a
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resolution calling the Senate request "an opportunity to demonstrate to
the American people the superiority of our system of broadcasting." 97
Broadcast Advertising agreed that areport to the Senate would find the
"American" system "the only plan possible for ademocracy," and called
the survey "a showdown, with all the cards on the table. ... achance to
drive home the fact ...that too much advertising is not radio's only fault,
nor its worst one.""
The behind-the-scenes maneuverings of the broadcasting industry,
however, belied its public confidence. The NAB began asecret emergency
fund-raising program to cover the cost of "providing the broadcasting stations with materials designed to present to the American public the real
facts." 99 NBC scrambled to give its affiliates information "with which to
answer questions regarding network programs," as it "is to our best advantage" that the answers given to the FRC survey be "uniform."'le
Reformers saw the survey as achance to show "the commercial radio
monopoly" that "the American people are disgusted with the glaring evils
which have been allowed to grow up in American radio by anegligent and
commercially-minded Federal Radio Commission."'" As usual, they relied
on volunteers to present their case to the FRC and the public, and never
marshaled the same level of pressure as did the commercial broadcasters.
One member of the National Committee on Education by Radio (NCER)
wrote to another that the matter "will require some pretty clever handling
and Ido not feel equal to the task." The educators did complain, after the
fact, about the unfairness of the survey, noting that the FRC had chosen
National Education Week, when networks broadcast more educational
programs, as the sample period. Further, they argued that the FRC ignored the NCER and other educational organizations, while it did talk to
advertisers' organizations.'"
The FRC's commitment to commercial radio pervaded its report,
Commercial Radio Advertising, delivered and printed in 1932. 1"To answer
the Senate's questions, the FRC solicited information from stations about
their programs and practices, particularly during the week of November
8-14, 1931. It also corresponded with individual advertising agencies, the
American Association of Advertising Agencies, the Secretary of State, and
with others who had knowledge of broadcasting in foreign countries.'"
The report took the simple form of answers to the previously specified
congressional questions, with the FRC presenting itself as aneutral purveyor of information. The responses to the questions about educational
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broadcasting were extremely detailed and quoted extensively from FRC
dockets, but the FRC relied on opinion in its discussion of commercial
radio. The commission contended that, at most, one-third of all radio
broadcasts were commercial, while other programs, termed "sustaining,"
were "presented by the station without compensation and at its expense." The FRC explained this apparent altruism by noting that sustaining programs helped stations serve the public interest as mandated by
the 1927 Radio Act, enlarging and holding an audience and thereby increasing the value of time available for commercial programs.m6
The report's concluding statements on the relationship between sustaining and commercial programming observed that "a radio broadcast
station can present sustaining programs that are of great educational value
and rich in entertainment only in adegree measured by the revenue derived from the sale of time for purposes of commercial advertising." The
FRC reminded Congress that if it restricted radio sponsorship to announcements only, advertisers might stop using radio and "such non-use
would immediately and inevitably be reflected in adecrease both in quantity and quality of programs made available to the public." 107 The report
thus clearly outlined the perils to broadcasting if advertising disappeared,
but it never addressed the other contingency: what would happen if sustaining programs vanished, victims to the growing demand by sponsors
for airtime?
The report's conclusion emphasized the commission's own competence to regulate broadcasting. "The proper solution," the FRC wrote,
"would seem to lie in legislation authorizing the commission to enact certain regulations.. .rather than specific legislation on the subject by Congress."'°8The FRC existed from year to year, dependent on yearly legislation for its continuance. Yet by 1932 it had accumulated a staff and
bureaucracy that used the Senate's questions to make acase for their own
jobs. Throughout the report, the FRC presented solutions to radio's problems that maintained or increased the commission's power.
Despite the FRC's dislike of "specific legislation," Congress exhibited
agrowing interest in regulating broadcast advertising, especially during
the election year of 1932. Fiorello La Guardia, aprogressive Republican
from New York City, probably intended to protect political advertisers
when he introduced abill to establish reasonable fees for radio advertising.
Another proposal prohibited commercials on Sunday. Both bills died in
committee.w9Organized labor and agricultural groups also sought legisla147
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don to change frequency allocations. Early in 1931 Sen. Otis F. Glenn
of Illinois introduced an amendment to aHouse radio bill calling for the
assignment of acleared channel frequency to labor."° Ayear later the Chicago Federation of Labor lobbied for aclear channel for their station
WCFL, got bills introduced in the House and Senate, and testified at hearings before the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce, worrying the
NAB." The United Farm Federation of America suggested in 1932 that
Congress set aside aclear radio channel for the "exclusive use of radio
stations that may be erected by or devoted to the independent farm organizations only" and saw their resolution printed in the Congressional Record."'
The opponents of commercial radio soon moved from advocating individual channels set aside for particular nonprofit groups, to calling for a
percentage of frequencies to be reserved for nonprofit stations. This new
strategy rallied and brought together diverse groups. As early as 1931 Sen.
Simon D. Fess, aRepublican from Ohio, had introduced an amendment
to the 1927 Radio Act to reserve 15 percent of all radio licenses for educational broadcasting. Despite the backing of various educators and reformers, Senator Fess had been unable to win congressional support for the
proposal. "I never could get any reaction in favor of it," he told Education
by Radio. "As soon as it was offered, the stations began apropaganda against
it; just why Ido not know."" 3The commercial radio magazines had raised
ahue and cry against the Fess amendment. One editorial in Radio Digest
had begun, "it seems incredible that so many of our great army of teachers
should permit themselves to fall into the hands of schemers." The editor
had considered the passage of the Fess bill "one of the most telling blows
imaginable to the American Plan" and "the opening wedge to the complete
dissolution of the system."
It fell to Father John Harney, the father superior of the Paulist Fathers in New York City, to try to unite the nation's nonprofit groups and
their congressional supporters behind aproposal to reserve 25 percent of
all frequencies for "human welfare" organizations. A Roman Catholic religious order, the Paulist Fathers had founded aradio station in 1924. After
being switched from frequency to frequency, and then forced to share time
with other stations over the congested New York airwaves, WLWL found
itself, despite appeals to the FRC, allotted only 15 1
/ hours weekly to
2
broadcast. Father Harney decided to "attack on awider front." In March
1934 educational, labor, and agricultural groups rushed to Harney's support after he presented an amendment to the Senate Committee on Inter"4
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state Commerce calling for certain frequencies to be reserved for nonprofit
stations. Harney organized Catholic organizations and Catholic members
of Congress to support his proposal and enlisted senators Robert Wagner
of New York and Henry Hatfield of West Virginia to serve as cosponsors of his amendment.'"
Consideration of the Wagner-Hatfield amendment became part of
the continuing congressional debate that preceded the 1934 Communications Act. Lack of information and imagination about radio's potential
power had short-circuited the 1927 congressional attempt at long-lasting,
comprehensive radio legislation. In an effort to correct the oversights of
the 1927 Radio Act, many representatives and senators had considered
consolidating the regulation of all forms of communications." 6Yet radio's
growing political importance, FRC susceptibility to congressional pressure, and industry opposition to most proposed legislation had made Congress reluctant to take action. Amendments to the 1927 Radio Act had
enabled the FRC to continue functioning and had given further shape to
both the regulatory framework and the radio industry itself.
By early 1933 the lack of acoherent federal radio policy had become
woefully apparent, and Congress passed acomprehensive radio bill only to
see it blocked by lame-duck President Herbert Hoover's pocket veto. The
1927 Radio Act had essentially been created through the series of national
radio conferences called by Hoover as Secretary of Commerce. Proud of
his handiwork, Hoover apparently wanted no changes in what he considered "his" act.'" 7
In March 1933, however, Franklin D. Roosevelt was sworn in as president, and the obstacles that had plagued earlier legislation receded. Members of Congress felt confident that they now knew how and where to place
regulatory power, and which problems to face and which to ignore. (Most
members placed both radio advertising and the network system in the category of issues best ignored.) The New Deal added to the push for new
legislation. Congressional actions during the first months of Roosevelt's
administration established several new administrative agencies, much like
the FRC, vested with large discretionary powers and subject only to narrow judicial review. The New Deal Congress also moved away from aconcern for small business toward attempts to regulate existing corporate
combinations, in the same way earlier Congresses had approached the radio industry. Perhaps most significantly, Roosevelt broadcast six fireside
chats in 1933 and 1934, seizing on "radio as arevolutionary new medium
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of person-to-person communications" and teaching members of Congress
an unforgettable lesson about the political importance of broadcasting."'
In a1934 message to Congress, Roosevelt called for anew "communications" bill, proposing acommission charged with regulating all forms of
communications. Congress had discussed the possibility of acommunications commission as early as 1929, and although many observers expressed
surprise when the 1934 Communications Act, with its grant of large discretionary power to the newly created Federal Communications Commission, easily passed Congress, earlier debates, especially in 1933, had paved
the way for its approval." 9
The new bill also resolved several pressing regulatory problems. In
1934 the question of antitrust violations in the radio industry remained a
major issue in Congress. The emphasis of the 1934 Communications Act
on public service proved abasis for accepting the status quo of both the
equipment "trust" (the manufacturers of receivers and transmitters) and
the network system of chain broadcasting, thus pleasing both the general
public and the radio industry. The act stated its purpose as "regulating
interstate and foreign commerce by wire and radio so as to make available
...
arapid, efficient, nation-wide and world-wide wire and communication
service with adequate facilities at reasonable charges." "0Accepting at long
last the necessity for some regulation of radio, Congress now found its
models in public utility and railroad legislation. The public utility model
had appeared tangentially in the 1927 Radio Act, with the phrase that licenses should be granted to those serving "the public interest, convenience, or necessity"; this phrase had been developed in the public utilities
field and was carried over into the 1934 Act.'" The continuing congressional analogies between radio and railroad were incorporated as well, so
that the language of the legislation designed to regulate radio mirrored
the language of railroad regulation.'" Congress thus consciously based its
approach to the new technology of radio on those familiar regulatory
forms that had earlier—as far as it was concerned—proved successful.
The few restrictions found in the 1927 Radio Act regarding monopoly
within the radio industry were repeated in the 1934 Communications Act.
With astatement forbidding interlocking directorates—a direct result of
experience with the radio industry—Congress augmented provisions
applying antitrust statutes to the manufacture of radio equipment and refusing licenses to any group found guilty of monopoly.'" The 1934 act also
continued the policy of the Davis amendment of insuring equal geographic
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distribution of radio licenses.' 24 Proponents of astrong Federal Communications Commission lobbied against proposed provisions that would have
strengthened local stations, including opportunities for local review and
the use of examiners rather than commissioners. An amendment, introduced by Senator Dill but not part of the final bill, forbade monopoly in
local station ownership. Senator Dill accepted consolidation at the national level, putting his efforts into an attempt to preserve competition at
the local level.'" On the whole, Congress in 1934 seemed content to regard radio manufacturing and broadcasting as interwoven parts of anatural
monopoly. The networks, which in all their publicity had sought to appear
as natural monopolies, thus escaped regulation.
The introduction of the Wagner-Hatfield amendment was the only
chal:enge to congressional unanimity about the 1934 Communications
Act. Much of the debate on the bill concerned this amendment, which had
been reported out of committee with only its sponsors voting for approval.
The original amendment called for the revocation of broadcasting licenses
within ninety days and the reallocation of 25 percent of all frequencies to
nonprofit groups. The provision that aroused the greatest controversy
would have permitted nonprofit stations to sell time to defray their expenses. Senators Wagner and Hatfield spoke at length on the economic
hardships of educational radio and on the importance of adult education
in the United States. They willingly changed the ninety-day grace period
before license reallocation to six months, the length of time for which
broadcast licenses traditionally had been granted. But neither Wagner nor
Hatfield could deny that the reallocation of all stations would be ahuge
job, nor were they willing to compromise on allowing nonprofit stations
to sell some portion of their airtime. Senator Dill attacked the amendment
on the grounds that, given the opportunity to sell time, the newly protected stations would be no different than commercial stations.
Members of Congress eventually defeated the amendment without
having to vote on it by requesting that the new Federal Communications
Commission make astudy of the issue.' 26 The reasons for the defeat were
many. One historian faults Wagner and Hatfield's "stubborn reluctance"
to change the provision that would have allowed educational stations to
sell time, believing that they weakened their case by not considering other
means of financial support.'" But the promoters of the amendment had
contended that without some means of support, educational stations would
be as bad off as ever. Erik Barnouw blames the divisions within the ranks
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of the educators, as compared with the unity of the commercial broadcasters.'" As always, the broadcasting industry had drawn together to oppose
the amendment, since it represented both acut in revenue of up to 25
percent and an extension of regulation. The National Association of
Broadcasters had objected to the new category of stations as appealing only
to special interests, maintaining that "the sole test of fitness for abroadcasting license is service to the public as awhole, as distinguished from
service to any particular class, group or denomination."'"
Congressional attitudes and preconceptions also worked against the
amendment, which ran counter in some respects to the New Deal's faith
in the delegation of broad powers to strong federal regulatory commissions. Sam Rayburn, aleading Democrat representative from Texas, believed that if Congress were to tell the FRC how to allocate frequencies
"we would be in the same position that Congress would be in if, after giving to the Interstate Commerce Commission its function of regulating
railroads and fixing the rates, we would then start out to introduce and
pass measures to revise the rate structure.""° In the end, the 1934 Communications Act gave the Federal Communications Commission unrestricted discretionary powers in the matter of license granting."' Left to
the mercy of the new FCC, educational and other nonprofit stations faced
continuing discrimination.
The FRC thus emerged strengthened by its transformation into the
FCC. Its own bureaucratic momentum, combined with congressional
knowledge of administrative agencies' susceptibility to pressure, made its
inclusion in the new regulatory framework practically aforegone conclusion. Additionally, radio's growing use as apolitical tool and its importance
in everyday life made administrative regulation, usually little noticed outside the industry, more appealing to Congress than prescriptive legislation.
In its only attempt to influence programming, Congress left intact the
1927 provision mandating equal time for political candidates and forbidding censorship of political broadcasts.'"
In many ways, Congress's attitude toward commercial broadcasting
reflected what Ellis Hawley has called "the New Deal and the problem of
monopoly." Hawley outlines two streams of economic thought operating
during the New Deal, tracing them back to the New Nationalism and New
Freedom first discussed in the 1912 presidential election: antimonopolists
who believed in breaking up trusts to improve competition faced off
against those who found monopolies inevitable and thus in need of con152
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trol.'" Just as in the rest of the New Deal era's legislation, adialectic between regulation and competition can be found in the federal response to
radio. At once concerned about the "radio trust" in manufacturing and the
control of broadcasting by only afew companies, all three branches of the
federal government also saw the need for arationalization of the "natural
monopoly" enjoyed by the networks. Federal planning and regulation,
they hoped, might mitigate the drawbacks of amonopolistic system and
increase competition. In the end, however, governmental regulation only
strengthened the largest and commercialized broadcasting companies at
the expense of the smaller and nonprofit broadcasters, and lessened competition, outcomes that mirrored most other interactions between the
New Deal government and the economy.
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In John Cheever's short story "The
Enormous Radio," ayoung couple
named the Westcotts buy anew radio because they enjoy classical music.
But the radio brings more than music into their home. The narrator describes the radio as "powerful and ugly," with a"mistaken sensitivity to
discord" that enables Irene Westcott to eavesdrop on the arguments and
troubles of other families in her apartment building. The Westcotts get
the radio repaired so that it again plays classical music, but it is too late to
fix the damage done to the family's peaceful facade. Jim accuses Irene of
wasting money, stealing from her dying mother, and having aCaribbean
abortion. At the end of the story, Irene turns to the radio,
hoping that the instrument might speak to her kindly. ... Jim continued to
shout at her from the door. The voice on the radio was suave and noncommittal. "An early-morning railroad disaster in Tokyo," the loudspeaker said,
"killed twenty-nine people. A fire in aCatholic hospital near Buffalo for
the care of blind children was extinguished early this morning by nuns.
The temperature is forty-seven. The humidity is eighty-nine."'
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CHANGES

Cheever describes how the introduction of radio changed American lives
for the worse—a change that involved not only specific radio programs,
but the relationships among people and between people and the world
around them. Even as broadcasting changed its audience, it continued to
change itself.
With the introduction of television, the story of radio advertising becomes two stories: the commercialized broadcasting system, developed in
radio, moved to television, while radio itself changed dramatically. Television quickly took over from radio the central place in the living room.
Commercialized television networks presented news, entertainment, and
educational programs appealing to white, middle-class, suburban families
watching together in the evening, and programs aimed at women and children in specialized time periods, with all programs financed through the
sale of time to sponsors. Radio became amore personal medium, with
people listening to news and music (rather than drama or comedy programs) alone in their homes and cars. Radio programmers reached out
increasingly to more diverse and particularized audiences, rather than to
the white "middle Americans" sought by television advertisers.
Television, in many ways and for along time, resembled radio in 1934.
Not until the late 1980s did the network system begin to weaken. To examine the continuing interaction among networks, technology, commercialization, and programming, we must turn to television, where the issues of
advertising and its influence still provoke intense debate. On the other
hand, postwar radio looked quite different than it did in 1934. Having successfully reinvented itself, radio today provides amodel of how atechnology can adapt to meet new circumstances. Broadcast television itself may
be replaced by other technologies and join radio as amedium that is more
interesting, less expensive to program, and therefore more responsive to
specialized audiences.

THE REST OF THE STORY IN RADIO

Radio programs of the late 1930s and 1940s resembled those that had debuted on the new radio networks. Comedy, in avariety of formats, re155
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mained the most popular radio fare into the 1950s. Comedians smoothly
made the transition from gently spoofing the Depression to gently
spoofing World War II, always mindful that the federal government was
controlling the licensing and frequency allocations and that major corporations were paying the bills. By the 1940s most radio shows featured
heavy-hitting advertising, often as part of the program, produced by agencies located in Hollywood. Several novels, including Frederic Wakeman's
The Hucksters and Herman Wouk's Inside Outside, suggest how the increasing commercialization of radio brought new pressures to bear on writers
and performers.'
At the same time, dramatic shows, during what came to be called radio's "golden age," flourished. These dramas grew out of the continuing
comedy serials that had begun with "Amos 'n' Andy" and "The Rise of the
Goldbergs" in the late 1920s. By the end of the 1930s network radio featured several dramatic anthology programs whose writers, often drawing
upon the left-wing political consciousness of the era, experimented with
radio's aural qualities and ability to deliver political messages. The scripts
had widely varied formats, and some featured musical montages and poetry. Norman Corwin, awriter for "Columbia Workshop" on CBS, wrote
and directed twenty-six radio plays in as many weeks in 1940 in aseries
called "26 by Corwin."' Another Corwin project, an exploration of the Bill
of Rights entitled "We Hold These Truths," intensified patriotic themes
he had explored before. Broadcast just eight days after the attack on Pearl
Harbor, the show demonstrated how radio writers were able to move quite
easily, both professionally and intellectually, into wartime programming.
Radio made three contributions to the war effort—news programs
supported American intervention, propaganda broadcast over shortwave
radio targeted Nazi-occupied Europe, and broadcasts to the troops via the
Armed Forces Radio Service boosted morale—and was further changed in
the process. In the 1940s, when most Americans thought of the radio, they
thought of war news. Yet news had come late to the airwaves. The
agreement that concluded the 1933 "press-radio war" allowed radio announcers to "comment" on the news rather than report it; the "commentators," as radio reporters came to be called, did just that until the Munich
crisis of 1938, when H. V. Kaltenborn, aformer newspaper reporter, made
102 broadcasts in eighteen days. Sleeping at the CBS studio, Kaltenborn,
the son of German immigrants, translated the speeches of French and
German leaders as they came over the shortwave radio and broadcast them
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to American listeners. Being connected to events across the United States
was suddenly no longer enough. With the help of radio broadcasts, Americans began to seek aconnection to other parts of the world. 4
As the war erupted, the United States rushed to catch up with the Axis
powers, who had begun using radio for propaganda in the 1930s. Americans knew the political power of radio, having listened intently to President Roosevelt's fireside chats, but many were wary of the power of propaganda. In 1942 the president authorized the Overseas Branch of the Office
of War Information to begin broadcasting over its Voice of America (VOA)
frequencies to areas under Axis control. Historian Holly Cowan Shulman
has described how the format and content of the VOA broadcasts changed
as American foreign policy, domestic politics, and cultural climate shifted
during the course of the war.' The first VOA broadcasts drew directly from
the experimental programs of commercial radio. VOA programmers, including John Houseman, borrowed radio techniques from Norman Corwin to make their broadcasts more compelling. As the war progressed,
VOA broadcasts became more factual and detailed, and resembled news
broadcasts rather than modernist radio documentaries. In many ways,
along with the wartime radio correspondents such as Edward R. Murrow,
Eric Sevareid, and William Shirer, the VOA illustrated the division in
broadcast programming that took place in the 1940s, partly owing to the
war. Entertainment programming and news programming separated, and
listeners came to believe that such adivision was natural and preferable to
the intermingling of fact and fiction that 1930s radio had featured. Today
many critics disparage television "docudramas," which resemble Corwin's
and Houseman's radio programs, for conflating truth with fantasy. The
VOA, at least in part to hide its own propaganda aims, helped construct the
broadcasting convention that news programs were both "objective" and
distinct in style and substance from entertainment programming.
Another wartime radio activity, that of the Armed Forces Radio Service (AFRS), also influenced commercial programming. Radio was so
much apart of mid-twentieth-century American life that during World
War II the armed forces arranged for soldiers in both Europe and the Pacific to listen in. Samuel Brylawski notes that by 1945 the AFRS sent fifty
hours of radio programming weekly to overseas outlets, producing fortythree programs (fourteen hours) itself and distributing another thirty-six
hours of commercial radio (with advertising messages deleted). One series,
"Command Performance," which began before the founding of the AFRS,
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used prerecorded programs to make the performers' lives easier, proving
to the radio industry that areliable technology existed to edit programs
and broadcast them from discs. Each week the program featured a"command performance" from some of America's best-known radio and film
stars. The producers assembled the best "takes," deleted the off-color jokes
and time-sensitive material, and sent the shows out to AFRS stations on
records for rebroadcast. 6
Recorded programs had long been an anathema to the networks,
which had touted their live entertainment throughout the 1930s and early
1940s. Recordings, however, which could be cheaper to produce, offered
performers additional flexibility and control. Bing Crosby's experience on
"Command Performance" may have moved him to demand atranscription
clause in his 1946 contract with the American Broadcasting Company
(ABC). Crosby recorded his programs in Los Angeles at his convenience
and shipped them back to ABC in New York for broadcast. The increasing
use of such recorded material paved the way for the rebirth of radio as a
musical medium after the introduction of television.
As an alternative programmer in an industry controlled by the networks, the presence of AFRS demonstrated awider range of possibilities
for radio than most people had imagined. While dependent on the networks for many of its most popular programs, the AFRS routinely deleted
all commercial references and advertising. It even retitled programs that
carried asponsor's name: the "Camel Caravan" became "Comedy Caravan," the "Maxwell House Program" became "Fanny Brice—Frank Morgan," and the "Chase and Sanborn Hour" became "Charlie McCarthy."
Brylawski notes anumber of reasons for this "denaturing" of programs,
including complaints from service personnel and American agreements
with the noncommercial British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) to use
BBC transmitters to broadcast AFRS programs. Most important, the advertisements seemed inappropriate for GIs in the field. Brylawski writes
that "troops fighting in the Pacific did not want to hear about 'refreshing
Coca-Cola' nor did they appreciate the 'dangers of the common cold.'"
The radio industry had worked since the 1920s to make broadcast advertising seem natural and reassuringly "American," but the stark contrast between wartime realities and radio merchandising appeals revealed that advertising was neither wholly accepted yet nor considered particularly
patriotic.
After the war, opposition to commercialized broadcasting resurfaced,
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most notably in Frederic Wakeman's enormously popular comic novel, The
Hucksters. 8Wakeman, aformer employee of the Lord and Thomas advertising agency, wrote afictionalized account of his experiences producing
radio programs and working for George Washington Hill, president of
the American Tobacco Company, alarge radio advertiser and aLord and
Thomas client. The book and its 1947 film version describe the travails of
ayoung agency executive coping with an eccentric and demanding client.
Wakeman presents amusing instances of the subservience of advertising
and broadcasting professionals relative to their corporate clients; in The
Hucksters, selling Beautee Soap meant bowing to the company president's
predilections for laughably simple-minded radio programs and ad campaigns. Wakeman blames the mediocrity of radio programming on sponsorship and clearly states that sponsors controlled radio.
The renewed resistance to commercialized radio represented by
Wakeman's book had little effect against the enormous power and influence of the networks. In addition, the transformation of broadcasting as
the war ended confused the opponents of commercialism. The introduction of television distracted much of the public, and blinded critics to the
fact that the system they had decried in radio was being carried over into
television broadcasting.
In response to television's devastating and instant popularity, radio
stations adopted astrategy that they had previously rejected: specialization.
This path was already illustrated by the small group of urban radio stations
aimed at African Americans. Television, taking up where radio had left off,
offered programs primarily aimed at white, suburban, middle-class families. Many African Americans in the late 1940s, uninterested in television
programming and often not able to afford the new sets, turned to those
radio stations that broadcast rhythm-and-blues, jazz, and gospel recordings. The success of "Negro radio" showed that asegmented market
approach could work.
Radio stations gradually discovered that they could identify and serve
other special interest groups who found little to interest them on television. 9White teenagers found the music they heard on black-oriented postwar radio stations so compelling in its form and content that they spent
more and more time tuned in. Based on musical styles derived directly
from African Americans, rock 'n' roll was broadcast in the 1950s over millions of radios, enabling young people to temporarily cross some class and
racial lines, and giving postwar radio its most loyal audience.
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Teenage interest in radio grew out of atechnological change as well
as from social and cultural factors. The invention of the transistor in 1947,
like the introduction of the audion after World War I, expanded radio's
possibilities. The transistor acted like avacuum tube in conducting, modulating, and amplifying signals, allowing radios to be made cheaper, smaller,
and more durable than prewar sets.'° With transistor radios, broadcast listening became apersonal and portable experience for many people. The
smaller size and lower cost of the new models enabled teenagers to own
their own radios and tune in without family interference. Ateenager could
listen alone in her bedroom, or with her friends at the beach, to music that
her parents might not enjoy or even condone.
Not many historians have looked at the connection between the development of rock 'n' roll and radio in the 1950s. Recording companies
and radio stations, both struggling for aplace in the entertainment industry after World War 11, found that arelationship could be mutually beneficial. According to one estimate, record sales nearly tripled from 1954 to
1959. Record companies fueled this growth by providing radio stations
with hit songs; the stations kept their operating costs low by restricting
their programming staffs to the disc jockeys.
The reassignment of the FM spectrum in July 1962 by the FCC
opened anew venue for experimentation, delighting anew generation of
young listeners involved in alternative musics. After the war, the federal
government had tried to promote adifferent set of radio frequencies in
order to increase the number of radio stations available. Since most radios
in the 1950s could not receive FM transmissions, many of the first FM
stations were completely noncommercial, while commercial FM stations
found sponsors difficult to attract or retain. As aresult, FM radio developed atradition of few interruptions and longer music sequences. Once
again, the radio and recording industries found asynergy in the mid-1960s
as rock performers began to focus on albums rather than singles. While
AM radio became more rigid, the new FM stations had time for the music
of the counterculture. Many middle-aged Americans today remember the
days of "progressive" FM and "free-form" radio with the same fondness
their parents reserve for 1930s programs.
Radio's move toward specialized formats was closely tied to areemphasis within the advertising industry on market research. As the market for consumer goods grew after the war, advertisers worked to sell more
services to manufacturers. Advertising professionals found demographic
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information particularly useful in explaining what advertising could do.
Radio and then television became, in David Marc's memorable phrase,
"demographic vistas.""
The 1970s and 1980s saw aproliferation of extremely specialized stations, many with automated play lists that assigned responsibility for what
music went over the air to the station's marketing department. A recent
essay on Top 40 radio called it "a fragment of the imagination" and listed
twenty-four different station formats, including adult contemporary,
album-oriented rock, beautiful music, big band, contemporary hit radio,
country, easy-listening radio, gold, and music of your life.0 The growing
conservatism in radio music programming comes from advertising professionals' belief that most Americans prefer the music they already
know. With the introduction of cable television stations (such as MTV) that
broadcast video versions of top rock songs, much of the newest musical experimentation now reaches audiences on television before it is heard on radio.
(College radio stations have remained the exception to this rule; noncommercial since the 1920s, they continue to promote new music and artists.)
The last twenty years have brought both arevival of noncommercial
radio and aboom in so-called "talk" radio. The Corporation for Public
Broadcasting, under the Public Broadcasting Act of 1967, funded National
Public Radio (NPR) both as aproduction center for programming and
as anetwork linking member stations. Controversial NPR membership
requirements barred the small stations that had maintained the nonprofit
radio option since 1920. Because most NPR stations are largely supported
by listeners, their programming is aimed at those most likely to contribute;
the stations therefore provide less diversity than the framers of the original
legislation had hoped. On the other hand, talk radio, in several different
formats, has grown wonderfully diverse. Call-in shows, with listeners offering opinions or experts giving answers to questions, take radio back to
its community-based roots. Discussions of neighborhood issues fill many
hours of local radio time, and the hosts of such programs often become
influential political figures in their communities. National variations of
such programs exist (Larry King interviews celebrities and invites audience
questions; Rush Limbaugh ignites heated debate on conservative political
issues; Bruce Williams dispenses business advice; and many doctors diagnose ailments from Alaska to Rhode Island), but the local programs sustain
the bedrock audience for them.
In many ways the history of radio can be seen as aseries of expansions
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and contractions. Technological developments (the audion, wired networks, the transistor), social and cultural changes (wars, migrations, and
the increasing commercialization of everyday life), and innovative programming brought listeners new possibilities for entertainment and education. Yet as each possibility has appeared, various factors have worked to
narrow it. Network radio brought the chance to hear national programs
but turned listeners into passive rather than active participants. Commercialization promised to provide programming free to listeners but introduced rigid formats, bland content, and excessive advertising appeals.
Various disenchanted listeners and critics protested throughout radio's
evolution that commercialized broadcasting was blocking the development
of more meaningful programming. Rock 'n' roll on 1950s radio allowed
white teenagers to explore African American music and to participate in
an emerging youth culture, but the industry's focus on demographics and
the growth of formula Top 40 stations resulted in ahomogenization that
eliminated the diversity young listeners had sought. At the same time, as
new possibilities brought conservative responses, other avenues sometimes
appeared. When AM radio became predictable, FM became the home of
musical experimentation; when individuals no longer used the radio to
communicate, they traded that active participation for high-quality entertainment by famous vaudeville stars.
John Cheever was right that radio changed the Westcotts, but he portrayed them as helpless, resembling the accident victims they hear about
on their new receiver. In reality, American listeners have frequently found
ways of using the medium to further their own interests. The family in
Woody Allen's film Radio Days is perhaps abetter representation of radio
audiences in the 1920s, 1930s, and 1940s: they integrate radio into their
everyday lives, using it to reinforce and underline their activities. The narrator of the film shows how radio affected the shape and content of his
memories, creating awarm picture of members of his extended family enjoying different radio programs and music. Broadcasting brought outside
tragedies (a little girl dying from afall down awell) into the home, but
instead of inspiring fear (as in the Cheever story), such news served as a
way to connect this family with people all over the country Allen's narrator
says, "Now it's all gone. Except for the memories." But Americans today
continue to listen to and use radio in varied ways, to react against the commercialization of broadcasting, and to remember various earlier eras as
radio's "golden age."
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THE REST OF THE STORY IN TELEVISION

As World War Ihad both slowed radio development and allowed certain
companies to better position themselves to profit from the new technology, World War II did the same for television. Developed before the war
but first available for widespread use in the early 1950s, television enjoyed
amuch quicker acceptance than had almost any other consumer good. Advertisers and entertainers left radio in droves to sign up with the new medium on the block. Historian J. Fred MacDonald quotes Variety's description of this exodus as "the greatest exhibition of 'mass hysteria' in show biz
annals." He goes on to report that in the last half of 1951, money spent on
television advertising rose 195 percent, while radio advertising dropped 5
percent. The differences soon became even more striking." Many radio
stars and their shows moved to television, often performing the same
scripts twice during the week, once for each medium. The structure and
programming of television in the early 1950s remained what had been
worked out for radio twenty years earlier.
Not until the late 1950s did broadcasting's commercial structure see
any changes. Ostensibly in response to the quiz show scandals, the networks moved from having one sponsor for each program to selling time to
many advertisers on any given program. The revelation that advertising
agencies, as producers of quiz programs (as well as all other shows), had
provided certain contestants with answers and coached them in order to
make the shows more dramatic, gave the networks an excuse to assume
control over programming. The networks and independent production
companies now conceived, wrote, cast, and directed their programs, auctioning spot advertisements to the highest bidders. This change placated a
public and an FCC shocked over the quiz show debacle, and enabled the
networks to make greater profits by providing more individual units (each
of which could be put out for bid) to sell.' 4The magazine approach (selling
time on asingle program to several sponsors)—first used in broadcasting
to lure sponsors leery of advertising on the daytime radio programs aimed
at women—now became away to increase the price of broadcast time,
as advertisers competed with each other in using television to promote
their products.
Through the 1970s the television networks and their particular form
of commercialized broadcasting remained phenomenally successful.
Ninety-one percent of those watching prime-time television from 1978
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through 1980 were viewing one of the three major networks, with 57 percent of all receivers in the United States tuned at least once during the day
to one of the three." Programmers claimed during the 1970s to be using
amore segmented approach, appealing to the audiences advertisers most
wanted to reach. But such audiences were not much different than those
broadcasters had always sought: young, middle-class, and white. Television
producers and advertising salespeople talked about programming differently, but not much had changed.' 6
Technology and economics brought the next set of changes to television. New ways of delivering the broadcast signal (cable, satellite) and
new ways of using the television set (videocassettes, videodiscs, computers,
video games) threatened the hold of the networks.' 7As Ken Auletta notes:

In the war with the small but mobile armies of the new video democracy,
the networks were being outflanked. In 1988 alone, the three networks'
share of the prime-time audience would drop to 68 percent—compared to
92 percent in 1976; the number of channels available to the average home
increased in asingle year from twenty-two to twenty-eight, four times as
many as were available in 1976; cable television entered 2.4 percent more
homes, now reaching 51.1 percent of Americans, compared to just 15
percent in 1976.' 8

Such changes meant that the networks were losing some viewers and
some profits. But whether the new technologies were contributing to democracy, or even making more genuine choices available, remained unclear in 1993. Using VCRs, audience members had more control over
when they watched particular programs—but alternative programming
was still often not available. Cable stations tended to schedule more of the
same kind of programs—more sports, more news, more movies—rather
than different forms of entertainment or education. And how were these
new technologies, which were expensive and often featured commercials,
contributing to "democracy"?
The television industry, now at acrossroads, might look to the history
of radio for some ideas about how to respond to changing times. Radio is
still with us today because of its postwar ability to search out new audiences
and to remain flexible in its programming and economic structure.
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THE END OF THE STORY

National radio service turned out rather differently than had been anticipated when broadcasting began in 1920. The large radio manufacturing
companies had believed national radio would rationalize broadcasting and
help increase profits, but they did not expect that broadcasting could directly make money. Intellectuals and futurists of the 1920s had seen broadcast radio as ameans of improving morality and building asense of nationhood. Amateur radio operators and the first broadcast listeners had looked
to national radio service as part of their hobby, an active rather than passive
enterprise. Many ordinary people had thought national radio would be a
way to maintain ethnic and regional loyalties.
Instead, the form national radio took in the United States proved to
be directly commercial, passive, and homogenized, promoting consumption as the way to happiness. The urge for national radio was an important
catalyst in generating early interest in American broadcasting, but once
most Americans agreed that national radio was aworthwhile goal other
factors shaped its eventual form and content. The choice of an expensive
wired network system to deliver national service brought broadcast advertising in its wake. Conventional wisdom soon claimed that advertising and
the network system went together like love and marriage. According to
this common belief, radio's search for financing inevitably led to advertising, and advertisers naturally insisted on large national audiences before
investing the amount of money needed to keep broadcasting afloat.
The link between advertising and the networks was not, however, preordained (like the link between love and marriage). The impulse toward
national radio had existed long before advertisers began clamoring for airtime; and when listeners and advertisers began demanding national radio,
options other than wired networks had existed to deliver the service. Yet
by the early 1930s, ten years after broadcast radio began, the question of
"who pays for radio?" had been answered. The commercialized radio network system had succeeded so well that earlier confusion surrounding the
shape, content, and financing of broadcasting was forgotten. Broadcasters
and many listeners regarded the "American system of broadcasting" not
only as areflection of the American character, but as the only possible
form radio (and later television) could have taken in the United States.
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The boosterism evident in the writing about broadcast advertising transformed all changes in radio programming and advertising into "progress."
Historians and listeners alike have often taken the view that advertising "saved" broadcasting from extinction. Yet the elaborate, calculated
campaign to promote broadcast advertising, beginning in 1928, indicates
that many within the radio and advertising industries believed that advertisers, advertising professionals, and consumers needed to be persuaded to
accept it.' 9Many radio and business leaders thought in 1928 that another
mode of financing would work better than advertising. Commercialized
radio grew because of asystematic, sustained sales effort, not because
advertisers flocked voluntarily to anew outlet.
Warren Susman's call for an "ecological" or interactive model in examining communications technologies, especially those that have presented themselves as "natural," can save communications historians from
being blinded by such "progress talk." Susman believes that historians
should focus on the interactions between media and culture. Ignoring the
cultural contexts of communications technologies slights the stories of
those who resist anew technology In the case of radio, the story of those
who resisted broadcast advertising—from the early stations funded in a
variety of ways to those listeners, educators, broadcasters, and advertisers
who imagined other systems or simply objected to broadcast advertising—
shows that commercialized broadcasting was not a"characteristic cultural
response" to anew technology. 2°While the promoters of broadcast advertising lived in aworld that included stations funded in many ways, they
constructed the network system as primary and pushed to involve advertising agencies in radio—actions that directly affected programming form
and content.
Pre-network radio was not, of course, a golden age of listenercontrolled local broadcasting, completely untainted by crude and manipulative advertising, nor did the commercialized network system suddenly
spring into being within avacuum. Early sponsored programs provided the
models on which the networks later built commercialized programming.
Sponsored shows were aminority among early radio programs, but the
networks embraced them and applied their formats to all programming.
Indirect advertising, anonymous performers, and regional sponsors could
have continued to provide more diverse information and entertainment
to American radio listeners, but broadcasting's increasingly national and
commercial character determined the basis on which programming deci166
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sions were made. Programs and performers that had thrived in the 1920s
were soon superseded.
The introduction of the networks also saw the disappearance of regional sponsors from the airwaves. Lacking an alternative way of reaching
asmaller number of listeners, medium-sized companies such as the Happiness Candy Company and Clicquot Club Ginger Ale dropped out of radio
sponsorship. Increasingly, the manufacturers who advertised on radio
made "low-priced, packaged consumer goods"—products that people
bought often. Today such companies continue to be among the heaviest
advertisers." Companies making consumer durables joined the packaged
goods manufacturers on radio in the 1930s, but most radio advertising, like
most advertising in general, remained for low-priced objects.
The increasingly commercialized airwaves sparked anew wave of protest in the early 1930s. The lack of public rallying behind this attempted
reform movement left Congress without incentive to force change on an
industry that, even in the midst of the Depression, was working smoothly.
Yet the protesters raised important issues regarding radio's unrealized educational potential, the abuses of commercialism, the rights of alternative
nonprofit stations, and the neglected needs of specialized audiences.
Viewed as fanatics at best and crackpots at worst, these educators and reformers of the early 1930s perceived the problems inherent in acommercialized mass medium but failed to change the system. Some of their ideas
were later adopted: in 1938 the FCC reserved certain FM frequencies for
educational organizations; in 1952 certain television channels were also
allocated for educational stations; and in 1962 Congress authorized funds
"to assist [through matching grants] in the construction of educational
television broadcasting facilities."" The relative lateness of these reforms
ensured that nonprofit stations could not seriously challenge the already
entrenched commercial stations, which held the best frequencies and were
better financed. The commercialized national radio system thus withstood
an attempted assault at acrucial time, the early 1930s, and emerged from
the fight strengthened.
The passage of the 1934 Communications Act effectively brought
protests against commercialized broadcasting to an end until after World
War II. Various educators continued to lobby against the network system,
but the reformers had lost their best chance to change the form and content of American radio. The 1934 Communications Act, by ignoring both
advertising and the networks, gave government approval to the changes
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that had taken place in broadcasting. In only fourteen years radio had
moved from amateur stations in garages airing phonograph records to
elaborate studios with highly paid celebrity performers, and from awidespread rejection of commercialism to a system financed exclusively
through direct advertising.
Who pays for radio? Who "bought" the broadcasting system that radio manufacturers were "selling"? All of us—radio listeners and television
viewers, children, adults, PBS and Fox viewers, college radio station listeners and talk-show callers—continue to pay for the system used to finance
American broadcasting. We should, occasionally, consider whether the
cost is too high.
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And now aword from our sponror. ...When the first radio stations signed on in
the 1920s, this phrase was unknown to listeners. Fifteen years later advertising
ruled the airwaves. Selling Radio recounts the initial difficult coupling of
broadcasting and advertising, details how the triumph of advertising transformed the content of radio programming, and reveals the complicity of
business, technology, and government in reducing the promise of radio to the
adage "time is money."
"Bright, incisive... .Explains how apromising new technology was diverted
to commercial ends.... Smulyan provides alively, well-researched, persuasive
account of how commercialized network radio came to be.. .. Smulyan's
welcome book reminds us that the instigation and durability of media hegemony owe as much to conscious corporate strategies as to technological
inevitability."

—Clayton R. Koppes, Science

"Selling Radio paints amuch more rich and complicated picture of the struggle
over radio broadcasting in the 1920s than previously existed. Smulyan's
accounts of efforts to convince advertisers to use radio, of listeners' ambivalent
responses to local versus national shows, and of the corporate campaign to
establish networks, all explode avariety of myths about the inevitability of our
current system of broadcasting in America."
—Susan Douglas, Hampshire College
"Lucidly and economically written, this book recounts the origins of
American broadcasting's most distinctive features. Its fascinating story,
enlivened by twenty-four pages of illustrations, is easily accessible to nonspecialists while offering considerable substance to communication historians."
—American Historical Review
"Smulyan has written more than apolicy history or abusiness history. ...She
presents Selling Radio as acultural history, one that is also concerned with how
advertising dramatically altered the nature of radio programming and its relationship to the radio audience.. .. It is here that Smulyan makes an outstatiding original contribution to the field, writing convincingly and with passion.
...A superb introduction. This book deserves to be read widely in college
classrooms."

—journal ofAmerican History
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